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INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS AND VISITING 
SCHOLARS: TRENDS, BARRIERS, AND 

IMPLICATIONS FOR AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES 
AND U.S. FOREIGN POLICY 

FRIDAY, JUNE 29, 2007

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL

ORGANIZATIONS, HUMAN RIGHTS,
COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS, AND

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HIGHER EDUCATION,
LIFELONG LEARNING, AND COMPETITIVENESS

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR, 
Washington, DC. 

The subcommittees met, pursuant to notice, at 9:35 a.m. in room 
2172, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Bill Delahunt (chair-
man of the Subcommittee on International Organizations, Human 
Rights, and Oversight) presiding. 

Mr. DELAHUNT. The subcommittees—that is plural—will come to 
order. This is a joint hearing between the Foreign Affairs Sub-
committee on Oversight and the Education and Labor Sub-
committee on Higher Education, Lifelong Learning, and Competi-
tiveness, which is chaired by the gentleman from Texas, Mr. 
Hinojosa, who is unable to be here today, but that subcommittee 
is well represented by my colleague from Virginia, Bobby Scott. 

Why is it so important to hold a hearing on international stu-
dents and visiting scholars? Well, from the perspective of our na-
tional interests, I would suggest it is very important. And let me 
give three reasons. 

First, international students and scholars strengthen our domes-
tic economy by bringing in their dollars and their creativity. Ac-
cording to data from the Department of Commerce, our 570,000 
international students and their dependents spend $13.5 billion in 
the United States every year, making higher education our fifth 
largest service sector export. And our 100,000 visiting scholars pro-
vide critical research for our advances in the sciences, and particu-
larly in medicine. 

Second, international students and scholars gain skills that will 
allow them to confront issues such as poverty and promote eco-
nomic growth in their home countries. And those are crucial goals 
of the United States and this administration and this Congress, 
both because of our interest in political stability and increased op-
portunities for trade and investment abroad for the United States, 
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as well as for our moral commitment to bring some of the benefit 
of our economic and scientific success to people in other countries. 

Third, welcoming students and scholars here from other coun-
tries creates familiarity and bonds of mutual respect that will en-
dure when they become leaders in their countries or when they as-
sume critical roles in international organizations. This will allow us 
to work together to address international challenges, which can 
really be done in the global village in a unilateral way. 

The problems we face are obviously overwhelming if we have to 
face them alone. International cooperation and coordination are be-
coming more and more necessary. And today’s international stu-
dents are going to be critical to those activities in the decades 
ahead. 

Let me very briefly place today’s hearing in the context of hear-
ings that we have conducted regarding foreign opinion and its im-
pact on our national interest. Under Secretary of State Karen 
Hughes, who is ably represented here today by her higher edu-
cation specialist, Deputy Assistant Secretary Tom Farrell, told me 
recently that she believes that having foreign students at American 
universities is one of the most powerful tools we have in our arse-
nal of public diplomacy. And I agree enthusiastically. The Sec-
retary gets it. Our series of hearings revealed that the recent sharp 
decline in international favorable views toward American leader-
ship creates concrete costs to our national interests. 

For example, according to one of those witnesses, Dr. Steven Kull 
of the noted polling organization PIPA, al Qaeda’s ability to recruit 
and to operate in the Middle East has been enhanced by the in-
creasing belief among Muslims since the invasion of Iraq that the 
United States is in a war against Islam. That is what the data re-
vealed. We know that is not true. But we have to influence that 
perception. 

One of the few bright spots in those hearings came when the 
pollsters agreed that foreigners who visit the United States have 
significantly higher approval ratings for us, roughly on the order 
of 10 percentage points, than do foreigners who never visit us. The 
witnesses agreed that students in particular tend to form positive 
impressions and friendships that make for lifelong bonds with 
America and Americans, and that they even pass along those posi-
tive attitudes to their friends and extended families back home. 
That is why I am concerned at the significant disruption after the 
9/11 attacks and the trend line for international students, which 
has resulted in 247,000 fewer international students in the 4 years 
after 9/11, than one would have predicted before it. 

That is why I am concerned about reports from the Woods Hole 
Oceanographic Institute, a premier scientific organization in my 
district on Cape Cod, about reports from that institution about po-
tential visiting scholars being discouraged by visa waiting times 
and being rejected due to political disputes between governments 
and about international scholarly and scientific conferences being 
held in other countries because of the fear that the participants 
won’t be able to come to the United States. 

I am also concerned that only 3,000 of today’s 570,000 inter-
national students are funded by our Government, meaning that 
nearly all come from wealthy families or wealthy countries, leaving 
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out potential future leaders, scientists and teachers from the very 
countries that are in dire need of our universities’ expertise. That 
is why I hope to work with the administration and with my col-
leagues on the appropriate committees to see whether it is feasible 
to have a program that would dramatically boost funding for these 
future leaders and amplify our efforts to restore America’s image 
abroad. 

The Congressional Research Service estimates that we spend $1 
billion every 3 days in the war in Iraq. Now we can agree or dis-
agree on whether those expenditures are promoting our national 
interests. But whether or not we agree on that question, surely we 
can all agree that it is clearly in our national interests to invest 
resources in an order of magnitude that is significant, just maybe 
once a year, along those lines to pass the store of skills and knowl-
edge that exists in our wonderful universities on to young people 
from less developed countries, young people who will then be lead-
ers and partners in our mutual efforts to address the world’s 
thorniest problems. And they will be friends of America. 

Before introducing the distinguished panel before me, let me call 
on Representative Scott for any comments he might wish to make. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Delahunt follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE BILL DELAHUNT, A REPRESENTATIVE IN 
CONGRESS FROM THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS, AND CHAIRMAN, SUB-
COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS, HUMAN RIGHTS, AND OVERSIGHT 

The Subcommittees will come to order. This is a joint hearing between our For-
eign Affairs Subcommittee on International Organizations, Human Rights, and 
Oversight, and the Education and Labor Committee’s Higher Education and Com-
petitiveness Subcommittee, chaired by the gentleman from Texas, Mr. Hinojosa, 
who must be absent due to an emergency in his district, with the gentleman from 
Florida, Mr. Keller, serving as the ranking member. I thank them and the distin-
guished chair of the Education and Labor Committee, my friend and landlord 
George Miller, for assisting us in holding this important hearing. 

Why is it so important to hold a hearing on international students and visiting 
scholars? From the perspective of our national interests, it is very important, for 
three reasons: 

First, international students and scholars strengthen our domestic economy by 
bringing in both their dollars and their creativity. 

Second, their time here promotes international development, one of our most im-
portant long-term national interests, by transmitting skills and knowledge needed 
by other countries to prosper, which, if I may add with crass American self-interest, 
will help our economy grow as well, as today’s less developed countries become 
stronger trading and investment partners. 

Third, welcoming students and scholars here from other countries enables the sort 
of multilateral discussion and cooperation, both when they are here and when they 
return home, that we need to achieve our foreign policy goals. 

Today’s witnesses will be able to tell us a lot about the first two of these reasons 
for increasing the number of international students and visiting scholars, namely 
the benefits to our economy and to international development. Let me discuss briefly 
the third reason, our ability to work with other countries to achieve our foreign pol-
icy goals, in light of some of the findings of a series of hearings we have just con-
cluded on foreign opinion and its impact on our national interests. 

Under Secretary of State Karen Hughes, who is ably represented here today by 
her higher education specialist, Deputy Assistant Secretary Tom Farrell, told me re-
cently that she believes that having foreign students at American universities is the 
most powerful tool we have for public diplomacy. I agree. 

Our international reputation has been damaged badly since 2002, when the Bush 
administration spurned the framework of multilateral institutions that the United 
States established after World War II, and began its unilateral march to folly and 
tragedy in Iraq. A series of ten hearings held by our subcommittee has revealed that 
the sharp decline in international favorability toward American leadership creates 
concrete costs to our national interests. For example, according to a witness in those 
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hearings, Dr. Steven Kull of the noted polling organization PIPA, al Qaeda’s ability 
to recruit and to operate in the Middle East has been enhanced by the increasing 
belief among Muslims since the invasion of Iraq that the United States is engaged 
in a war against Islam. 

One of the few bright spots in the 10 hearings that we held on foreign opinion 
came when the pollsters agreed that foreigners who visit the United States have sig-
nificantly higher approval ratings for us, roughly on the order of 10 percentage 
points, than do foreigners who do not visit here. The witnesses agreed that students, 
in particular, tend to form positive impressions and friendships here that make for 
lifelong bond with America and Americans, and that they even pass along these 
positive attitudes to their friends and extended families back home. 

I should note that getting to know us doesn’t seem to change students’ levels of 
opposition to such controversial American policies as allying with and arming dic-
tators in return for strategic benefits, or invading and occupying Iraq, or kidnapping 
and abusing suspected bomb plotters—policies that in fact I, and I believe a major-
ity of Americans, oppose as well. 

What studying here does do, however, is open up lines of communication, and re-
move feelings of automatic suspicion and bias that can keep us from talking to each 
other, and eventually working with each other on common objectives. Nobody can 
go it alone in today’s world. The problems we face simply cannot be solved alone. 
From a foreign policy perspective, student and scholar exchanges are valuable be-
cause they create a new basis for discussion and cooperation in solving mutual prob-
lems. 

That is why I am so concerned about the dramatic disruption after 9/11 in the 
trend-line for international students that we will hear about from our witness from 
the Government Accountability Office, Director George Scott, a disruption that has 
resulted in 247,000 less years of study than was predicted before that tragedy. 

That is why I am so concerned about reports from the Woods Hole scientific com-
munity in my district of Cape Cod about potential visiting scholars being discour-
aged by visa waiting times and being rejected due to political disputes between our 
government and theirs. 

That is why I am so concerned about today’s testimony by Dr. Jerry Melillo of 
the Marine Biological Laboratory at Woods Hole, in which he says that planners of 
international scholarly and scientific conferences often don’t even bother to try to 
hold these conferences in the United States. 

That is why I am so concerned about the testimony of Ms. Adinah Abbey, our ex-
emplary international student witness today, who points out that the lack of U.S. 
government funding means that foreign students are almost exclusively from 
wealthy families or wealthy countries, leaving out the potential future leaders, sci-
entists, and teachers from the very countries that are most in need of our univer-
sities’ store of knowledge. 

That is why I am so concerned that only 3,000 of today’s 570,000 international 
students are funded by our government, and that is why I hope to develop with the 
administration and my colleagues a billion dollar program. 

And that is why I am so eager to learn the lessons of the pioneering work of the 
Davis United World Colleges Scholars program, whose director, Dr. Phil Geier, is 
also a witness today, and to start talking with the Administration about a new pub-
lic initiative to bring 20,000 African, Asian, Middle Eastern, and Latin American 
students here who could otherwise not afford a university education. 

Think about it—we spend a billion dollars every three days in a senseless war 
that is destroying our international standing and our ability to find allies to help 
us face future problems. Why not spend that much just once a year, on a program 
that will enhance our standing, and create cooperation for the future? Today I hope 
we will take the firs step on our longer journey to address all of these concerns. 

Before introducing our first panel, let me turn to my colleagues for their opening 
remarks.

Mr. SCOTT OF VIRGINIA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you 
for holding this hearing. First, I would like to ask unanimous con-
sent that the statement from the chairman of the Subcommittee on 
Higher Education, Lifelong Learning, and Competitiveness, the 
gentleman from Texas, Mr. Hinojosa, that his statement be in-
cluded in the record. 

Mr. DELAHUNT. Without objection. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hinojosa follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE RUBÉN HINOJOSA, A REPRESENTATIVE IN 
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS, AND CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMITTEE ON HIGHER 
EDUCATION, LIFELONG LEARNING, AND COMPETITIVENESS
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Mr. SCOTT OF VIRGINIA. Mr. Chairman, I guess I would take the 
opportunity to welcome everyone from Old Dominion University, 
which is in my district. They have a huge presence of international 
students, and so this hearing is of significant interest to people 
from that area. We were dismayed, many of us were dismayed yes-
terday when the Supreme Court held that diversity programs, pro-
grams to promote diversity, and in fact to eliminate the possibility 
of de facto segregation in public schools, that programs like that 
were held to be unconstitutional. There was one bright light in 
that, and that is that five justices at least held that diversity could 
be a compelling State interest. Had five gone the other way, you 
would not be able to have any kind of diversity programs. But one 
of the judges that ruled that the program was unconstitutional did 
not concur with the idea that diversity was not a compelling State 
interest. 

So this is an opportunity. Having diverse students from around 
the world gives us the opportunity to spread American values in 
a way that really can’t be done any other way. The students that 
come here learn to respect American values. And when, as you 
have indicated, when there is that respect, it helps our national in-
terests. People who disrespect the United States are much more 
likely to cause problems, particularly with terrorism. So we need 
to make sure that our visa programs that let students in do it in 
such a way that protects our national interests. We don’t want ter-
rorists to come in on these student visas, but we also want to do 
it in such a way that promotes our national and international 
American values so that as many students can come in as possible. 

And that is why this is a joint hearing. You have foreign affairs 
interests, national security interests, but you also have significant 
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interest in the conduct of our colleges and universities. So thank 
you for holding the hearing. I look forward to the testimony of our 
witnesses. 

Mr. DELAHUNT. Thank you, Mr. Scott. And let me call on the 
gentleman from Kentucky, a new member of the House of Rep-
resentatives who is making a significant contribution, Mr. 
Yarmuth. 

Mr. YARMUTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and good to see my 
colleague, Mr. Scott, as always. And I would like to associate my-
self with his remarks, since I represent the district that was di-
rectly affected by that Supreme Court decision yesterday, and say 
what a disappointment it was to my entire community, that some-
thing that the community has embraced voluntarily as a means of 
establishing diversity in the schools and giving everyone an equal 
opportunity for a high quality education was overturned by the Su-
preme Court. And it is a sad day in my district, but we look for-
ward to meeting the challenge of finding other ways of making sure 
that diversity is achieved and that equal opportunity is achieved. 

I would also like to just mention that my home university, the 
University of Louisville, has a proud tradition that goes back dec-
ades of promoting and encouraging international student ex-
changes, and we recognize the value of that activity and how much 
that has meant to our community and to international under-
standing. 

So I applaud the purposes of this hearing, and look forward to 
hearing the witnesses, and thank you for being here. 

Mr. DELAHUNT. Thank you, Mr. Yarmuth. And our first panel of 
government witnesses has substantial expertise in the issues that 
we have all alluded to; namely, trends and barriers and potential 
solutions in the area of international study and scholarship in the 
United States. 

First, let me introduce Mr. George Scott. He is not related to Mr. 
Bobby Scott, but they met today. He is a director at the Govern-
ment Accountability Office, and is responsible for overseeing all 
work in the area of higher education. He participated in the plan-
ning and writing of the 2007 GAO forum report that assessed the 
status of international students in the United States and identified 
three areas of consideration in resolving possible problems. I read 
that report, and I say it was very informative, and I think, it pre-
sents a blueprint of how we may proceed in the future. 

Tom Farrell, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Academic 
Programs. And James Manning, acting assistant secretary of edu-
cation for Postsecondary Education. We have perhaps the two peo-
ple in the executive branch most qualified to respond to the GAO 
report and to give us the Bush administration’s perspective on 
international students. 

Secretary Farrell has been involved in international education 
for nearly 30 years, including stints with the State Department 
and the Institute of International Education. Appropriately enough 
he is a former Fulbright scholar in Pakistan. He is the lead officer 
in the U.S. Government for the Fulbright program, which funds 
more international students than any other government program. 
I am hoping he can in particular tell us about that and other gov-
ernment-funded programs for international students. 
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Secretary Manning’s credentials are equally as impeccable, par-
ticularly for me, since he hails from Boston and graduated from 
Northeastern University. But that is not all he has accomplished. 
No, Mr. Manning, probably his greatest professional achievement 
has got to be his 8 years as director of International Events for the 
National Basketball Association. What did you think of the Celtics 
trade last night, Mr. Manning? 

Mr. MANNING. I am focusing on my testimony, sir. 
Mr. DELAHUNT. I am glad to hear that. Anyone who can pull off 

the NBA South African Tour and the U.S. Women’s Basketball 
World Tour can handle just about anything. So welcome all, and 
let’s proceed in the order as I introduced you, so that we can layout 
the GAO’s ideas on the table. 

So we will begin with you. And let me suggest usually there is 
a light, and bells go off here. But this is a very informal sub-
committee. We don’t use the gavel. But if you can be somewhat 
brief we would appreciate it. 

Mr. Scott, thank you. 

STATEMENT OF MR. GEORGE A. SCOTT, DIRECTOR, EDU-
CATION, WORKFORCE, AND INCOME SECURITY TEAM, GOV-
ERNMENT ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE 

Mr. SCOTT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the sub-
committee. I am pleased to be here today to discuss the challenges 
in attracting international students to the United States. 

Over 2 million students worldwide study outside of their country 
of origin. The United States has relied on students from other 
countries to support our economic and foreign policy interests. 
These students have been important sources of innovation in our 
economy, brought needed research skills, and strengthened our 
labor force. 

My testimony today discusses several of the key issues that may 
affect our ability to continue to attract international students. In 
summary, the global landscape of higher education is changing and 
providing more alternatives for students, particularly as other 
countries expand their educational capacity. The cost of obtaining 
a degree in the United States is rising, which may discourage some 
international students from enrolling in our colleges and univer-
sities. Also visa policies may have contributed to barriers for inter-
national students seeking to enter the country. However, recent 
changes have helped ease those barriers. 

The United States has historically sought to attract international 
students to our colleges and universities. In recent years, these stu-
dents have earned about one-third or more of all of the advanced 
degrees in the U.S. in several math and science fields. 

As you can see on the first chart, which is also shown on page 
5 of my testimony, after several decades of fairly steady increase, 
the number of international students enrolled in U.S. colleges and 
universities has leveled off, and even dropped slightly in 2001. Ac-
cording to the Institute of International Education, the decline be-
tween 2002 and 2003 in the number of international students at-
tending U.S. higher education institutions was the first drop in 
over 30 years. 
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Changes in the global higher education landscape have provided 
international students with more options. For example, advances in 
technology have spurred online courses and even degree programs 
that can be completed totally online. International branch cam-
puses now provide students the opportunity to receive an American 
education without leaving their home country. Also greater com-
petition has prompted some countries to provide more instruction 
in English, and encourage others to expand their recruiting activi-
ties. 

As the cost of attending college in the U.S. rises, international 
students may be discouraged from coming here to study. Higher 
education in the U.S. already ranks among the most expensive in 
the world. Moreover, costs continue to rise. For example, under-
graduate tuition and other costs at 4-year public institutions in-
creased substantially between 1990 and 2004. While the effects of 
rising tuition costs and other factors on international enrollment 
patterns are difficult to estimate, some policymakers are concerned 
that costs may be discouraging some international students from 
attending U.S. colleges and universities. 

Changes in U.S. visa policies have also contributed to barriers for 
international students. After September 11th, the Departments of 
State and Homeland Security, as well as other agencies, took steps 
to strengthen the visa process as an anti-terrorism tool. This has 
made the visa process more robust, but may have contributed to 
real and perceived barriers to international students and fueled 
perceptions that these students are not welcome in the United 
States. 

The State Department has acknowledged that long wait times for 
some visas may discourage legitimate travel to the United States 
and adversely influenced foreign students’ impressions of our Na-
tion. We have reviewed aspects of the visa process and have made 
many recommendations to strengthen the process in a way that re-
duces barriers for international students while balancing security 
interests. Since 2002, State and other agencies have implemented 
many of our recommendations aimed at strengthening the visa 
process, while improving mechanisms to facilitate legitimate travel. 
In fact, recent data show an increase in the number of student 
visas issued in the last few years. 

In conclusion, the United States must maintain an appropriate 
balance between protecting national security interests and ensur-
ing our long-term competitiveness. The slight decline in inter-
national enrollments recently raises some concerns. In fact, partici-
pants at GAO’s Forum on Global Competitiveness and Higher Edu-
cation noted that the United States lacked a national strategy for 
recruiting international students. They also emphasized the need 
to remove barriers, explore new sources of international students, 
and cultivate U.S. domestic capacity to improve our competitive-
ness. While Federal efforts to reduce barriers have helped, moni-
toring current trends and Federal policies is essential to ensuring 
that the United States continues to attract the world’s most tal-
ented international students. 

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared statement. I will be 
happy to respond to any questions you or other members of the 
subcommittees may have at this time. Thank you. 
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[The prepared statement of Mr. Scott follows:]
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Mr. DELAHUNT. Thank you, Mr. Scott. Secretary Farrell? 

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE THOMAS A. FARRELL, DEP-
UTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR ACADEMIC PROGRAMS, 
BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL AND CULTURAL AFFAIRS, U.S. 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

Mr. FARRELL. Thank you, Chairman Delahunt, Congressman 
Scott, Congressman Yarmuth, for the opportunity to testify today 
before your subcommittees on behalf of Under Secretary Karen 
Hughes about the importance of international education to the na-
tional interest. I have submitted a detailed statement for the 
record, but I want to use my time today to concentrate on a few 
issues, and I have also brought some visual charts, which I hope 
I can integrate into my presentation without breaking the flow of 
my——

Mr. DELAHUNT. Take your time. 
Mr. FARRELL [continuing]. My presentation, so bear with me. 
The Department of State is deeply committed to aggressively pro-

moting the benefits of U.S. higher education to ensure that Amer-
ica remains the destination of choice for talented international stu-
dents and researchers, and we are deeply committed to aggres-
sively including women and minorities, those on the margins of so-
ciety. Along with the traditional best and brightest, we need to in-
clude the talented disadvantaged in our exchanges. We need to cast 
the widest net for talent to meet the challenges of today and tomor-
row. Recruiting international students to our campuses is vital to 
maintaining the strength of our education system. 

We agree completely, Mr. Chairman, with the rationale that you 
have explained in your statement. Not only do we need it to main-
tain the strength of our education system, the competitiveness of 
our economy depends on it, and most important, for the State De-
partment and the Bureau of Education and Cultural Affairs, we 
need it to secure mutual understanding between the people of the 
United States and the people of nations around the globe. 

We are encouraged by the recent reports showing that the small, 
but significant, decline in the number of international students 
coming to the U.S. after 9/11 has been stabilized, and I will defer 
to the GAO chart in terms of presenting those numbers. But, the 
current trend lines for international students are all up. Graduate 
applications and admissions to U.S. higher education programs 
grew 12 percent this year. New international student enrollments 
rose by 8 percent. And in fiscal year 2006, the U.S. Government 
issued more student and exchange visitor visas than ever before, 
over 590,000, up over 15 percent from the previous year. 

Things are working. We had a problem, we know we had a prob-
lem, and we fixed it. We are going in the right direction. We are 
going to sustain those gains and we are going to build on those 
gains. Our strategy, and indeed we have a strategy—I think some-
times we are faced with the challenges, as in any business plan 
and any corporation would have—do you spend, in a very competi-
tive environment, a lot of time giving your competitors every jot 
and tittle of your strategy, or do you just concentrate on imple-
menting the strategy? That is what we in the Federal Government 
have been doing for the last 4 years, Commerce, State, Education, 
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and Homeland Security. We have a strategy for international high-
er education, and we also recognize it can’t be the effort of govern-
ment alone. 

Last year, Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice and Secretary of 
Education Margaret Spellings convened the first ever U.S. univer-
sity Presidents Summit on International Education, a watershed 
event for this Nation. The Departments of Commerce and Home-
land Security joined us as we engaged more than 120 of the Na-
tion’s higher education leaders in a strategic dialogue to forge a 
common vision for our Nation. Through the summit and its follow-
up initiatives and other discussions, including the PR summit with 
the private sector, which Secretary Hughes convened, and which fo-
cused a lot of attention on the importance of international edu-
cation as a central theme of that PR summit, we have identified 
four persistent challenges that the USA needs to address in order 
to remain the destination of choice for talented international stu-
dents and researchers. 

I would put the first challenge as rising costs and access issues. 
I don’t think the visa challenge is any longer the first order issue. 
The second challenge for the U.S. is increasing competition from 
other nations. The third challenge is misinformed perceptions 
about our interest in welcoming foreign students and scholars. And 
the fourth challenge is regulatory issues, and I would put at the 
top of that regulatory list the ‘‘deemed export’’ issue. That is to-
day’s and tomorrow’s issue. It is not the visa process. It is things 
that are going to maybe shut down this engine that attracts so 
many people to the United States, especially in science and tech-
nology. 

I would like to just take a couple of more minutes and address 
our strategy as we approach these key challenges; first, the chal-
lenge of rising costs and other access issues. An important strategic 
priority in the effort to promote mutual understanding is to provide 
educational opportunities to a broad and diverse segment of young 
people, especially in the developing world, who have the motivation 
and the talent to succeed, but who lack the resources and perhaps 
the full preparation—especially in their knowledge of English—
needed for academic study and success on our campuses. We want 
them to succeed. We know they will succeed here. We must reach 
beyond privileged sectors of society to make the transformative 
benefits of U.S. higher education a reality for the widest group of 
potential future leaders. And that is key to Karen Hughes’ strategy 
and Secretary Rice’s strategy. 

We believe, I believe, I see it, that the cost of U.S. higher edu-
cation is the most significant barrier to building back our higher 
education international student numbers. I see the ‘‘sticker shock’’ 
on the face of foreign government officials with whom I am negoti-
ating on major international programs. So I can just imagine what 
the sticker shock is on the face of parents in the living rooms in 
Guatemala, in Kenya, in Cambodia, when a young graduate stu-
dent gets her chance to come to the United States and they have 
to look at the investment they have to make in her future. So the 
issue really, I say with respect, is cost. 

We see a continuing growth—and here are some things that may 
seem counterintuitive, but you know, we see continuing growth in 
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scholars coming here, postdoctoral scholars for research and col-
laborative academic work. Last year, this year they have reached 
historic highs never before. They only took a slight drop in 2002 
after 9/11. The trend line has always been up, a little tiny dip, up 
again to historic highs. These numbers, as I said, are historic. And 
the number of college-age students from abroad here for summer 
work/travel programs are at an all time high. It has grown by more 
than 400 percent since 1996, and by more than 50 percent since 
2001. What do both of these groups have in common besides a de-
sire to develop their talents here? Both of these categories are low 
cost and do not carry the burden of high tuition fees or living ex-
penses. We need to find ways to ease the cost burden for other cat-
egories of international students as well. 

Our next challenge is the lack of English and other access issues. 
The lack of English ability is a serious barrier, particularly among 
underserved populations. That is why State has put a lot of our 
eggs in this basket—in investing in English in a really muscular 
way. At our senior review the other day Deputy Secretary 
Negroponte said to Karen Hughes that this was the most encour-
aging element in our plan, in our budget planning, this really rig-
orous, vigorous reengagement in the area of English. 

And I have charts over here, I forget to tell you about my charts, 
but there they are. 

The Department of State is committed to strengthening English 
learning overseas through a range of programs, materials, and ex-
changes, including the new English Access Microscholarship Pro-
gram, which since its inception a few years ago has reached 20,000 
teenagers from non-elite sectors of society in 44 developing coun-
tries. Through these English programs we are growing the pool of 
talented students interested in studying in the United States, and 
we are identifying individuals from diverse sectors of society who 
will make the strongest candidates for our exchanges. I mean the 
real proof to me is now only after 2 years 10 percent of our can-
didates for our next level of exchanges at high school and under-
graduate level are kids who have graduated from this Access 
Microscholarship Program at the bottom of their ladders, talented 
young people who are now going to be able to add their talent to 
our schools and participate in our programming and build mutual 
understanding with us. 

To offer low cost alternatives to talented international students 
we established a new initiative with the Nation’s community col-
leges to offer scholarships to students from Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America, and other regions. We are also piloting new Oppor-
tunity Grants for promoting students from non-elite populations. 
These grant awards are small in financial terms, but they cover of-
tentimes the most prohibitive up-front costs that a poor kid has to 
make and his or her family has to make if they are going to apply 
for the United States and actually take advantage, because of their 
talent, of a scholarship from our institutions. 

The challenge of increasing competition I am not going to spend 
much time on. I think we have heard a lot. We agree with the GAO 
report. But I want to tell you about the marketing effort to convey 
that we are welcoming. Secretary Rice, Secretary Spellings, and 
Karen Hughes have developed the first ever U.S. Government/pri-
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vate sector, higher education sector, marketing delegation plans, 
where we send university presidents and high-level government of-
ficials to our most important markets. We are securing our base 
first. These delegations have visited India, China, Korea, Japan. 
They represent 42 percent of all our foreign students. We have got 
to protect our base first before we move out. This summer we will 
be going to Brazil and Chile in South America, and follow that to 
other important talent centers. 

State, Commerce and the higher education community are also 
working together to market U.S. higher education using multi-
media platforms for the first time. Commerce and State have pro-
duced and broadcast informational videos on higher education, long 
format, short format, iPod-enabled, and cell phone-enabled short 
formats that seek to demystify studying in the United States. We 
have reached tens of millions of students and their families in 
China. We are working on India and Latin America next for this 
program. 

We also know that economic competitiveness in the 21st century 
will increasingly depend on our ability to attract the most prom-
ising talent to our laboratories, the innovators and entrepreneurs 
of the future. The State Department’s prestigious new Inter-
national Fulbright Science and Technology Award scholarships for 
Ph.D. Studies are awarded on a worldwide basis, and they were 
created by Secretary Hughes to signal our Nation’s intention to re-
main the premiere study destination for pioneering scientific inno-
vation and discovery. 

You know, imitation is the best form of flattery. Our number two 
competitor internationally, 6 months after Secretary Hughes intro-
duced this new high value science program for Fulbrighters, which 
by the way in the first year has reached out to 44 percent women, 
and most of the talent is coming from the developing world. Our 
most serious competitor internationally produced on their own, 
with much ballyhoo, a word-for-word program to ape ours. So we 
know we are doing the right thing. We know our strategy is work-
ing. 

Mr. DELAHUNT. Mr. Secretary, would you care to identify the na-
tion? 

Mr. FARRELL. Our strong ally, the United Kingdom. 
Mr. DELAHUNT. Ah, yes, the Brits. 
Mr. FARRELL. The Brits. I know. They seriously started looking 

at this issue of international education. Tony Blair made it a cen-
tral part of his foreign policy and his educational policy. You have 
got to hand it to them. We will never let them overtake us. We will 
build on our efforts. But they provided the spur to us, a much need-
ed spur. 

Anyway, as I said, we are pleased to see that scholar numbers 
are growing. And you know, Secretary Rice, as you know, has said 
that America’s mission in this new century must be to welcome 
more foreign students and scholars to our Nation. For more than 
60 years, our Fulbright Scholarship Program has been the flagship 
of the United States. It has provided talented international stu-
dents with the opportunity to study, teach, and conduct research. 
We are continuing to make that investment in a robust Fulbright 
program, and I have got a chart to prove that. 
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We look forward to working with Congress to strengthen our pro-
grams, and to widen access to an increasingly diverse population 
of students from overseas who can benefit from our vast networks 
of higher education institutions. We have got absorptive capacity in 
the United States that is unmatched, and we have got quality that 
is unmatched. 

I went to India with Under Secretary Hughes about a month ago 
with a number of university presidents. Here is an amazing talent 
pool. Tens of thousands of people who want to come to the United 
States. It is their premiere destination. In a society that can only 
take about 10 percent of its 18- to 25-year-olds into higher edu-
cation. And then on top of that, the Indian Government, in terms 
of producing greater equity for their population, has decided that 
they are going to introduce or reserve spaces in higher education 
for about 200,000 of the most disadvantaged people in India. And 
there is no capacity. That means those talented Indian students 
are going to need to go someplace. We want them here. 

The constellations are aligning. With Congress, the State Depart-
ment, and the Department of Education, I think we can build on 
the achievements we have made. I think the GAO report was—
from the forum—was salutary, but I think it covered 4 years’ ago 
issues. I think we have got to look at tomorrow and today. And I 
hope with Congress’ support we can really seriously look at this 
deemed export issue. Thank you very much. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Farrell follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE THOMAS A. FARRELL, DEPUTY ASSISTANT 
SECRETARY FOR ACADEMIC PROGRAMS, BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL AND CULTURAL 
AFFAIRS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

Thank you, Chairman Delahunt, and Chairman Hinojosa, for the opportunity to 
testify today on behalf of Under Secretary Karen Hughes before your Subcommittees 
about the importance of international education to the national interest. 

The Department of State is deeply committed to aggressively promoting the bene-
fits of U.S. higher education and to ensuring that America remains the destination 
of choice for talented international students and researchers. We agree that success 
in recruiting international students to our campuses is vital to maintaining the 
strength of our educational system, competitiveness of our economy, and ensuring 
that we secure mutual understanding between the people of the United States and 
peoples in nations around the globe. 

This commitment benefits the students and scholars who come here for their edu-
cation, benefits their countries when they return home, and most significantly, bene-
fits the United States—international educational exchange enriches our university 
and college campuses, builds collaboration in all spheres of endeavor, and advances 
our foreign policy and public diplomacy goals. Study in the United States provides 
diverse sectors of international students with first hand exposure to Americans and 
direct knowledge of our society, our culture and our values. And it establishes life-
long ties between communities across our nation and future world leaders in all 
fields of activity. 

[SEE CHART] All of us are encouraged by recent reports from both government 
and non-government sources showing that the small but significant decline in the 
number of international students coming to the United States after the tragedy of 
September 11 has been stabilized, and the current trend lines for international stu-
dents are all up—graduate applications and admissions to U.S. higher education 
programs grew 12% this past academic year over the previous one, new inter-
national student enrollments rose by 8% this year over last, and in FY 2006, the 
U.S. government issued more student and exchange visitor visas than ever before, 
591,050, up 15% over the previous year. But we know that there is still plenty of 
work to do—to sustain and build on these encouraging gains. 

Our strategy for international higher education cannot be the effort of government 
alone. The federal government, representing the people of the United States, is a 
major stakeholder; but other actors, including the higher education sector, the busi-
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ness sector and the non-profit sector are major stakeholders as well. In order to 
launch a comprehensive and sustained partnership serving government’s and higher 
education’s goals, Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice and Secretary of Education 
Margaret Spellings convened the first-ever U.S. University Presidents Summit on 
International Education in January 2006. The Departments of Commerce and 
Homeland Security joined the Departments of State and Education as we engaged 
more than 120 of the nation’s higher education leaders from all 50 states and the 
District of Columbia in a strategic dialogue to forge a common vision. The funda-
mental goal of the Summit was to invigorate the partnership between the U.S. gov-
ernment and higher education community and to emphasize its importance to the 
national interest—the importance of continuing to attract outstanding foreign stu-
dents and scholars to the U.S. and of ensuring that American students are prepared 
to compete in a global economy. 

Through the Summit dialogue, its follow-up initiatives (including the Public Rela-
tions Summit with the private sector where the importance of international edu-
cation was a central theme), and our ongoing interagency and private sector inter-
actions, we have identified four persistent challenges that the U.S. needs to address, 
in order to remain the destination of choice for talented international students and 
researchers: rising costs and other access issues, increasing competition from other 
nations, misinformed perceptions about our interest in welcoming foreign students, 
and regulatory issues. We are meeting these challenges directly and vigorously in 
partnership with the higher education community and our colleagues in other agen-
cies of government. I would like to address each of these challenges in turn. 

THE CHALLENGE OF RISING COSTS AND OTHER ACCESS ISSUES 

An important strategic priority, especially as we work to promote a deep under-
standing around the world about America and our core values, is to provide edu-
cational opportunities to a broad and diverse segment of young people overseas, in-
cluding women, minorities and those from financially disadvantaged backgrounds, 
who have the motivation to come to the United States and the talent to succeed, 
but who may lack the resources and perhaps additional preparation needed to un-
dertake academic study on our campuses. We will continue to work to attract the 
best and brightest students who have had the advantages in their home countries 
of excellent preparation and the development of good language skills, but we must 
reach beyond those privileged sectors of society to make the transformative benefits 
of a U.S. higher education a reality for the widest group of potential future leaders. 
We are committed to helping provide more opportunities to students from these 
groups, and to partnering with the private sector to find creative ways to lower the 
cost barrier that too often prevents talented and promising young people from expe-
riencing the United States through academic study here. 

We believe that cost of U.S. higher education is the most significant barrier to 
building back our higher education international student numbers. We see a con-
tinuing growth in scholars coming here for post-doctoral research and collaborative 
academic work. These numbers are at historic highs and took only a slight dip for 
a year after the security adjustments we made in visa processing several years ago. 
And the number of college age students from abroad here for summer work-travel 
is at all time high as well, growing by more than 400 percent since 1996 and by 
more than 50 percent since 2001. Both of these categories are low cost and do not 
carry the burden of high tuition fees or living expenses. We need to find ways to 
capitalize on this demonstrated interest to study in the United States ease the cost 
burden for other categories of international students as well. 

Another serious barrier to attracting a wider pool of applicants for study at U.S. 
colleges and universities is lack of English language ability, particularly among un-
derserved populations. The Department of State is committed to strengthening 
English learning overseas through an expansion of our Regional English Language 
Officers corps of foreign service professionals, our English Language Fellows Pro-
gram that sends American experts on English language instruction abroad to serve 
as resources, the new English ACCESS Microscholarship program (which since its 
inception a few years ago, has reached 20,000 teenage students drawn from non-
elite sectors in 44 countries), and by providing more teaching materials for English 
teachers and classrooms. [SEE CHART] Through our English language programs, 
we are able to grow the pool of talented students interested and qualified to apply 
for study in the United States, and to identify exceptionally promising students from 
diverse sectors of society who would make strong candidates for our exchanges. In 
just a few years, we have seen English Access graduates constituting up to 10 per-
cent of finalists in the applications for the next level of our exchange programs. 
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We are also looking at using the full breadth of educational options available in 
our system to offer lower-cost alternatives to international students, especially those 
coming from underserved communities in Africa, Latin America, and the Middle 
East. One such endeavor is our work with the nation’s community colleges, through 
new scholarship initiatives that are increasing the number of international students 
studying at these institutions, especially from underserved populations. Based on 
discussions at the University Presidents Summit and consultations Under Secretary 
Hughes held with U.S. community colleges leaders last year, ECA launched a major 
initiative to bring international students from six key nations worldwide for study 
at U.S. community colleges. We have also launched a major new community college 
program for Egypt, with funds transferred to us by the Agency for International De-
velopment. Through these programs, we will not only increase the number of inter-
national students in U.S. community colleges, but also bring international recogni-
tion to the important roles in education and human capital development that com-
munity colleges play in our country. 

And this year we have piloted a new program, the Opportunity Grants Initiative, 
to invest in talented students who otherwise might have thought study in the 
United States was out of their reach. Our EducationUSA advising centers in select 
countries around the world identify promising individuals from non-elite populations 
abroad, and provide these young students with awards that are small in financial 
terms but are significant in their capacity to help overcome the prohibitive oppor-
tunity costs that keep disadvantaged students from applying to study in the United 
States. The awards cover fees for standardized tests and U.S. college applications, 
and will pay for the international travel of students who could not otherwise afford 
to accept merit-based scholarships offered by American colleges and universities. In 
this way, we are committed to identifying and investing early to expand the pool 
of promising students motivated to seek a U.S. education. We plan on expanding 
the program into additional locations following the assessment of our pilot efforts. 

THE CHALLENGE OF INCREASING COMPETITION 

As students around the globe have become more mobile, competition for inter-
national students has increased. Countries such as Australia, Canada, New Zealand 
and the United Kingdom are developing robust recruitment strategies, while other 
countries that have traditionally sent large numbers of students to the United 
States, like China and India, are now working to build domestic educational institu-
tions that seek to keep their students at home. 

To meet this challenge, we have strengthened the U.S. government and higher 
education partnership to improve marketing of education overseas. The Department 
of State is sending delegations of university presidents and high-level U.S. govern-
ment officials to key world regions to spread the word that we welcome and value 
international students. Secretary of Education Spellings and former Assistant Sec-
retary of State Dina Powell led the first delegation to East Asia in November 2006, 
and Under Secretary of State Hughes led the second delegation to South Asia in 
March 2007. These two delegations visited four countries which together send 42% 
of all international students to the United States. A third delegation to South Amer-
ica is being planned for August. 

Under Secretary of State Hughes also invited the higher education community to 
join the Departments of State and Commerce to form a new partnership to better 
market U.S. higher education overseas using multimedia platforms. One of the 
fruits of this effort was the production and broadcast of informational video spots 
to Chinese television viewers showing student life in America and directing them 
to sources where they could learn more about study in the United States. A similar 
project is underway now for South Asia, with plans to extend the initiative to Latin 
America in 2008. 

The Department of State oversees EducationUSA advising centers around the 
world. These centers provide objective information about study opportunities in the 
United States to more than 3 million direct contacts and close to 50 million online 
contacts with potential students every year. This is an enormous effort that signifi-
cantly influences international students’ choices and provides the individual inter-
action that we feel is one of the best ways to address increasing competition for tal-
ented students. 

THE CHALLENGE OF MISPERCEPTIONS 

Through our public diplomacy efforts, we are working hard to counter 
misperceptions about this country. We are reaching out through our exchange pro-
grams to key influencers in young people’s lives, including teachers, religious edu-
cators, media and others who engage students, to help inform them about the 
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United States, including the warm welcome Americans give to international stu-
dents and other visitors. 

Under the President’s National Security Language Initiative, for example, we are 
bringing more classroom teachers from countries around the world to the U.S. for 
professional development, enriching the language learning of American students 
while providing the foreign teachers with first hand knowledge of what America is 
really about. This is knowledge they will share with their students when they re-
turn home. 

We are also engaging the critical youth demographic at an earlier point in their 
academic careers by developing specialized summer, semester, and year-long leader-
ship development and study programs in the United States for undergraduate stu-
dents, with the aim of encouraging them to consider returning to the United States 
for graduate study. 

We know that economic competitiveness in the 21st century will increasingly de-
pend upon the ability of nations to attract the most promising talent to their labora-
tories—the innovators and entrepreneurs of the future. To advance our interests, 
Under Secretary of State Hughes announced at the Summit the prestigious new 
international Fulbright Science and Technology Award—scholarships for PhD study 
awarded on a worldwide basis—to signal our nation’s intention to maintain our posi-
tion as the premiere study destination for pioneering scientific innovation and dis-
covery. In its inaugural year, we received applications from more than 70 countries 
for these awards—the first class of 27 winners, nearly half women, from all world 
regions, begin their studies this fall. 

We are very pleased to note as well that the scholars and researchers who enrich 
the academic dialogue on our campuses, in our conference halls, and in our labora-
tories continue to come to the United States in record numbers. Last year nearly 
97,000 international scholars were in the United States, a new high, up more than 
8% from the previous year’s high of 89,000. [SEE CHART] 

As Secretary Rice has said, ‘‘America’s mission in this new century must be to 
welcome more foreign students and scholars to our nation . . . To be successful, our 
government and our universities must forge a new partnership for education ex-
change, a partnership that rests on new thinking and new action.’’ We will continue 
to reiterate this message, and we will ensure that our actions are as forward-leaning 
as our words. 

THE CHALLENGE OF REGULATORY ISSUES 

President George W. Bush vowed at the University Presidents Summit in January 
2006 that ‘‘we’ll find that proper balance between security and letting people come 
to our universities for the good of this country.’’ The State Department’s Bureau of 
Consular Affairs reports that significant progress has been made in this area. The 
number of student and exchange visitor visas issued in FY 2006 rose 15% to reach 
an all-time high of 591,000. U.S. student visa issuance in India, the largest source 
country for foreign students, grew 17% in New Delhi, 44% in Mumbai and 40% in 
Chennai. In Seoul, Korea, another historically high student visa post, the number 
of student visas increased 24%. 

Led by Secretaries Rice and Chertoff, the Departments of State and Homeland Se-
curity have been working hard to improve the process by which foreign students se-
cure visas for study in the United States. For example, 570 new consular positions 
have been created since 2001, and our embassies have been instructed to give pri-
ority to students and exchange visitors. As part of the Rice/Chertoff Joint Vision, 
the window of time during which students can apply for visas has been extended 
(from 90 days) up to 120 days before the start of their studies to allow extra time 
for any needed clearances. 

Significant investments have been made to automate previously paper-based sys-
tems, and to consolidate visa information into more agile databases. Now 97 percent 
of the people who are approved for visas are approved in less than two days. New 
initiatives are underway worldwide to further reduce waits and improve the visa 
process. 

The results are clear: last year we saw, for the first time since before the tragedy 
of September 11, 2001, marked increases in student visa applications from across 
the Middle East. As I mentioned before, the Council of Graduate Schools reported 
a 12% increase in international graduate student applications and admissions be-
tween 2005 and 2006 and the Institute of International Education’s Open Doors re-
port showed an 8% increase in new international student enrollment during the 
same period. We believe we are making significant progress, and we will continue 
to work with all agencies of the government to get the balance right between secu-
rity and open doors. 
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CONCLUSION 

We believe the value of bringing more international students to the U.S. cannot 
be overstated. For more than 60 years, our Flagship Fulbright program has pro-
vided talented international students with the opportunity to study, teach and con-
duct research in the United States, to exchange ideas and to contribute to finding 
solutions to shared international concerns. We are continuing to make that invest-
ment in a robust and sustained way. [SEE CHART]. 

The State Department sees the full participation of our partners in governmental, 
non-governmental, academic and private organizations as critically important to ad-
vancing our nation’s economic and geopolitical interests through international edu-
cation and exchange. Our exchanges demonstrate this society’s respect and appre-
ciation for the people of other countries and their cultures, while building the capac-
ity of America’s citizens to compete and succeed in a global world. 

No other country offers the dynamism, diversity or richness of higher education 
opportunities for talented foreign students, or as deep a capacity to provide a quality 
education to a broad spectrum of students from around the world. In addressing the 
challenges I have outlined, together with our partners, we are committed to ensur-
ing that America remains the destination of choice for talented international stu-
dents and researchers worldwide. 

We look forward to working with Congress to strengthen our programs and to 
widen access to an increasingly diverse population of students from overseas who 
can benefit from our vast networks of higher education institutions, with an absorp-
tive capacity unmatched in quality and variety anywhere in the world. We want to 
educate the world’s future leaders, including our own American students, so that 
they can take their rightful places building a better future for our global society.
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Mr. DELAHUNT. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. And just let me again 
say, we are very informal here. And I am going to go to Mr. Scott 
after Secretary Manning, but I don’t want this thought to escape 
me. I would welcome Secretary Hughes and Secretary Spellings, 
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you know, convening, if you will, a similar summit, and at this 
juncture in time consider implicating members on both sides of the 
aisle from the Committee on Education and Labor, obviously, and 
the Foreign Affairs Committee. Because I think that there is tre-
mendous enthusiasm and a vast reservoir of support for what you 
are doing. I believe you are heading in the right direction. There 
are obviously gaps, but we can be talking about them. 

Secretary Manning? 

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE JAMES MANNING, ACTING 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

Mr. MANNING. Thank you, Chairman Delahunt, Mr. Scott, Mr. 
Yarmuth, for the opportunity to testify today on the topic of inter-
national students and visiting scholars at American colleges and 
universities. 

In the post-9/11 world, with an increasingly competitive global 
economy, it is as important as ever that we seek ways to build rela-
tionships with those in other cultures to foster mutual under-
standing and to share our values of freedom and democracy. Our 
Nation’s schools and universities should teach all of us to see be-
yond our borders and boundaries, to overcome stereotypes, and ap-
preciate cultures other than our own. 

Our Nation’s schools and universities can also help with the 
broader mission of sharing our values with the global community, 
advancing freedom, opportunity, and understanding. Last fall, a 
group of Chinese students studying in the United States told Sec-
retary Spellings that some of the things that they enjoyed most 
about studying in our country are our diversity and creativity, our 
focus on critical thinking, and our unparalleled access to world 
class research. They also told her that they found our country to 
be very open and welcoming to them. These students will return 
to China not only with a world class education, but also with a 
greater understanding of American values. 

Mr. DELAHUNT. If I can interrupt just for a minute. I think that 
is such an important statement. Because while I obviously support 
distance learning, and I know there has been a quadrupling in 
terms of those who have access to our higher ed and what we offer, 
you know, through the Internet, to have foreign students here in 
this country, the experience of being here, interacting with Ameri-
cans I think is just so critical and so important, particularly in 
terms of the public diplomacy perspective. I apologize. 

Mr. MANNING. That is quite all right. It certainly is different 
than learning something online. They get to bring our American 
values that they can share with their neighbors when they return 
home. America’s 4,000 higher educational institutions remain 
prime destinations for international students seeking a competitive 
advantage in the global marketplace. 

Let me provide some data from the Institute of International 
Education’s Open Doors report, some of which we have heard al-
ready. In the 2005–06 school year, 564,766 international students 
were studying in the United States, nearly the same amount as the 
year before, and 46 percent more than in 1989–1990 school year. 
Forty-two percent of these students came from India, China, Korea, 
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and Japan, and the leading fields of study were business and engi-
neering. Total net contributions of these students and their fami-
lies, as you mentioned earlier, Mr. Chairman, to the U.S. economy 
totals nearly $13.5 billion last year. And even while we are facing 
stiffer competition from other countries, new international student 
enrollment increased 8 percent, as Tom mentioned, between 2004–
2005 school years. 

Our higher education institutions are also prime destinations for 
international scholars. The number of international scholars teach-
ing or conducting research in the United States in 2005–2006 was 
nearly 97,000, an increase of more than 8 percent from the pre-
vious school year, and 62 percent over 1993–1994 school year. And 
as with international students, the leading countries of origin were 
China, Korea, India, and Japan, with China providing more than 
twice as many scholars as any other country. More than two-thirds 
of these scholars are specialists in science and engineering. 

President Bush and Secretary Spellings recognize the important 
contributions that international students and scholars bring to our 
campuses, whether it is through conducting scientific research or 
helping other students understand more about their home country 
while learning more about ours. To this end, in 2006, Secretary 
Spellings and Secretary Rice, as Tom mentioned, co-hosted the U.S. 
University Presidents Summit on International Education, where 
they highlighted the importance of attracting more international 
students and scholars, as well as encouraging more American stu-
dents to study abroad. Following the summit, in a joint trip with 
the State Department, Secretary Spellings led the first ever high 
profile delegation of U.S. college and university presidents to 
Japan, Korea, and China to promote America’s higher education 
system. 

I now want to briefly discuss the U.S. Department of Education 
programs related to the topic of international students and schol-
ars. First let me note here that the Department of Education is a 
domestic agency, and our programs are focused primarily on pro-
viding funds to American students and universities to study both 
at home and abroad. For example, Fulbright-Hays programs pro-
vide grants to graduate students, elementary and secondary school-
teachers, and higher education faculty to conduct research and 
study abroad. But the department does fund small student ex-
changes with specific countries through the Fund for the Improve-
ment of Postsecondary Education. 

Other programs at the department related to international edu-
cation are under Title VI of the Higher Education Act. Title VI 
funds the study of foreign languages and world areas at univer-
sities across the United States. To aid American students’ learning 
of foreign languages, select Title VI grantees are using a portion 
of their funds to help bring in instructors in critical and less com-
monly taught languages from foreign countries. For example, using 
Title VI funds, the University of California, Berkeley’s Southeast 
Asian Studies Center has hired a Cambodian doctoral student to 
teach Khmer and the University of Florida’s Center for African 
Studies has hired African graduate students as teaching assistants 
in order to expand the African language offerings. 
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I also believe it is pertinent to note that the department is a key 
partner in the President’s National Security Language Initiative, a 
collaborative effort between the Departments of Education, State, 
Defense, and the Director of National Intelligence. This initiative 
is focused on dramatically increasing the number of Americans 
learning critical need languages such as Arabic, Chinese, Russian, 
Hindi, Farsi, and others. 

As part of this initiative, the President’s fiscal year 2008 budget 
request includes $24 million for the proposed Advancing America 
through Foreign Language Partners program, which would make 
grants to institutions of higher education to partner with school 
districts from K through 16 in critical language instruction. As Sec-
retary Spellings says, learning foreign languages is not just an edu-
cation issue, it is an economic issue, a civic issue, a social issue, 
a national security issue, and it is everybody’s issue. 

American institutions of higher education provide a wide range 
of options, from community colleges to the world’s leading research 
institutions, and to ensure that these institutions serve our stu-
dents, promote diplomacy, and bolster our economic competitive-
ness, America must remain the primary destination for inter-
national students. We must work together to make sure our Na-
tion’s institutions of higher education continue to be open to stu-
dents from around the globe. 

Thank you. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Manning follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE JAMES MANNING, ACTING ASSISTANT 
SECRETARY FOR POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

Thank you, Chairman Delahunt, and Chairman Hinojosa, for the opportunity to 
testify today on the topic of international students and visiting scholars at American 
colleges and universities. 

In the post-9/11 world with an increasingly competitive global economy, it is as 
important as ever that we seek ways to build relationships with those in other cul-
tures to foster mutual understanding and to share our values of freedom and democ-
racy. Our nation’s schools and universities should teach all of us to see beyond our 
borders and boundaries, to overcome stereotypes, and appreciate cultures other than 
our own. Our nation’s schools and universities can also help with the broader mis-
sion of sharing our values with the global community, advancing freedom, oppor-
tunity and understanding. 

Last fall, a group of Chinese students studying in America told Secretary 
Spellings that some of the things they enjoy most about studying in our country are 
our diversity and creativity; our focus on critical thinking; and our unparalleled ac-
cess to world-class research. They also told her that they found our country to be 
very open and welcoming to them. These students will return to China not only with 
a world-class education, but also with a greater understanding of American values 
that they can share with their neighbors. 

America’s 4,000 higher education institutions remain prime destinations for inter-
national students seeking a competitive advantage in the global marketplace. Let 
me provide some data from the Institute of International Education’s Open Doors 
report. In the 2005–06 school year, 564,766 international students were studying in 
the United States, nearly the same amount as the year before and forty-six percent 
more than in the 1989–90 school year. Forty-two percent of these students came 
from India, China, Korea and Japan, and the leading fields of study were business 
and engineering. Total net contributions of these students and their families to the 
U.S. economy totaled nearly $13.5 billion last year. And even while we are facing 
stiffer competition from other countries, new international student enrollment in-
creased eight percent between the 2004–05 and 2005–06 school years. 

Our higher education institutions also are a prime destination for international 
scholars. The number of international scholars teaching or conducting research in 
the United States in 2005–06 was nearly 97,000, an increase of more than eight per-
cent from the previous school year and sixty-two percent over 1993–94. And, as with 
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international students, the leading countries of origin were China, Korea, India and 
Japan, with China providing more than twice as many scholars as any other coun-
try. More than two-thirds of these scholars are specialists in science and engineer-
ing. 

President Bush and Secretary Spellings recognize the important contributions 
that international students and scholars bring to our campuses, whether it’s 
through conducting scientific research or helping other students understand more 
about their home country while learning more about ours. To this end, in 2006, Sec-
retary Spellings and Secretary Rice co-hosted the U.S. University Presidents Sum-
mit on International Education, where they highlighted the importance of attracting 
more international students and scholars as well as encouraging more American 
students to study abroad. 

Following the summit, in a joint trip with the State Department, Secretary 
Spellings led the first ever high-profile delegation of U.S. college and university 
presidents to Japan, Korea and China during International Education Week to pro-
mote America’s higher education system. 

I now want to briefly discuss U.S. Department of Education programs related to 
the topic of international students and scholars. First let me note here that the De-
partment of Education is a domestic agency and our programs are focused primarily 
on providing funds to American students and universities to study both at home and 
abroad. For example, our Fulbright-Hays programs provide grants to graduate stu-
dents, elementary and secondary school teachers, and higher education faculty to 
conduct research and study abroad. But, the Department does fund small student 
exchanges with specific countries through the Fund for the Improvement of Postsec-
ondary Education. 

Other programs at the Department related to international education are under 
Title VI of the Higher Education Act. Title VI funds the study of foreign languages 
and world areas at universities across the United States. To aid American students’ 
learning of foreign languages, select Title VI grantees are using a portion of their 
funds to help bring in instructors in critical and less commonly taught languages 
from foreign countries. For example, using Title VI funds, the University of Cali-
fornia, Berkeley’s Southeast Asian Studies Center has hired a Cambodian doctoral 
student to teach Khmer and the University of Florida’s Center for African Studies 
has hired African graduate students as Teaching Assistants in order to expand their 
African language offerings. 

I also believe it is pertinent to note that the Department is a key partner in the 
President’s National Security Language Initiative—a collaborative effort between 
the Departments of Education, State and Defense and with the Director of National 
Intelligence. This initiative is focused on dramatically increasing the number of 
Americans learning critical need foreign languages such as Arabic, Chinese, Rus-
sian, Hindi, Farsi, and others. 

As part of this initiative, the President’s FY 2008 budget request includes $24 
million for the proposed Advancing America Through Foreign Language Partner-
ships program, which would make grants to institutions of higher education to part-
ner with school districts for K–16 critical language instruction. As Secretary 
Spellings has said, learning foreign languages ‘‘is not just an education issue; it’s 
an economic issue, a civic issue, a social issue, a national security issue, and it’s 
everybody’s issue.’’

American institutions of higher education provide a wide range of options, from 
community colleges to the world’s leading research institutions. And to ensure that 
these institutions serve our students, promote diplomacy, and bolster our economic 
competitiveness, America must remain the primary destination for international 
students. We must work together to make sure our nation’s institutions of higher 
education continue to be open to students from around the globe. Thank you.

Mr. DELAHUNT. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. I just turned and he 
appeared. I am going to go to first Representative Scott. But let me 
just note comments that both of you made regarding English. I 
noted, and I believe it was in the GAO report, that Germany has 
some 400 programs conducted in Germany in English. I recently 
led a delegation to Germany and went to a law school in Hamburg. 
I chair a German-American parliamentary exchange on our side, 
and the entire curricula was in English. So we do face fierce com-
petition. 

And Secretary Farrell, you referenced the need for capacity to 
draw from the developing world and to provide access to disadvan-
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taged young people. I have a particular concern about Africa. We 
read and hear—first, what is interesting about Africa, of all the 
hearings that we held on polling data in terms of favorability, the 
continent of Africa was most favorably disposed toward the United 
States. I daresay if we could focus our efforts in terms of Africa we 
could achieve a significant success, particularly when reports come 
to us, especially in this committee, about the problems that are en-
demic in Africa, and the potential for the expansion of terrorism 
and terrorist organizations in Africa. 

I say these things to note that. But let me go to the gentleman 
from Virginia, Bobby Scott. 

Mr. SCOTT OF VIRGINIA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I thank 
all of the witnesses for their testimonies. 

Secretary Manning, one of the things Secretary Farrell men-
tioned was the cost of education. How do the visiting students pay 
for their education? 

Mr. MANNING. Tom can probably answer this question better. 
Tom probably has more data on how they pay, because they have 
programs that make that possible. 

Mr. FARRELL. For seventy-eight percent of the international stu-
dents in postsecondary education, college and university in the 
United States, the primary source of their funding is their family 
and personal resources. That is why the chairman mentioned the 
$13-plus billion that they contribute to the economy. That is as a 
result of tuition payments and living expenses. So 78 percent of 
them pay. There is a very small percentage of direct Federal Gov-
ernment money in terms of scholarship, I don’t know, about 1 per-
cent. 

Mr. DELAHUNT. One half of 1 percent. 
Mr. FARRELL. Yes, but that actually doesn’t tell the complete 

story, because there is quite a bit of Federal money that moves to 
the universities, especially in the science and technology, bio-
medical, other sectors, and then that goes to talented international 
students in the form of other university tuition. So the Federal 
Government has kind of two streams that support that. But the an-
swer is the vast, overwhelming majority depend primarily upon 
their parents, on loans, and their own governments. 

Mr. SCOTT OF VIRGINIA. If they don’t come here, could they go to 
other countries? 

Mr. FARRELL. Yes. Yes. 
Mr. SCOTT OF VIRGINIA. And how would they pay for their edu-

cation there? 
Mr. FARRELL. They pay in the same way. 
Mr. SCOTT OF VIRGINIA. So we are not at a competitive disadvan-

tage. 
Mr. FARRELL. Well, the cost is—right now the thing that is keep-

ing us afloat, besides our capacity, is our unquestioned quality. So 
if someone is going to invest in education internationally, you want 
to make the soundest investment, you will come here. But what we 
are facing is increasing quality being developed overseas, at a 
much, much lower cost of education. Many, many foreign countries, 
including the developing world, subsidize heavily their higher edu-
cation, and it benefits the international students as well. 
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Mr. SCOTT OF VIRGINIA. If people go to China can they get schol-
arships? 

Mr. FARRELL. Yes. They can get scholarships. China is doing a 
tremendous amount of recruitment, especially among overseas Chi-
nese in Southeast Asia and other parts of the world. And they are 
very aggressive in recruiting talent. And they can get scholarships. 
The cost is very, very low for higher education in China. 

Mr. SCOTT OF VIRGINIA. Now, we are talking about students 
studying here. How many American students study outside of the 
United States? 

Mr. FARRELL. About 140,000 study abroad for credit every year. 
Is that right? Two hundred thousand? For credit? I wouldn’t argue 
with that. I mean in terms of the basic breakdown, but—so be-
tween 140 and a couple of hundred. I stand corrected. Two hundred 
thousand. Old data. 

Mr. DELAHUNT. Staff always does it to you, Secretary Farrell. 
Mr. FARRELL. At least I admit it. 
Mr. SCOTT OF VIRGINIA. In terms of getting visas processed, are 

the student visas caught up in the passport backlog? 
Mr. FARRELL. Opportunities for American may be affected, but 

the foreign students are not caught up in the backlog. There is 
some difficulty for American students who are going abroad getting 
their passports to go abroad, but State’s Consular Affairs see inter-
national students as such an important issue for us that we have 
made special provisions, and we are protecting and privileging stu-
dent applications overseas. 

Mr. SCOTT OF VIRGINIA. And in issuing the visas, what have we 
done to protect our national security since 9/11? 

Mr. FARRELL. It is a critically important issue. The State Depart-
ment, along with Homeland Security and every other organ of gov-
ernment, including the Commerce Department, recognized we had 
to look at visa issues very carefully. We did that. Students are re-
quired for face-to-face interviews. Everybody goes through checks, 
and it is quite a rigorous system, especially for international stu-
dents and scholars. 

Mr. DELAHUNT. Thank you, Mr. Scott. Mr. Yarmuth? 
Mr. YARMUTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to say in a few 

minutes I have to leave to do a radio interview about the Supreme 
Court decision, so I will be back. I don’t want to imply by my ac-
tions that I am not interested in the subsequent discussion. I have 
one question. 

We all acknowledge the multi-faceted advantage to having inter-
national students here, both from our—the value it brings to our 
institutions and to our own students. And I am curious as to 
whether there has been a difference in the reason that foreign stu-
dents come here in the sense that do they come here now with the 
intention of returning to a greater extent than they used to? Be-
cause I have read many things about, well, now we are educating 
foreign students and sending them home as opposed to keeping 
them here. And that question may imply a bias or an opinion, 
which it doesn’t; I am really looking for information. And whether 
there has been a difference in that, whether our policies have cre-
ated or stimulated some kind of difference in the reasons foreign 
students attend here. And whether there needs to be an adaptation 
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of the policy or adjustment of the policy to effect a different out-
come? 

Mr. FARRELL. I would be happy to provide some information and 
also some opinion. I think I speak for virtually everybody in the 
Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs at the State Depart-
ment, we regard the annual circulation of talent represented by 
students and scholars around the world as nothing short of miracu-
lous when you think of the talent that is moving around the world 
for study. When I think of it, I think it as almost like the annual 
flood of the Nile. And like the Nile, some of it stays in the land 
and enriches the land. Most of it goes back to the river, goes back 
to the Mediterranean, goes back to the worldwide ecosystem. I 
think that is something we have to protect. I know there are voices 
in the United States that say—colleagues of mine, great university 
leaders, captains of industry—that we should staple a green card 
to every foreign student’s application. Basically, I think that is the 
quickest way to shut down the flow of talent around the world. 
What country is going to invest in 20 years of education, educating 
their students, to have them then come to the United States for 
further development with the idea that they will never go back? 

That is not answering your question yet, but I think it is some-
thing that we have to deal with. In the long run, the United States 
of America is much better served keeping mobility, the flow of 
ideas and the fertilization of talent trained here moving around the 
world. 

Now, what do foreign students want to do when they come here? 
I don’t think it has changed in generations. Some of them want to 
come here to stay. They want a better life. They want what makes 
me love my country. They want it for themselves. Others want to 
go home and contribute. I don’t think it has really changed that 
much. And especially as economies are more robust around the 
world, they are attracting students back. 

We did studies coming out of our ears in the international edu-
cation sector over the last few decades about what motivates stu-
dents? Even students who tended to stay a long time in the United 
States always seemed to have a tie to want to go home. Mexican 
students at the graduate level would stay, they would work for 
years, and then they would go home. 

So I can’t give you a simple answer, but——
Mr. YARMUTH. Well, let me say I think that is an eloquent and 

useful answer, and I appreciate it. Thank you. 
Mr. FARRELL. All right. 
Mr. DELAHUNT. Thank you, Mr. Yarmuth. Well, thank you for 

your testimony. Let me follow up or segue from the question by Mr. 
Yarmuth in terms of why, the motive for international students to 
come here. And I tend to agree. I think—I am sure that there is 
a certain ambivalence when an individual comes from abroad to 
study here, and I think some become quickly acclimated, enjoy 
what this country has to offer. Others come here and are motivated 
to return and to contribute. And I agree, I concur, I think that ben-
efits the United States when we have those returning students who 
understand us, understand our values, have an appreciation for I 
call it the real America, as opposed to the one that is perceived on 
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the nightly news, and perceived in a way that oftentimes is unfa-
vorable. 

But I found it very interesting, and again this is in the GAO re-
port, Mr. Scott, that Singapore has a tuition program where they 
pick up 80 percent of the tuition if the student will stay for 3 
years—and I don’t know the circumstances; maybe one of you can 
educate me in terms of the success of that program—3 years here 
in this country contributing in some way to, you know, to our work 
force. While it is my understanding now that to secure a student 
visa one has to indicate that there is an intent to return, I just 
wonder if initially that helps or hurts. 

Is it necessary? Does it have any impact at all? You know, it 
probably benefits our economy to have some of these students stay 
at least for some duration, because some have argued in this coun-
try that we are witnessing a reverse brain drain. I have noted that 
Harvard Medical School is building a new facility and it is not in 
Massachusetts. It is in Dubai. And again, maybe this is my paro-
chialism, but I would much prefer that they be expanding in the 
greater Boston area, and having those students that would attend 
the facility in Dubai come to this country for the reasons that we 
have been discussing. 

But if anyone has familiarity with the success or lack thereof the 
program in Singapore, I would welcome your observations. Mr. 
Scott, I know it is in the report. I don’t know if you are familiar 
with it. 

Mr. SCOTT. Mr. Chairman, we would be happy to go back and 
take a look and provide some information for the record to you on 
that program. 

[The information referred to follows:]

WRITTEN RESPONSE RECEIVED FROM MR. GEORGE A. SCOTT TO QUESTION ASKED 
DURING THE HEARING BY THE HONORABLE BILL DELAHUNT 

Additional GAO review of the Singapore tuition grants scheme (TGS) program did 
not identify any efforts to assess the success of the TGS.

Mr. DELAHUNT. Thank you. And in terms of visas, I agree with 
you, Secretary Farrell, I think the biggest obstacle is the sticker 
shock. 

I happen to serve on the board of trustees of my alma mater, 
which is Middlebury College. I can assure you that there is a sig-
nificant sticker shock in higher education, particularly among—in 
private schools, although private colleges and universities, in my 
judgment, are making a substantial effort to provide scholarships, 
grants and loans to international students. 

Middlebury is a relatively small, liberal arts college of about, I 
guess, around 2,400 students; and it is my memory that there are 
students there from in the neighborhood of 70 nations, which I ap-
plaud. I am grateful that that is occurring, and I know many of 
those students receive financial aid. 

But while I understand the cost, and I want to get to that, be-
cause that is really, I think, where the rubber hits the road, par-
ticularly if we are talking about the developing world and ensuring 
that those that come here are not necessarily those that can afford 
it and those that come from the elite strata in their home coun-
tries. I think it is so American to reach out and to pick out, you 
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know, from the villages, those that in many ways might even have 
a more profound appreciation of the American experience. 

But having said that, let me just address the whole visa issue 
first. You indicated that things are improving, and that is most 
welcome news. But I don’t think that is the perception at this point 
in time, you know; and perception is—as they say, perception is re-
ality. How do we get the message out that things are better? 

You know, again, we implicate Congress. Many of us travel 
worldwide. We are happy to bring good news, but it is very, very 
important because time after time after time I encounter people in 
colleges and universities that lament what they perceive a very 
problematic situation. And has there ever been any consideration 
given, if there is a time—and I agree, checks have to be done, very 
important; we have to balance the national security interest. But 
has any consideration ever been given to even provisional visas so 
we can secure the presence of those students while those checks 
are being conducted; and obviously, if there is something unfavor-
able, we can politely ask them to leave? 

Secretary Farrell? Mr. Scott? Secretary Manning? 
Mr. FARRELL. You know, the Bureau of Cultural Affairs, senior 

leadership in the department, including the Bureau of Cultural Af-
fairs, the Secretary, Secretary Chertoff, we have looked at this visa 
issue six ways to Sunday; and so I cannot say categorically that we 
have looked at the possibility of a provisional visa. Maybe that was 
discussed. I want to say that first. 

We at the State Department, as we are looking to engage and in-
clude more disadvantaged students, students with whom we have 
to take more risk in terms of our investment. We are actually put-
ting much more emphasis on things like provisional admission to 
a university so we can bring talented students up. So we are think-
ing along those lines. 

And I will also say, because I haven’t, I have neglected to say 
this so far, if it were not for the higher education sector in the 
United States, the department chairs, the faculty, the presidents of 
the universities, and the U.S. institutions’ interest in working with 
the government, but also working for their own global social agen-
da by providing scholarships, by providing cost-sharing, we would 
not be where we are. One of the most important signals we can 
send, as the delegations of university presidents and U.S. officials 
go out, is that not only are we welcoming you—and that is the key 
message of all the delegations, that is the key message of all of our 
media programs. The door is open. We welcome you. We want seri-
ous mutual understanding. We want you to come here. This is the 
best place. 

But in addition to that, we very clearly explain that building a 
financial package for talented students is something we are expert 
at and that we will work to achieve. 

You know, it is not well understood that Congress in its gen-
erosity put so much money into the Fulbright program. Foreign 
governments, like Germany, like Chile, like Japan, and I could go 
on and on, put a huge amount in. But U.S. universities invest in 
supplementary tuition awards and other assistanceships at about 
$20 million a year. We would not have the Fulbright program we 
have today if it wasn’t for this kind of long-term partnership be-
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tween the government and higher education. And that is just the 
Fulbright program. That is not every other——

Mr. DELAHUNT. But as you indicated in response to Mr. Scott, we 
really are at a competitive disadvantage going to the cost factor. 

Mr. FARRELL. There is no question in my mind about it. 
Mr. DELAHUNT. Tuitions are subsidized in foreign countries. I 

mean, the Chinese are getting into the game late, so to speak. But 
I think I saw some figures in the GAO report that indicated that 
we had 3,000 federally funded international students here. The 
Chinese already have 6,000, double what we do; and in addition to 
that, I presume that living costs are significantly cheaper. 

So when we talk about addressing those areas in the world, such 
as Africa—and let me get to Africa for a moment. The future for 
Africa and the Africa of tomorrow in terms of the leadership in all 
sectors, political, economic, et cetera, could very well be China 
rather than the United States. And I guess I really want to address 
that. 

Well, let’s get to the crux. How much money do you need? I really 
want to win this one. 

Mr. FARRELL. Okay. 
Mr. DELAHUNT. I want to compete. 
Mr. FARRELL. All right. 
Mr. DELAHUNT. And I understand there are all kinds of prob-

lems, but I think that this is an investment that the return on this 
investment is incalculable. 

Mr. FARRELL. I would like to focus, if I may, and respond about 
Africa, because we are at a tipping point in terms of Congress’ abil-
ity to help us with Africa and higher education. 

The administration has made huge strides in health care in Afri-
ca—unbelievable successes with the President’s Emergency Plan 
for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR—, with malaria, so we have got a 
healthier population. We have made unprecedented commitments 
to basic education, primary education, literacy. So now we are 
reaching a point in Africa where we can actually say on the higher 
education side and the exchange side, it is not just your elite per-
son who went to the school at such and such a place or whatever. 
We will now be able to seriously engage a wider and more diverse 
group of people. 

Last year we started in the State Department, thanks to Sec-
retary Rice, an initiative that concentrated first on teachers for Af-
rica. Young people. We reached out to undergraduates because 
without teachers we didn’t have the foundation. In our budget sub-
missions this year, I am not supposed to talk about it because it 
hasn’t gone out yet. But look at the budget for this year that will 
be coming up, God willing, through OMB and everything else, and 
see the efforts that we are proposing for Africa. Because the Presi-
dent’s strategy so far has enabled us now, I think, to make signifi-
cant efforts in postsecondary education in Africa. We didn’t have it 
before; the health situation was so awful. The veneer of eligible 
people to hold the societies together was increasingly thin. Basic 
education skills and literacy weren’t there. 

Mr. DELAHUNT. If we are talking about helping failed states—
and there are a number of failed states on the continent of Africa; 
we have one here in our own hemisphere in Haiti. I mean, we can 
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look across the world—and I believe that this is the danger for the 
United States as we look into this new world where terrorism is 
real and substantial, and we have to have a long-term vision—ef-
forts such as the one that you described, I think, are absolutely es-
sential. 

In the memorandum that was prepared for me by my out-
standing staff, there is a paragraph here. Let me read it to you. 
And again, this is disturbing to me, but it goes to this cost factor:

‘‘According to the National Association of State Universities 
and Land-Grant Colleges, the U.S. Agency for International 
Development has reduced its number of funded, graduate-level 
international students seeking degrees in American institu-
tions from 15,000 per year in the 1980s to less than 1,000 
today.’’

I don’t know. I presume that is accurate. My point is, I think we 
have got to be prepared to make a major investment, one that is 
responsible. 

Clearly, I can relate to you that the Europeans are focused on 
Africa. We talk about clash of civilizations. If we look at the Is-
lamic world, countries there, I have a strong belief that by bringing 
the best and the brightest here, from whatever segment of their so-
ciety, will have a long-term, positive—that will accrue to the ben-
efit of our national interests. 

This isn’t just about altruism and being popular. This is about 
doing what is best not just for others, but for the United States. 
And I have to tell you that I had never, until recently, realized that 
the number was 3,000 because there really are impediments. I 
mean, if you were a student somewhere in Indonesia in a village 
and someone told you that, you know, the comprehensive fee this 
year was $45,000 at Middlebury College, you might not even file 
an application and apply for financial assistance. 

I mean, I want to get through that, and I think it is really impor-
tant that we become aggressive. And I know that that is the senti-
ment of Secretary Hughes and I really do applaud her for it. And 
I think that this is something that the administration should con-
sider very, very seriously because in terms of our role in the world, 
in terms of bringing American influence to bear, in the long term 
this is where it is going to—this is where it is happening. 

To get back, I don’t know—I am not asking you gentlemen to 
stay. But the next panel, I am familiar with this program, again 
because it is housed at Middlebury. But it is the Shelby Davis pro-
gram. I don’t know if you are familiar with it, Secretary. An ex-
traordinary, extraordinary program. 

This is going out there to the villages and wherever, and it is—
I am using my own colloquial language. It is creating prep schools 
all over the world for what could be disadvantaged students to 
learn English and prepare them to come to the United States and 
matriculate at our finest colleges and universities. I think it is just 
extraordinary. 

And private philanthropy is—I have never met Mr. Davis, but I 
applaud him—$1 billion. I mean, we have got to get aggressive. 
You know, if a private individual is prepared to make that kind of 
investment, then you know what, the United States Government 
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and Congress have got to ratchet up and deal with the reality here, 
because I think this is a critical moment in our history. 

Thank you, gentlemen. Mr. Scott, thank you so much. And now, 
if we could have our second panel. And I look forward to working 
with all of you. And your written testimony will be transmitted to 
our colleagues on both the Education and Labor and Foreign Af-
fairs Committees. 

Okay. Let me introduce this panel, and I want to extend my 
gratitude for your appearance here. It certainly is a distinguished 
panel. 

Let me begin by introducing Dr. Philip Geier, whom I have never 
met before, but he is the director of the Davis United World College 
Scholars Program, which I referred to earlier. And it appears to be 
a successful and major private foundation—as I said, it is housed 
up at Middlebury—and the program funds and supports at Amer-
ican universities 1,100 graduates of the 12 United College World 
Prep Schools that are scattered around the world. 

Dr. Geier previously served 12 years as president of one of those 
schools, those prep schools, which, in my opinion, are such crucial 
elements in the success of the program. 

We have on the speaker phone—that voice from above is Dr. 
Jerry Melillo, director and senior scientist at the Ecosystem Center 
at the Marine Biology Laboratory in Woods Hole, which is, for 
those of you who don’t know, on Cape Cod in Massachusetts. I hap-
pen to represent that beautiful part of the world. His doctorate is 
from Yale and his research is biogeochemistry, which I know noth-
ing about. But after a thoughtful review, I now understand that it 
has something to do with the impact of human-produced carbon 
and nitrogen on soils and climate. This is obviously a crucial and 
cutting-edge field. And as a frequent convener and attendee of im-
portant scientific conferences in this area, Jerry is uniquely quali-
fied to tell us about problems that organizers encounter when they 
try to hold their conferences in the United States. 

Ms. Katherine Bellows is with us to provide a close look at how 
one university approaches the challenge of recruiting and retaining 
international students. She is the executive director of the Office 
of International Programs at Georgetown here in Washington. Ms. 
Bellows has been working in this field for 25 years, including stints 
as an officer in the various bodies of the Association of Inter-
national Educators, and we appreciate her attendance. 

We also have with us today Ms. Jessica Vaughan, senior policy 
analyst with the Center for Immigration Studies, who is smart 
enough to live in Boston, Massachusetts. She is a former Foreign 
Service Officer with a master’s degree from Georgetown and she 
has directed international exchange programs at the University of 
Vermont Law School. 

And, appropriately, our wrap-up witness will be Ms. Marlene 
Johnson, executive director and CEO of the Association of Inter-
national Educators, an organization that has perhaps the broadest 
and most comprehensive view of the problems we face in attracting 
and retaining international students. 

Thank you all so much for your attendance here today. We ap-
preciate it. And let’s begin with Dr. Geier. 
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STATEMENT OF PHILIP O. GEIER, PH.D., EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR, DAVIS UNITED WORLD COLLEGE SCHOLARS PROGRAM 
Mr. GEIER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am very pleased to be 

here and simply want to reiterate, I think that we all seem to em-
brace the broadest possible common agenda, as I have listened to 
the earlier panel and know the reputation of those around me, and 
certainly what I have heard from you and Congressman Scott. 

But I want to—and I have submitted written testimony, which 
I will not read—I want to take my time to highlight, I think, some 
key points. And I think the key question before us, as I think you 
have alluded to, is whether we want to recover and simply 
incrementalize the situation we find ourselves in or whether this 
is a propitious moment to really accelerate and, in fact, maybe turn 
the telescope around and look at the problem in different ways 
than we have before. So I think we have a real opportunity, and 
I appreciate the opening that you have given to that opportunity. 

I certainly agree that the investment for the long term is really 
the ultimate issue at our disposal here. I see this as having three 
parts that I will comment on. One, what are the objectives? Two, 
what could be some alternative and supplementary program de-
signs? And three, what are the costs and program administration 
dimensions to it? And I will be real quick as I work through these. 

Obviously, the objectives are to improve the perceptions of the 
U.S. overseas, to develop future key relationships between leaders 
in the U.S. and overseas, and to use one of America’s greatest as-
sets, higher education, not only to our advantage, but also this will 
build and strengthen our own internal capacities in those institu-
tions—so those, among some of the other objectives that have been 
built into the foreign affairs orientation of this. 

My sense about the program design options that could be put be-
fore this committee and could be implemented by the State Depart-
ment would be many alternatives. But I am going to focus here on 
undergraduate education. I think that the 4-year undergraduate 
experience at American colleges and universities is distinctive in 
the world. It is unrivaled in terms of the impact that it has, and 
more importantly to the point of today’s discussion, the personal 
and professional relationships that it fosters during that time. 

So there is no question that if you talk to anyone in the past who 
has gone through as an international student, or the faculties at 
or administrations at, any of the members of NAFSA or other fine 
institutions in this country that have done such a fine job with 
international students over the years, that development of attitude 
as well as skills is really essential. So I would first make the point 
that this new investment should be accelerated and turned on its 
head, to some extent ought to be focused, at least in large part, on 
undergraduate education. 

Secondly, I would make the very strong point from the experi-
ences we have had in the private philanthropic sector and from my 
30 years in the field of international education that private-public 
partnerships and, therefore, partnerships between government 
funding and these colleges and universities is a balancing act that 
needs to be struck and that, therefore, the shared costs ought to 
be part of the ground rules in this. They already are implicitly in 
many of the grant-funding schemes out of education, and I think 
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we should model ourselves around an expectation that the invest-
ment in the scholarships, the subsidies you referred to earlier that 
will be absolutely required, need to be a balancing act between 
public funds and funds raised philanthropically or otherwise 
through these institutions, so that it is a strategically embraced set 
of objectives by both these deliverable institutions and the govern-
ment. 

The third point I would make about program design is that with-
in the context of those colleges and universities, the best impact is 
to build larger clusters, critical masses of these international stu-
dents, rather than just one of relationships for some funding oppor-
tunities or whatever the motivation might be, so that the critical 
masses create not only benefits for those international students 
and what, downstream, it brings to us as they become professionals 
and circulate. 

And I appreciate Secretary Farrell’s point about circulation. I 
think the discussions about brain drain of the past are more a set 
of discussions about brain circulation in the world now, and that 
is the basis of what we ought to think about, the consequences of 
where they physically end up. 

But nonetheless, the idea of clustering students in the under-
graduate populations not only is a benefit from those international 
students who benefit from those subsidies and those terrific edu-
cational opportunities, but it represents an opportunity for a great 
majority of those students at colleges and universities to benefit 
from a greater international presence. 

You have made many references this morning to the global econ-
omy and the competitive nature in the world in which we are situ-
ated. What better opportunity than to tune up our own skills and 
attitudes and perceptions within the majority of the American stu-
dents than to create these clusters? So, undergraduate partner-
ships and clusters. 

And then I think we ought to require ourselves—if there are new 
investments, require that any innovation create best practices that 
we can replicate and accelerate in other ways on those campuses 
and on other campuses. So I very much suggest that we look for 
concrete opportunities for elevating to some level of greater visi-
bility best practices and running with those. 

The third and final points I will make have to do with costs and 
program administration. Obviously the sticker shock, the price re-
sistance issues that were made clear by you and by members of the 
first panel are critical. I think it underscores the absolute reason 
why if you are going to look for genuine diversity from a broader 
range of international students to come to this country, which I 
think is absolutely essential to our long-term best interests—Africa 
being only one—but an excellent example of that is for us to ac-
knowledge right up front that this is a shift in emphasis to one of 
subsidies, to one of scholarships. And with scholarships, with privi-
lege, comes responsibility. 

So I think we have a real opportunity not only to elevate visi-
bility, opportunity, good PR, downstream good vibes about the 
United States, all the things that would be desirable on the surface 
to a much more substantive, profound commitment to a shared 
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sense of responsibility about the world that comes out of being a 
recipient of a scholarship. 

If you are paying for a product, you are absolutely in the driver’s 
seat as a customer, as you should be. And the demands sometimes 
outweigh the benefits in terms of the relationship. When you look 
at the opportunities, whether it is in this country or elsewhere, 
that a scholarship provides, the opportunity it presents and the 
sense of responsibility and payback that is incumbent on getting 
that scholarship, you have an added advantage. So I think there 
is not just a price resistance issue; there is a great opportunity to 
open the doors much more widely if we look to the values of that 
subsidy. 

So we need to look at some cost-per-capita realities, and look at 
that, as I said earlier, on a shared basis between the colleges and 
universities that might choose to be in a program that might be in-
vented and the dollars that would come out of the taxpayer. 

I think we should look at a program that creates no new bu-
reaucracy, no new overhead in the U.S. Government; that we 
should look at a minimal adjustment, if you will, in that regard, 
and push down responsibilities and deliverables to the colleges and 
universities. 

If you look at the—we have all been praising the quality and the 
ability and the status of American higher education in this world 
and certainly in this country. Let’s empower them with resources 
to be accountable to Congress, accountable to the administration, 
but use the grassroots skills that exist there and infuse the capital 
there, challenge them to match that funding and then run with 
programs that have been given general, broad parameters by the 
administration, by the Congress, but have them own half the bill 
and own the results as well. 

And then finally on this program administration component, hold 
them accountable. We absolutely need to hold ourselves account-
able to any expenditure of any public or private funding, and that 
that accountability can be demonstrated in a variety of ways that 
we have tried to use in the private philanthropic sector of the 
Davis UWC Scholars program. If that lends itself to any utility 
downstream, obviously we would be glad to be helpful. 

I think we are at a critical juncture in our state in the world. 
I think we are greatly improved in our disposition through the 
State Department’s efforts to alleviate, but they clearly have not 
yet eliminated the hurdles, the barriers on the visa issues that I 
think Secretary Farrell made light of. I think they are more signifi-
cant, and certainly perceived to be more significant if not in fact. 
We have to communicate or do better or both. 

And I think that we really need to think even more broadly than 
how do we solve our problems, how do we create more opportuni-
ties, how do we get out there and really engage with those out 
there in the Third World in particular who have not been able to 
seek the opportunities in the United States that others have. 

So I think this is a rare opportunity and one which I think can 
be part of a groundswell of change in the coming years with regard 
to perceptions of the United States, using existing infrastructure, 
but new thinking with that infrastructure. Thank you. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Geier follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF PHILIP O. GEIER, PH.D., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, DAVIS 
UNITED WORLD COLLEGE SCHOLARS PROGRAM 

INTRODUCTION 

It is an honor for me to bring testimony to Congress regarding international stu-
dents and scholars: trends, barriers and implications for American universities and 
U.S. foreign policy. I commend Congress on its interest in increasing the number 
and diversity of foreign students who come to study in the U.S., particularly at the 
undergraduate level, as I am convinced that this is an essential and effective dimen-
sion of foreign policy which has been underrated and underutilized. 

Let me be clear at the outset that my testimony is biased. Biased by a career in 
international education. Biased by having been the recipient of two Fulbright 
awards, by having served on the Board of Directors of the Fulbright Association 
(and as its President for two years). Biased by having spent twelve years in top posi-
tions at World Learning Inc. (formerly known as The Experiment in International 
Living) and another twelve years as President of the United World College-USA. Bi-
ased by having spent my entire professional life in the private sector, devoting a 
great deal of effort fundraising for international organizations and programs. Biased 
because I have had the privilege of designing and now implementing a major inter-
national scholarship program for undergraduates—the Davis United World College 
Scholars Program. Amazingly, this program is the vision of and funded entirely by 
one American philanthropist, Shelby M.C. Davis, who intends to invest a billion dol-
lars or more in this program. 

My submission will only briefly address the trends and barriers of international 
education since that information is well-researched and documented by such highly 
regarded institutions as the Institute of International Educators (IIE) and NAFSA: 
Association of International Educators. The heart of my testimony will focus on the 
purposes, characteristics and achievements of the Davis United World College Schol-
ars Program with hopes that this might inform the Congress about a model in the 
private sector as it considers a significant increase in the numbers and diversity of 
international students coming to study at undergraduate institutions in the U.S. I 
will conclude with a few recommendations. 

TRENDS AND BARRIERS 

IIE has for 56 years been providing data on international students and scholars 
and annually publishes ‘‘Open Doors’’ with support from the Bureau of Educational 
and Cultural Affairs of the U.S. Department of State. IIE’s 2006 edition of ‘‘Open 
Doors’’ and the research of NAFSA provide dependable data, including the following 
relevant highlights:

• total international student enrollment in the U.S. of something in excess of 
550,000 has remained virtually flat over the past two years after several 
years of decline following 9/11, but it is heartening that new international 
student enrollment has been increasing over the past two years. This is caus-
ing a turn-around in total student enrollment. A recent IIE survey found that 
45% of reporting institutions saw increases this year while only 26 % reported 
declines (compared to last year when 34% reported increases and 33% re-
ported declines). Even more positively, the IIE survey found 52% reporting in-
creases in new student enrollments and only 20% reporting declines (com-
pared to last year’s figures of 40% increasing and 26% decreasing).

• historical funding for international students comes largely (essentially two-
thirds at present) from students’ personal and family resources, with the U.S. 
government accounting for only .4% of total funding.

In light of the data, it is worth asking ourselves whether this turn-around is satis-
factory or whether the U.S. government should become more involved somehow in 
our country gaining a greater share of the growing international student market. 
Industry data suggests that competitors (other nations) see opportunity and are 
seizing that opportunity to increase their market shares. Is it time to reinvent our 
government’s posture in international education? One model to examine in the pri-
vate sector is the Davis United World College Scholars Program, which began with 
42 undergraduate scholars in the class of 2004 at five pilot schools, has grown this 
past academic year to over 1,100 current undergraduate scholars from 126 countries 
at 76 institutions, and is continuing to grow. This suggests that significant growth 
in both numbers and diversity is achievable. 

Before leaving the ‘‘trends’’ behind, it is worth noting two other fine sources of 
information:
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• Highlights of a GAO Forum: Global Competitiveness: Implications for the Na-
tion’s Higher Education System, GAO–07–135SP, January 23, 2007 (http://
www.gao.gov/docsearch/abstract.php?rpto=GAO–07–135SP)

• Restoring U.S. Competitiveness for International Students and Scholars, June 
19, 2006 by NAFSA (which updates and expands NAFSA’s 2003 task force re-
port on ‘‘In America’s Interest: Welcoming International Students.’’
(http://www.nafsa.org/—/Document/—/restoring—u.s.pdf)

This public policy paper’s highlights include:
• ‘‘The best and the brightest from around the globe are now a sought-after 

commodity, and are able to choose from many centers of excellence where 
they can ply their creative skills.’’

• ‘‘What is most alarming is that, for the first time, the United States seems 
to be losing its status as the destination of choice for international students.’’

• ‘‘We will not win back the market simply by adjusting visa procedures, and 
we will not win it back with a public relations campaign.’’

• ‘‘We must reform our immigration laws in order to create and support a cli-
mate that encourages the contributions of foreign talent.’’

• ‘‘To get back on track, America needs to do better. We renew our call for na-
tional leadership to elevate international educational exchange as a national 
priority and to establish a national strategy to ensure that the United States 
can attract the best talent from around the globe.’’

As for barriers, NAFSA, the world’s largest association of international education 
professionals, has given collective voice to the sentiments of their 9,000 members 
who work on a daily basis with the legislation and regulations pertaining to inter-
national students. A clear and contemporary example is NAFSA’s letter of May 8, 
2007 to the Department of Homeland Security in which it spells out the statutory 
and regulatory changes that it feels are necessary for the U.S. to attract the world’s 
best and brightest students. 

Some of the nuts and bolts barriers that we hear about from our various campus 
contacts in the Davis UWC Scholars program include:

• Visa cost, personal interview, and security checks remain issues. Many would 
want us to return to the days when fees were less burdensome and visas 
could be obtained through the mail. Regardless, there is a growing apprecia-
tion for the State Department’s many efforts of late to improve visa proc-
essing times, etc.

• Visa renewal process is problematic and our student advocates would like to 
see a modification to how the initial visa is granted. Ideally they’d like to see 
such visas granted for a five year period or alternatively allow visas to be re-
newed within the U.S.

• Work authorization—there is widespread sentiment that off-campus as well 
as on-campus work should be permitted during the authorized program of 
study and that the Optional Practical Training timeframe now of twelve 
months should be extended to 24 months.

• And, along with many other interest groups, our campus contacts clamor for 
more H–1 visas in order for their graduates to be able to stay and work in 
the U.S.

Finally in the arena of barriers, though it is mentioned less often in industry-wide 
documents, our contacts recognize the economic barrier to greater diversity of inter-
national students coming to the U.S. This may be why they are so enamored of the 
Davis United World College Scholars Program that I will now discuss. 

A VIEW FROM THE PRIVATE PHILANTHROPIC SECTOR 

We are a nation built on diversity and differences. Ours is a culture of philan-
thropy. These are distinguishing national traits and they are interconnected. Philan-
thropy can help build community out of diversity while it can also help equip and 
empower leaders of community. 

It is this dynamic interplay of philanthropy, community and individual leadership 
that underlies the creation and development of the Davis United World College 
Scholars Program. The program is committed to achieving cross-cultural under-
standing (community) among talented students (potential leaders) from diverse 
backgrounds, American and non-American alike. During the 2006–07 academic year, 
the Davis UWC Scholars Program provided scholarship support at 76 American col-
leges and universities for over 1,100 students from 126 nations. This will grow in 
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the 2007–08 academic year to approximately 1,400 students. And those numbers do 
not count the many other American students positively impacted by these growing 
critical masses of globally-engaged scholars. 

From our vantage point, the future stability of our world and America’s place in 
it demand nothing less than bold initiatives like this. Donor Shelby Davis is a phi-
lanthropist with a mission. He is demonstrating the huge potential of philanthropy 
to promote international understanding through the education of exceptional young 
people (presumably future decision-makers) from throughout the world. And he is 
doing this exclusively at American colleges and universities on purpose—so that the 
impact of his philanthropy immediately benefits numerous American students and 
institutions as well. 

The Davis United World College Scholars Program provides scholarship grants to 
selected partner colleges and universities across the U.S., with the size of annual 
grants determined by how many graduates of the worldwide United World College 
schools (which amount to the last two years of high school and award the Inter-
national Baccalaureate Diploma) matriculate at each selected American institution 
of higher education. 

The twelve UWC schools are located around the world in: Bosnia, Canada, Costa 
Rica, Hong Kong/China, India, Italy, Norway, Singapore, Swaziland, the United 
Kingdom (Wales), the United States (New Mexico) and Venezuela. The UWC ‘‘move-
ment’’ has evolved from the original genius of German-born educator Kurt Hahn, 
also the founder of Gordonstoun and Outward Bound, who first presented the UWC 
idea at a 1956 NATO meeting in Paris. His idea was that one way to try to prevent 
another world war would be to bring together some of the world’s most promising 
teenagers (16–19 years old) and have them live together for two years of academics, 
community service and character-building physical education, through which life-
long relationships would be established. The concept grew from its first campus in 
Wales, founded in 1962 at the height of the Cold War, to now twelve campuses, ini-
tially through the tireless patronage of Lord Mountbatten, who was succeeded by 
his nephew Prince Charles, and now by Queen Noor of Jordan and Nelson Mandela, 
a parent and grandparent of UWC students at the Swaziland campus. Students are 
chosen annually through rigorous national competitions conducted by indigenous, 
voluntary committees. Winners are awarded places and scholarships at whichever 
of the UWC schools can accommodate them. 

Philanthropist Shelby Davis first became involved when he met UWC students at 
the U.S. campus in New Mexico in the late 1990s. Davis generously endowed 100 
full scholarships to allow selected Americans to go on full scholarships to these 
UWC schools around the world. Through this association, Davis developed the vision 
that has become the Davis UWC Scholars Program at American colleges and univer-
sities. It began as a pilot program of 42 UWC graduates matriculating in the Class 
of 2004 at five schools with Davis family connections: Princeton, Wellesley, 
Middlebury, Colby and College of the Atlantic. Its goals were, and continue to be, 
the following:

• provide scholarship support for exemplary and promising students from all 
cultures, who have absorbed the passion of their UWC school community for 
building international understanding in the 21st century.

• build clusters (critical masses) of these globally aware and committed stu-
dents within the undergraduate populations of selected American colleges and 
universities.

• seek to transform the American undergraduate experience through this inter-
national diversity and cultural interchange—as much for the large majority 
of American students on campus as for international students.

• urge and expect partner colleges and universities to leverage the value of this 
initiative and its funding—for their students and faculties, their strategic di-
rection and their institutional roles in contributing proactively to the well-
being of our volatile, highly interdependent world.

• create a diverse but coherent group of Davis United World College Scholars 
who are expected, during their educational experiences and throughout their 
lives, to ‘‘give back’’ in shaping a better world.

The great potential of the Davis United World College Scholars Program is not 
simply to build and perpetuate an outstanding international scholarship program. 
It is also to motivate others, to provide a model, to apply leverage—all for the great-
er good of international understanding. We seek to foster a deep commitment to 
international diversity on American campuses and beyond. We believe the impact 
of this philanthropic investment goes far beyond the direct recipients of scholarship 
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support. Here’s how some of the presidents of partner colleges describe the value 
of the program on their campuses and beyond:

‘‘We are proud to be the headquarters and home campus for the nationwide 
Davis UWC Scholars Program, a visionary and transformative initiative for un-
dergraduate education. By bringing together intelligent and intellectually hun-
gry students from around the world, the program enriches the educational expe-
riences of thousands of students at 76 campuses, challenging them to engage, 
confront, and understand difference. What better way to prepare the next gen-
eration of global leaders, ready to confront the great challenges of the 21st cen-
tury.’’

Ronald D. Liebowitz 
President of Middlebury College

‘‘The Davis United World College Scholar Program makes a valuable con-
tribution to our campus community. The scholars are excellent students, and 
they bring a variety of experiences and perspectives into our classrooms and 
residence halls. They are building personal relationships that over the years 
will expand international understanding. This program helps Vassar fulfill its 
goals, including the education of national and international leaders who will be 
distinguished both in their professional careers and in service to their commu-
nities and the world.’’

Catharine Bond Hill 
President of Vassar College

‘‘Some of the most educationally meaningful interactions that students have 
happen in their everyday exchanges with one another in the residence hall, in 
the lab, or in between classes. It is in these informal contacts, in subtle ways, 
that the knowledge of others is transferred. The greater the variety of students 
we welcome to Amherst, the greater the inventory of knowledge and culture 
there is to share. An institution that strives to serve the world must be a part 
of the world. The Davis United World College Scholars Program is helping to 
make the world more a part of us.’’

Anthony W. Marx 
President of Amherst College

‘‘The David United World College Scholars Program is a critical tool in 
Haverford’s efforts to bring more international students and global perspectives 
into our classrooms. The presence of Davis UWC Scholars contributes to a key 
effort of our educational program, which is to define the real scope of ‘global 
citizenship’ for all our students.’’

Thomas R. Tritton 
President of Haverford College

And what about the donor’s perspective? Shelby M.C. Davis is committing a bil-
lion dollars to this effort. What does he think is the biggest impact? In his esti-
mation, the building of clusters of international students at partner American 
schools is encouraging Americans to learn about the world, equipping them to be 
culturally-sensitive and effective communicators with others, as much as it is help-
ing international students to grow intellectually and personally in an American con-
text. Davis believes his philanthropic investment is contributing to a more prom-
ising future for Americans and their successes in the global marketplace of the 21st 
century as much as it is good for the Davis UWC Scholars per se. ‘‘I get letters from 
the students saying that they have made great American friends and they learn so 
much about America, while Americans have learned so much about the world from 
them. I think that’s important,’’ said Davis in a recent campus interview. 

And what about the students who benefit from this philanthropy? Davis UWC 
Scholar Jawad Joya from Afghanistan, now a rising senior at Earlham College in 
Indiana, says ‘‘you are not just an alien. . . . You have the ability to change peo-
ple’s views about the place you come from, the places you have been, and the kinds 
of places we can build together in the future. Diversity can evolve into a means for 
unity.’’ Jawad’s American classmate Anna Cromley-Effinger observes, ‘‘Over the 
course of time here, we do make friends from all over the place. It really grows our 
community. In a sense, it makes us a world community.’’

And what about the faculty perspectives on this program? We receive countless 
glowing reports along the following lines:

‘‘Colby’s international students, including the Davis UWC Scholars, bring tre-
mendous strengths to the campus from which the entire student body benefits. 
Not only do they come to the College with an excellent academic preparation, 
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but also they have a grounded appreciation for the real-world complexities to 
which the abstractions of classroom theories must be applied. This makes for 
very stimulating and challenging classroom discussions, as for example, in a 
class on the cultural and environmental dynamics of international tourist devel-
opment during which American students exchange views with classmates from 
the Ukraine, Belarus, Nepal, and South Africa. As a teacher these are particu-
larly exciting moments. I can see ‘light bulbs’ going on all over the room as stu-
dents of all backgrounds come to recognize, in concrete ways, just how diverse 
their experiences are and how much they all have to learn from each other.’’

Mary Beth Mills 
Chair of Anthropology, Colby College

While it is still very young, the Davis UWC Scholars Program is clearly playing 
an important part in internationalizing American campuses, building meaningful re-
lationships between international and American students. But that is not all that 
this program has set out to do. It is intended to be a leverage tool to accomplish 
more than it ever could just on its own. 

By funding only a portion of the resources necessary for each scholar, our program 
is challenging our partner schools to raise and commit the necessary other funds 
required. We are looking to our partner schools for a long term, strategic commit-
ment. In return, we make a five year rolling commitment of funding to our partner 
schools, always ensuring our support for students throughout their four years of un-
dergraduate study and for the class being recruited in any given year. Yet, we al-
ways have the right to eliminate non-performing partner schools. 

And we have already announced that we will use financial leverage to reward 
those partner schools which are successfully building significant clusters of scholars 
on their campuses. To encourage more schools to build such clusters, we will double 
the annual per-student grant for those partner schools which consistently enroll five 
or more first-year Davis UWC Scholars starting in 2008. Any partner school that 
matriculates five or more first-years regularly will qualify for a grant of up to 
$20,000 per scholar (based on determined need), twice the amount of current grants 
of up to $10,000 per scholar. We believe in the power of setting an example and 
using leverage to achieve the greatest possible results. By increasing the funding 
to those schools that are building clusters of scholars, we will be elevating the pro-
gram’s potential and prompting schools to find new and better ways of leveraging 
the power of international diversity. 

We are constantly looking to our partner schools to leverage Davis philanthropy 
in their own ways as well. And we are seeing concrete results. The most recent ex-
amples come from Amherst College and the University of Florida. At these places 
there are new international scholarship initiatives directly inspired by and modeled 
on the Davis UWC Scholars Program. 

At the University of Florida, emerita professor of education Dr. Margaret Early 
was so impressed by Davis UWC Scholars she encountered that she decided to con-
tribute a portion of one of the student’s costs above what Davis philanthropy sup-
ports through a gift to the University of Florida Foundation. ‘‘I prefer not to know 
which one!’’ said Early, who continues to enjoy getting together for meals with var-
ious Davis UWC Scholars. A lifelong educator, Early believes the Davis UWC Schol-
ars Program is doing something important. ‘‘Mixing young people from many dif-
ferent nationalities and parts of the world—that seems like a very good idea,’’ she 
said. 

At Amherst, a pledge of $6 million by alumnus Arthur W. Koenig ’66 is creating 
the Koenig Scholarship Program. Koenig calls the program an investment. It will 
benefit talented students of limited means from Latin America and Africa and will 
also support annual recruitment trips to those regions. ‘‘The structure of the Koenig 
Scholars Program is modeled on the Davis UWC Scholars Program in several ways,’’ 
said Robyn Piggott, special assistant to Amherst President Anthony W. Marx. ‘It 
will support entering cohorts of five students from Latin America or Africa each 
year, meeting their full demonstrated financial need for all their four years at the 
college. The program also provides some funding for admission staff recruitment 
trips to both continents each year. Mr. Koenig’s unique twist on the UWC model, 
which we are all very excited about, is providing small stipends to African and Latin 
American students who do recruitment work at underserved secondary schools in 
their home countries in the summer vacation. This will create a very powerful part-
nership between students and admission staff,’’ added Piggott. 

It is not just at Amherst (which is striving to join rival Williams College in ex-
tending need-blind admission to non-U.S. students) that international recruitment 
is getting a lift from the Davis UWC Scholars Program. Westminster College in Ful-
ton, Missouri attributes growth in both its domestic and international recruitment 
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to the program. Its Academic Dean George Forsythe notes, ‘‘Because we’re empha-
sizing the global community piece and we’re making that very clear and explicit in 
our marketing, we’re getting more and more students who say ‘I’m coming because 
of that.’’’ Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, Maryland reports exponential 
growth of international applications since the inception of the program. Lewis and 
Clark College in Portland, Oregon maintains that ‘‘being part of this program . . . 
has helped us to re-invigorate our efforts to recruit very talented students inter-
nationally.’’

While the impact of the Davis UWC Scholars Program is being widely recognized 
and the motivation for more international students appears to be pervasive, the sin-
gle largest hurdle to broader growth with real diversity at our partner schools and 
elsewhere is availability of financial aid. This leads me to draw a few conclusions 
and make a few recommendations for possible consideration by Congress. 

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In my estimation, it would be both timely and beneficial to America’s role in the 
world for Congress to take some dramatic action to expand the number and diver-
sity of international students coming to the U.S. for their undergraduate education. 

Such dramatic action, taken ideally in combination with other policy initiatives 
to support more effective global engagement by Americans (e.g. a major investment 
in the teaching and learning of ‘‘critical languages’’ in the U.S.), is long overdue and 
could contribute rather swiftly to reversing the pervasive negative perceptions of the 
U.S. around the world today. 

This is a particularly propitious time for action of this sort. News of it, if expertly 
handled, could serve initially as a positive antidote to all the attention being given 
in the media to anti-American sentiment. We could move from headlines such as 
‘‘U.S. Slips in Luring World’s Brightest’’ (The New York Times, December 22, 2004) 
to something like ‘‘U.S. Luring World’s Brightest Again.’’

More substantively, we could demonstrate our re-commitment to using America’s 
‘‘soft power’’ so, in the words of Joseph S. Nye, ‘‘others want what you want’’ for 
reasons of shared human challenges and opportunities. My impression is that some 
of the anti-American sentiment out there is not profound (while some of it most cer-
tainly is and we should harbor no illusions about that), and with some positive de-
velopments on the Iraq front and a genuine and sustained use of our ‘‘soft power’’ 
we can once again become appreciated by many around the world who are presently 
berating us. 

In that context, one of best tools of soft power is the perceived value of American 
higher education. In spite of everything else going on, American colleges and univer-
sities are still the envy of the world, still where the most talented, motivated and 
promising students around the world really want to be. The rapid and positive 
growth of the Davis UWC Scholars Program is ample evidence of that. Other and 
more established scholarship programs would make the same point. Among them, 
the Starr Foundation and the Freeman Foundation have supported many under-
graduate scholarships for students from Asia. One of those scholars from Vietnam 
has recounted her U.S. educational experience this way: ‘‘. . . While being an inter-
national student in a white dominated community may be hard, it is at the same 
time very exciting and rewarding. 

Although I had certain difficulties in adapting to a new lifestyle, I enjoyed sharing 
with others my experience as a student from a Third World country and showing 
them more about by cultures and values. Also, I could not help realizing that the 
interaction with the students whose backgrounds are totally different from mine is 
quite beneficial to me in learning how to be open-minded. Talking to them helped 
to enrich my knowledge a great deal. It’s incredible how my friend circle and my 
perspective of the world have widened on this campus.’’

Paraphrasing what I hear all the time from leaders on American campuses, after 
four years of study at an American college or university, international students 
come to appreciate America, our people and our way of life. Equally important, 
American students develop a broader and more encompassing view of the world 
around them. Putting international and domestic students together in a meaningful 
and rich educational context, among many other positive outcomes, fosters a feeling 
of mutual respect and appreciation for our commonalities and a more constructive 
way to view our differences. 

While I do not have and cannot find any ‘‘metrics’’ on proving the value of inter-
national education, there are endless anecdotes, most all of them positive. Nor am 
I aware that international education is a partisan or political issue. Throughout my 
career, as well as in reaching out recently for feedback from many others so I could 
prepare this testimony, I have witnessed overwhelmingly positive reactions from oc-
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cupants of both sides of the political aisle. Bruce S. Gelb, former head of USIA, was 
one of the recent respondents to my outreach for varied perspectives. He wrote re-
calling his own experience at the highest level of government and international di-
plomacy. He observed that ‘‘the turning point in the relationship between the U.S. 
and Mexico in the minds of President Salinas (25 years ago) and his senior cabinet 
officials was that a large percentage of them were Fulbrighters and uniformly their 
experience with studying in the United States was so unexpectedly positive that 
they lost whatever remained of that stereotypical ‘gringo’ feeling. Virtually all senior 
executives in the former USIA will tell you that the two crucial and essential pro-
grams for that agency were the Fulbright and the International Visitor programs—
both basically doing the job of letting foreigners learn what the U.S. is really all 
about.’’

Similarly, Bob Coonrod, President of The Public Diplomacy Council wrote, ‘‘If ad-
ditional funds are available, the Council urges an increase in order to deepen the 
public diplomacy impact of these important programs and to sustain and strengthen 
the State Department’s core exchange programs worldwide while continuing to de-
velop new, carefully selected initiatives. We count undergraduate programs among 
the exchanges activities that can be particularly effective. Their benefit is long term, 
and it is mutual. The students benefit, as do their countries. Finally, and most im-
portantly, our nation benefits from such initiatives.’’

I will conclude with a few recommendations for how major new funding for inter-
national education might be best invested:

• establish a fund to provide grants to American colleges and universities will-
ing to truly partner, including sharing expenses

• the goal would be to educate a greater diversity of international students 
than ever before in American four year undergraduate degree programs; em-
phasize diversity

• stipulate that the students ought to be the best and brightest from all corners 
of the world

• expect schools to do their own recruitment and admission (collaboration 
among other schools is fine)

• avoid tendencies to centralize and bureaucratize; minimize overhead costs; 
maximize program expenses

• use leverage—partner schools must do their part, financially and otherwise; 
consider aspects of the Davis UWC Scholars Program model, including our 
two-tier grant making scheme to reward the best institutional performers

• demand accountability—we require annual reports which include the fol-
lowing content areas: roster spreadsheet with each individual and related fi-
nancial aid documented; student forms completed by the students; narrative 
profiles of the students; description of admission outreach/recruitment efforts; 
admissions data; a description of programmatic, residential and other means 
of internationalizing the campus; and evidence of how funding is used to le-
verage other related fundraising.

Thank you for giving me this opportunity to submit this testimony, and I truly 
hope to see something positive come out of this.
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Mr. DELAHUNT. Thank you, Dr. Geier. 
I am going to come back to you and ask—the first question to 

you I want you to illuminate about is, how do we prepare? And I 
think that the UWC program is focused in that area. How do we 
prepare students, particularly from the developing world, to come 
to this country and not just address the cost issue? But how do we 
prepare them to matriculate in our universities where English can 
be a problem, where the educational system in their own countries 
are deficient? 

That is what excites me about the Davis program. And having 
said that, I am going to—I know that—well, let me go next to Ms. 
Bellows. I will keep our voice for the next question. 

Ms. Bellows. 
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STATEMENT OF MS. KATHERINE S. BELLOWS, EXECUTIVE DI-
RECTOR, OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS, GEORGE-
TOWN UNIVERSITY 
Ms. BELLOWS. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Scott, Mr. Yarmuth, thank you 

for this opportunity to testify in front of you today. 
Georgetown has welcomed international students since its first 

class in 1789. Over 200 years ago, a student body of 275 students 
included 47 international students who went on to become doctors, 
lawyers, clergymen and politicians. That beginning destined the 
university to evolve into one of today’s leading global institutions. 

To date, the presence of 1,600 international students on our 
Georgetown campus enriches the educational experience for all of 
our students. With us here today is Hamza Karcic, who is from 
Bosnia and pursuing his master’s degree at Georgetown’s Title VI 
Center for Eurasian, Russian and East European studies. Having 
grown up in Bosnia, Hamza’s life experience has informed his aca-
demic work as well as the perspectives he shares daily with his fel-
low students, predominantly American, especially regarding the 
functioning of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former 
Yugoslavia. 

Similarly, many other international students bring their unique 
perspectives to Georgetown classrooms. 

In response to Mr. Farrell’s comments about educational costs in 
the U.S., Georgetown works hard to ensure that our student body 
includes students from diverse socioeconomic backgrounds. Thanks 
to private donors, Georgetown helps a number of international stu-
dents with significant financial need to attend the university 
through the Arrupe Scholarship for Peace. This scholarship goes to 
outstanding students from conflicted regions of the world. Over the 
last 10 years nearly two dozen Arrupe students from Afghanistan, 
Burma, Palestine, Israel, Iraq, Cameroon, and other countries have 
studied at Georgetown. 

International scholars also play an important role on our cam-
puses and provide important benefits to the U.S. One of many ex-
amples is Dr. Aziza Shad, who is originally from Pakistan. Dr. 
Shad is Chief of Pediatric Hematology Oncology at the Lombardi 
Cancer Center and is a leader in the emerging field of late effects 
of pediatric cancers. 

Also of long-term benefit to the United States is what these 
international students and scholars contribute when they return 
home. Georgetown alumni include Keng Yong Ong of Singapore, 
the current Secretary General of the Association of Southeast 
Asian Nations, and others who have served in similar leadership 
positions. 

Since 1993, the leadership and advocacy for women in the Africa 
fellowship program at Georgetown’s law school has enabled women 
from several African nations to earn master’s degrees and return 
home to become parliamentarians, judges and professors. 

Georgetown’s Center for Intercultural Education Development, 
CIED, administers programs, including several supported by 
USAID, which foster international understanding while contrib-
uting to economic and social development. CIED manages the coop-
erative association of states for scholarships, which over the last 
two decades has brought 5,000 students from Central America, the 
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Caribbean and Mexico for training at 2- and 4-year U.S. colleges. 
Those individuals have returned home and are making substantial 
contributions to their communities and continue to identify strong-
ly with American values. 

As we host international students, scholars and researchers on 
U.S. campuses, our Nation benefits from all they add to the intel-
lectual rigor of campus life as well as from the appreciation for 
American values that they take home when they complete their 
educations. The importance of this was well stated by Assistant 
Secretary of State Maura Harty when she wrote about inter-
nationals coming to U.S. campuses, and I quote:

‘‘The loss of even one qualified student to another nation is 
one too many. When a student grows up and becomes a leader 
at home, we want that leader to have had the quintessential 
experience of life on an American college or university campus. 
A young person’s positive experience in America strengthens 
and enriches our Nation.’’

That perspective should not be forgotten. It would be hard to 
overstate how important international researchers are to cutting-
edge research in the United States. 

Georgetown and other institutions work hand in hand with the 
Departments of Homeland Security and State to enable this vital 
exchange to work as smoothly as possible, keeping in mind valid 
national security concerns. However, delays still persist in non-
immigrant visa issuance. This is attributable not to State, but to 
the cumbersome search of disconnected databases by various intel-
ligence agencies. These delays affect not only people applying for 
the first time, but also those who have been in the United States, 
involved in ongoing research that is vital to our Nation. 

In closing, I would ask that you impress upon the intelligence 
agencies the importance of improving their processes to better en-
able students and scholars to come to this country in support of our 
values and national interests. Likewise, I encourage you, as you 
shape the higher education reauthorization, appropriations legisla-
tion and other initiatives, to create expanded opportunities for 
international students, researchers and faculty to come to our cam-
puses and for American students to enrich their educational experi-
ences through study abroad. 

Thank you very much. 
[The prepared statement of Ms. Bellows follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MS. KATHERINE S. BELLOWS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, 
OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY 

Chairmen Delahunt and Hinojosa, Ranking Members Rohrabacher and Keller, 
and Members of the Subcommittees, thank you for this opportunity to testify about 
the importance of international students and scholars on U. S. campuses and more 
broadly about the critical role that international education plays on individual cam-
puses and to the nation at large. Georgetown University President, Jack DeGioia, 
who wishes he could have been here himself today, is committed to building on the 
University’s extensive international character in this era of globalization. In re-
marks earlier this year, to a meeting of the Council on Foreign Relations, he 
summed up his thoughts on the role of academia in fostering international under-
standing as follows:

‘‘. . . a university provides a unique home for multiple traditions, cultures, 
and disciplines—what I call ‘‘communities of interpretation.’’ What distinguishes 
different communities of interpretation is the ‘‘horizon of significance,’’ the back-
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ground of social practices, morals, customs, and institutions that provide mean-
ing for individual members of that community. No where is the engagement be-
tween conflicting and competing communities of interpretation . . . between dif-
ferent horizons of significance . . . so constant and so part of daily life as in 
the Academy. This engagement is imbedded in our mission. And providing the 
context where horizons of significance can be fused—where bridges can be built 
between communities of interpretation—is one of our continuing challenges, and 
one of our greatest opportunities to promote understanding.’’

Indeed, the international nature of Georgetown began with its first class in 1789. 
The student body, of 275 students, included 47 international students mostly from 
Europe and Central America who went on to become doctors, lawyers, farmers, mer-
chants, clergymen and politicians. That beginning destined the University to con-
tinue to engage internationally in:

• welcoming significant numbers of international students to our campuses 
each year,

• sending more than half of Georgetown’s undergraduate students to study 
abroad,

• developing a School of Foreign Service the graduate programs of which were 
recently ranked first in the nation by peer institutions,

• being home to three Department of Education Title VI-funded National Re-
source Centers (on the Middle East, on Eurasian, Russian and East European 
Studies, and on Latin America) as well as sharing a partnership with George 
Washington University and the Center for Applied Linguistics in operating 
the Title VI-supported National Capital Language Resource Center,

• managing government-sponsored international exchange programs, and
• implementing innovative community-based learning programs at several sites 

internationally.
Furthermore, in addition to operating programs at Georgetown University-owned 
sites in Italy and Turkey, we are one of five U. S. universities supported by the Gov-
ernment of Qatar to open a campus in Doha as part of their ‘‘Education City.’’ That 
campus will have approximately 110 students from 23 countries when classes com-
mence this fall where they will experience Georgetown values and our approach to 
learning. It is our plan that a good number of those Georgetown students at the 
Doha campus will be able to have at least one semester of their Georgetown edu-
cation at our Washington campus. 

During the 2005–2006 academic year, Georgetown was home to 1676 international 
students from 124 countries. The preponderance of those—936—were graduate stu-
dents pursuing studies in diverse fields including medicine, business, the sciences, 
humanities and social sciences, including social justice and international relations. 
As is true nationally, the greatest numbers of international students come to our 
campuses from Asia led by South Korea, the People’s Republic of China, and Japan. 
We also have students from Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Myanmar, the Sudan, 
Vietnam and Venezuela. 

The presence of these students on our campuses absolutely enriches the edu-
cational experience for all of our students by bringing special perspectives and 
unique experiences to our classrooms. In the audience here today is Hamza Karcic, 
who is from Bosnia and is pursuing his Masters Degree at Georgetown’s Center for 
Eurasian, Russian and East European Studies. Having grown up in Bosnia until the 
outbreak of the conflict, Hamza’s life experience has informed his academic work as 
well as the perspectives he has been able to share with his fellow students, predomi-
nantly Americans, regarding the functioning of the international criminal tribunal 
for the former Yugoslavia. Similarly, a Colombian student—pursuing her Masters 
Degree in Latin American studies—who worked extensively with NGO’s focused on 
conflict resolution in her home country and who is this summer involved in Univer-
sity-supported research on that topic in Colombia—has brought her own exposure 
to the violence and conflict in her home country to the classroom here at George-
town. 

As you know, one aspect of the Higher Education Act’s Title VI National Resource 
Centers program is outreach activities to share the knowledge generated by the 
Centers to the broader public, including K–12 teachers. Certainly, our National Re-
source Centers have effectively enhanced their outreach programming by engaging 
international students in that activity. Let me share with you one example. A grad-
uate student in the Title VI-funded Center for Latin American Studies, Patricio 
Zamorano, is a journalist by training from Chile but also an avid musician. When 
the Center was approached by a Spanish language teacher at West Springfield High 
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School in Fairfax, Virginia, seeking someone to speak with their Level 4 Spanish 
class about songwriting and musical expression in Latin America during the 1970’s 
and ’80s, Patricio was a natural. He not only gave a presentation followed by an 
extensive question and answer session on the topic in Spanish, but he engaged the 
students by playing several songs, some of them instrumental solos, some of them 
with lyrics, on a variety of instruments including the charango, cuatro, guitar, and 
the zampoña. 

We are particularly proud of the effort Georgetown undertakes to ensure that our 
student body, both domestically and internationally, includes students from diverse 
socio-economic backgrounds. While there is not a ready pool of significant student 
aid funding for international students, we are fortunate that, thanks to generous 
anonymous donors, Georgetown is able to help a small number of international stu-
dents with financial need to attend the University through the Pedro Arrupe, S.J. 
Scholarship for Peace. This prestigious scholarship, named for Fr. Pedro Arrupe, 
S.J., former Superior General of the Jesuits, is offered to students from other coun-
tries who plan to return to their home country after earning a Georgetown degree. 
In selecting the Arrupe Scholars, the Committee identifies individuals who have al-
ready shown a commitment to social justice and are expected to continue their work 
while at Georgetown and throughout their lives. This program focuses in particular 
on academically outstanding students with little or no resources from conflicted re-
gions of the world, and over the last 10 years, has permitted nearly two dozen stu-
dents from 15 countries including Afghanistan, Myanmar (Burma) and Iraq to study 
at Georgetown. 

A recent report by one of our Arrupe students, who recently completed her grad-
uate studies, shared several examples of what she is contributing already as a result 
of her studies. To quote from her report: ‘‘I proposed a microfinance idea that the 
World Bank and developing country governments offer microfinance loans—together 
with incentives for adults—so that youth and adults can establish joint-ventures, 
and work as co-owners. The proposal was well-received by the World Bank staff who 
expressed their strong interest in promoting my idea among country governments.’’ 
Furthermore, she reported that her academic work in the area of development man-
agement skills, gender analysis, project implementation, and performance moni-
toring and evaluation enabled her to have a consulting internship with the Office 
of Foreign Disaster Assistance at the US Agency for International Development 
(OFDA/USAID) where she helped develop a set of performance indicators so that the 
Office can better monitor program results across the world more efficiently. She in-
tends to return to her native Burma when feasible to help the country achieve eco-
nomic and social development, but for the time being, she is devoting her life to so-
cial development of people in developing countries, by working with the Inter-
national Youth Foundation to improve prospects of children and youth around the 
world. 

International scholars also play an important role on our campus and provide im-
portant benefits to the United States. Let me share several examples that will, I 
feel sure, drive home that point:

• Dr. Frank Wong was born in Vietnam and grew up in Canada. He first came 
to the United States on a student visa and has since become a naturalized 
U. S. citizen. Today, Dr. Wong is a valued member of the faculty of the 
Georgetown School of Nursing and Health Studies and is recognized for his 
important work focusing on HIV prevention strategies and substance abuse 
in the US, Asia, Caribbean, and South Africa. He has also briefed Members 
of Congress on these topics.

• Our School of Foreign Service is fortunate to include among its faculty not 
only leaders in the U. S. foreign policy arena, but also former Presidents of 
Spain and Poland who serve as Distinguished Professors in the Practice of Di-
plomacy.

• Dr. Aziza Shad is Chief of the Division of Pediatric Hematology Oncology, 
Blood and Marrow Transplantation at the Lombardi Cancer Center. Dr Shad, 
a native of Pakistan, graduated with honors from Dow Medical College, in 
Karachi and obtained a Post-Graduate Diploma in Child Health (DCH) from 
The University of Karachi. After further training in Pediatrics and Oncology 
in London, she underwent another Pediatric Residency at the Children’s Hos-
pital, Pennsylvania State University followed by a Fellowship in Pediatric He-
matology Oncology at the National Cancer Institute, NIH, Bethesda, MD 
(1989–92). Today, Dr. Shad is Board Certified in Pediatrics and Pediatric He-
matology Oncology and directs the Georgetown University Medical Center’s 
Leukemia Lymphoma Program and chairs the Pediatric Tumor Board at 
Lombardi Cancer Center. She holds the Amey Distinguished Professor of 
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Neuro Oncology and Childhood Cancer and is one of the leaders in the emerg-
ing field of late effects of pediatric cancers.

• For almost thirty years, the Department of Government at Georgetown Uni-
versity has maintained a cordial and valued relationship with the leading po-
litical scientists and international relations scholars in Israel. Grants from 
the Jewish Community Council of Greater Washington, matched by George-
town University, have made possible a visiting Israeli lectureship—the Aaron 
and Cecile Goldman Visiting Israeli Professorship—the Visiting Israeli Pro-
fessorship that has, since 1979, brought nineteen distinguished Israeli schol-
ars to Georgetown University which serves as an intellectual bridge between 
Israel and the United States. Currently, the Goldman Professorship is held 
by Dr. Avi Beker, a faculty member at Tel Aviv University who is teaching 
a full course load of undergraduate courses with an emphasis on Israel, the 
Middle East and Israeli-Arab relations.

• The Georgetown University Law Center also has active faculty exchange pro-
grams with the University of Heidelberg, Hebrew University and Seoul Na-
tional University and hosts a number of visiting international faculty each 
year who are teaching law courses in fields such as the European Union, 
trade, and international human rights.

• Ziv Yaniv, who holds a PhD from Hebrew University in Israel is currently 
working at the Georgetown University Medical Center’s Imaging Science and 
Information Systems Center on computer-assisted surgical navigation sys-
tems, often seen as the GPS-system for the medical field, and will be involved 
in an upcoming clinical trial on the system’s ability to improve the accuracy 
of diagnostic biopsies in lung cancers. He is here on a J–1 exchange scholar 
visa.

Also of long term benefit to the United States is what these international students 
contribute when they return to their home countries. Georgetown, like other U. S. 
post-secondary institutions have educated individuals who have returned home to 
subsequently serve in high public office. But there are less well known individuals 
who have nonetheless been of great importance to shaping the future of their own 
nations and internationally. Keng Yong Ong of Singapore holds a Masters Degree 
in Arab Studies from Georgetown and is the current Secretary General of the Asso-
ciation of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN). Among our undergraduate alumni is 
a young man from South Africa with a degree from Georgetown College in the early 
1990’s who returned home to serve a senior advisor to President Nelson Mandela. 
Another who studied English on our campus is today a judge in his native Ivory 
Coast with a focus on human rights and women’s rights cases. Similarly, since 1993, 
the Leadership and Advocacy for Women in Africa (LAWA) Fellowship Program at 
Georgetown University Law Center has enabled nearly 50 women from Botswana, 
Ghana, Sierra Leone, South Africa, Swaziland, Tanzania, Uganda and Zimbabwe to 
earn Master of Law degrees and return home to become parliamentarians, judges, 
professors, directors of organizations and service providers in their home countries. 
Six new LAWA fellows—from Cameroon, Kenya, Malawi and Nigeria—will be arriv-
ing on our Law Center campus on July 8. 

Beyond the international students who come to Georgetown to pursue full courses 
of study and degree programs, the University is also home to the Center for Lan-
guage Education and Development (CLED) which administers intensive English lan-
guage programs for international students. At all times there are from 120 to 130 
foreign students strengthening their English language skills through CLED, often 
before going on to other U. S. colleges and universities to pursue degrees. In addi-
tion, CLED administers an array of specialized programs including two teacher 
training programs now underway, one supported by Ministry of Education in Tai-
wan and one comprised of English teachers from Japan. The focus of those programs 
is on helping those teachers enhance the strength of the English communicative 
skills of their students. Another CLED program is working with graduate students 
in chemistry from Tokyo Metropolitan University. While those students are at 
Georgetown, they are engaged in sharing their research with faculty and students 
in the University’s Chemistry Department. Across the board, CLED promotes in-
volvement of its students in language exchange programming which enables U. S. 
students to improve their foreign language skills and understanding of other cul-
tures while the foreign students in turn improve their conversational English and 
their understanding of this great country of ours. 

Georgetown is also home to the Center for Intercultural Education and Develop-
ment (CIED) which administers a number of programs—including several supported 
by the U. S. Agency for International Development and the Department of State—
that are designed specifically to foster international understanding while contrib-
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uting significantly to economic and social development and efforts to strengthen the 
institutions of democratic governments abroad and to reduce corruption. CIED con-
tinues to effectively manage the highly-regarded Cooperative Association of States 
for Scholarships (CASS) program which over the last two decades has brought to 
the United States over 5,000 individuals, including large numbers of indigenous peo-
ple, women, minorities and individuals with disabilities, to pursue academic work 
at two and four year post-secondary institutions around the Nation. Those individ-
uals have returned to their home countries in Central America, the Caribbean, and 
Mexico where they are making substantial contributions to their communities and 
who identify strongly with America and our values. Just recently, CIED was se-
lected by the Department of State to implement a similar program on a smaller 
scale to bring students from North Africa, the Middle East, and South Asia, and, 
starting next week, will be hosting, for the second consecutive year, a group of about 
two dozen university undergraduates from the countries throughout the Middle East 
and North Africa under the State Department’s Middle East Partnership Initiative. 

Suffice it to say that, as we host international students, scholars and researchers 
on U. S. campuses, our Nation benefits both from the many ways that they add to 
the intellectual rigor of campus life and in terms of the appreciation for American 
values that they take home when they complete their educations. Likewise, our 
campus and the Nation benefit from the international higher education programs 
authorized under Title VI of the Higher Education Act which I referenced earlier. 

With that in mind, I want to take a few moments to share with you my general 
perspectives on areas where the Congress can be of help in maintaining the max-
imum constructive presence of international students, scholars and researchers on 
U. S. campuses. In that regard, it is important to keep in mind the integral role 
that colleges and universities in the United States play in research activities funded 
by our government. As the examples I provided earlier from our campus make clear, 
universities are responsible for important basic research that provides American in-
dustry with the knowledge and tools to go forward with American technological in-
novation. It would be hard to overstate how important these international research-
ers are to the conduct of cutting-edge research in the United States. Georgetown 
and other colleges and universities work hand-in-hand with the Departments of 
Homeland Security and State to enable this vital exchange to work as smoothly as 
possible, keeping in mind valid national security concerns. 

At Georgetown, we have had the privilege of working closely on a number of occa-
sions with Assistant Secretary of State for Consular Affairs Maura Harty, and we 
are grateful for her own deep appreciation of the importance of international stu-
dents to our country. I would like to share with you a quote from an editorial piece 
written by Assistant Secretary Harty in the October 8, 2004, issue of The Chronicle 
of Higher Education, entitled ‘‘We Don’t Want to Lose Even One International Stu-
dent’’:

‘‘The loss of even one qualified student to another nation is one too many. 
When a student goes elsewhere, we haven’t lost only the student. We have lost 
his or her parents, who have clearly decided to spend their money elsewhere. 
We have very likely lost younger siblings, who will follow in the footsteps of an 
older brother or sister. Most important to me, though, we have lost the chance 
for a student to see the wonders of America through his or her own eyes, rather 
than through the prism of a foreign news-media outlet that may be biased. 
When a student grows up and becomes a social, civic, political, or perhaps reli-
gious leader at home, we want that leader to have had the quintessential expe-
rience of life on an American college or university campus. A young person’s 
positive experience in America strengthens and enriches our nation. And we are 
informed every day in what we do by our desire to welcome those students to 
our shores.’’

That perspective is important to remember as we continue to work on persistent 
challenges that exist as we strive to reach the right balance. 

There continue to be delays in non-immigrant visa issuance. These delays are not 
a function of the Department of State; rather they involve a cumbersome and often 
duplicative search of a number of disconnected databases that are managed by the 
various agencies in the intelligence community. It is important to note that these 
delays affect not only people applying for the first time but also people who have 
been in the United States and are in the midst of doing research for us. When they 
exit the United States for a conference or a visit home, they must get a new visa. 
The threat of getting caught in one of these clearance delays acts as a serious dis-
incentive to travel either for professional or personal reasons and undermines the 
process to help them maintain ties to their home country 
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One individual whose effort to secure the necessary approvals to teach in the 
United States has been seriously delayed is Dr. Waskar T. Ari Chachaki who earned 
his Ph.D. in history from Georgetown in the fall of 2004. Dr. Ari is a member of 
Bolivia’s Aymara people, and he is an authority on the religious beliefs and political 
activism among indigenous Bolivians. Prior to returning to Bolivia in 2005 for what 
he intended to be a brief visit, he served as a consultant to the World Bank and 
the Inter-American Development Bank. He had also been a visiting assistant pro-
fessor at Western Michigan University and done postdoctoral work at the University 
of Texas. Dr. Ari has been seeking a visa to permit him to assume responsibilities 
as Assistant Professor of History and Ethnic Studies at the University of Nebraska. 
He was hired by the University of Nebraska with the intention that he would as-
sume his responsibilities in August, 2005. Just last month, the Department of 
Homeland Security finally approved an employment-visa petition submitted almost 
two years ago by the University of Nebraska at Lincoln for Dr. Ari. The approval 
simply means that Mr. Ari, an expert on the indigenous Indians of the Andes, and 
an Aymara Indian, can now request a visa to take up the position offered him over 
two years ago at Nebraska. As far as I know, our government never gave a reason 
for not responding earlier. 

Likewise, delays in green card approvals can pose real concerns. We all expect the 
intelligence community to take a very close look at people who wish to become per-
manent residents of the United States. However, most universities have a number 
of faculty members and researchers who have been waiting for years for these clear-
ances. At some point, one wonders about the validity of a clearance that is four 
years in the making. 

Earlier in my testimony, I shared with you examples of the work of several of the 
Title VI programs at Georgetown University. Those programs engage our inter-
national students and faculty with U. S. students and faculty in ways that add im-
measurably to the base of knowledge about critical regions on our campus and be-
yond. I was pleased to see, after five years of stagnant funding for international 
higher education programs, that the version of the Labor-HHS-Education Appro-
priations bill which was approved earlier this month by the House Appropriations 
Subcommittee includes a nearly $10 million increase in funding for the various Title 
VI programs. Those resources serve as important base funding which enables insti-
tutions to attract additional support to deepen learning and research into critical 
regions. The importance of that work was highlighted in a recent National Resource 
Council’s report, International Education and Foreign Languages: Keys to Securing 
America’s Future. I encourage Members of the Committees to give that report’s rec-
ommendations thoughtful attention. 

Before closing, I want to take just a moment to share with you a few thoughts 
about study abroad programs. While I know that is not the focus of today’s hearing, 
I do think it is an essential counterpart to the presence of international students, 
scholars and researchers on American campuses. Earlier this year, the full House 
approved legislation crafted in the Foreign Affairs Committee, the H. R. 1469, Sen-
ator Paul Simon Study Abroad Foundation Act. I do hope that the Senate will follow 
the House’s lead and approve that legislation this session. I can share with you 
many examples of how an effective study-abroad experience have changed the lives 
of U. S. students and enhanced international understanding. For the moment, I do 
want to encourage the Congress to be supportive of study-abroad opportunities and 
to lend support to innovations that will strengthen those experiences. 

We are particularly proud, at Georgetown, of our Community-Based Learning 
Abroad Initiative. In fall 2003, we launched a program that provides interested stu-
dents with opportunities to engage in community-based learning while enrolled in 
a GU-approved program abroad. Students who choose to pursue this option enroll 
in a newly-designed three-credit course, Sociology 207, ‘‘Social Justice Practicum,’’ 
offered through the Department of Sociology and Anthropology—a course that re-
quires participation in a community-based project which is nested in academic 
framework and requirements. The program draws on two of Georgetown’s tradi-
tional strengths: community service and justice work, on the one hand, and study 
abroad on the other. It was developed through a close partnership between the Of-
fice of International Programs; the Center for Social Justice Research, Teaching and 
Service; and the Department of Sociology and Anthropology. The prime example is 
the program in with la Universidad Alberto Hurtado, a Jesuit institution in 
Santiago, Chile. Others are being pursued in Ecuador, Senegal, South Africa and 
Turkey. 

In closing, I would ask that you continue to impress upon the intelligence agencies 
handling clearance for members of the international academic community the im-
portance of making significant improvements to the clearance process to facilitate 
internationals with expertise coming to this country in support of our values and 
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beliefs. I thank your Committees for the interest you have shown in these topics 
by convening today’s hearing, and I encourage you to continue that focus as you 
shape the pending Higher Education Act Reauthorization as well as appropriations 
legislation and other initiatives that create new and expanded opportunities for 
international students, researchers and faculty to come to our campuses and for 
American students to enrich their educational experiences through study abroad.

Mr. DELAHUNT. Thank you very much, Ms. Bellows. 
Let me note that your observation regarding the disconnect and 

the database problem between intelligence agencies is well stated. 
I had never realized that before. Let me assure you, I serve on the 
Committee on the Judiciary; in fact, Congressman Scott chairs the 
Crime Subcommittee that has direct jurisdiction over the FBI, and 
I will request Director Mueller to come and have a conversation re-
garding this problem. 

I mean, clearly it is an agency that has much on its menu, but 
issues like these oftentimes can be overlooked, and they have im-
plications in terms of our national security. So thank you for that. 

Let me go next to Ms. Vaughan. 

STATEMENT OF MS. JESSICA VAUGHAN, SENIOR POLICY 
ANALYST, CENTER FOR IMMIGRATION STUDIES 

Ms. VAUGHAN. Thank you very much for the opportunity to be 
here. And again, I will present a summary of the written statement 
that I submitted earlier to the committees. 

This is an issue of great importance to me, having been a foreign 
exchange student myself and helped create programs and worked 
as a consular officer, worked in higher education and also studied 
the illegal immigration problem for many years. 

I want to say, first of all, I think it is important that with a pop-
ulation as large as the foreign student and exchange visitor popu-
lation that we have, which is now close to 1 million people visiting 
the country, that includes students, exchange visitors, their de-
pendents, it is impossible to generalize about any of them, about 
their qualifications, about their motivations, about any problems 
they may create, about the contributions that they make. And that 
is what makes discussion of this so hard, I think. 

I don’t think it is accurate to lump foreign students together with 
visiting scholars because they come here for different purposes and 
on a different kind of visa. And I will separate my remarks appro-
priately for that reason. 

I think two of the key questions that are central to this issue are, 
are we actually getting the public diplomacy value and the per-
sonal bonds that we all agree are so important to create these pro-
grams, are we actually getting that out of the foreign student pro-
grams that we have and the exchange visitor programs that we 
have? 

And, secondly, how do we minimize the very real security and 
law enforcement risks that these programs do present? How do we 
let in the right people and keep out the wrong people? 

The trend that everyone sees and what we have been talking 
about this morning is that visa issuances and enrollment have both 
rebounded with respect to foreign students to their pre-9/11 levels. 
Although you might be interested to hear that one particular re-
gion of the world, Africa, issuances have not rebounded; they are 
still about 40 percent below what they were before 2001. And, simi-
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larly, visa issuances to foreign students in Latin America are at 
half the level they were. 

So the rebound has occurred in specific geographic areas, and 
that tells me that it does have less to do with the visa process and 
more to do with the efforts that the higher education industry has 
undertaken to address the foreign competition issue and the cost 
issues and so on. 

Mr. DELAHUNT. Let me just interrupt you for a moment because 
that is—again, it is important. I note Secretary Farrell’s comment 
that we have to shore up the base. But the countries he alluded 
to are, for the most part, First World and developed countries. And 
what you are telling us is Africa, Latin America, exactly where I 
believe that our focus should be, that at least from a public diplo-
macy effort, taking that view, there is a problem. 

Ms. VAUGHAN. There is a problem, and we need to have some 
kind of strategy to address that. 

There are a couple of reasons we talked about for the rebound. 
I think the State Department has played a role in the rebound, not 
just in the way it has refined its processes, but also I think part 
of the reason has been that they have asked consular officers 
worldwide to start deemphasizing things that were formerly very 
important in the visa issuance process, like the issue of immigrant 
intent and financing. 

That seems to have a little bit of an impact, not a huge impact, 
and I think we need to go pretty slowly in that area to make sure 
that there are not adverse consequences for relaxing standards in 
that way, because there are other trends, as I have said, that we 
need to be conscious of, and that is the possibility that the student 
visa programs could be misused by either terrorists or industrial 
spies or simply by people who are using the student visa as cover 
to move here to work; and we don’t have good information on the 
extent of that problem. 

We don’t know how many students overstay their visas or don’t 
show up for classes. We don’t know which kind of visas, we don’t 
know which countries they come from. We do know from SEVIS, 
the tracking program that was developed after 9/11, that there are 
at least 500 hits a week of people on either student or exchange 
visas who have either—who have gone out of status in some way; 
apparently, either by not showing up or by overstaying their visa. 
That is a pretty significant number of people. 

But the Department of Homeland Security, frankly, continues to 
fail in its obligation to address this issue. Despite having been 
given resources from Congress to set up the system, they don’t 
have an overall strategy for dealing with it. There have been a lot 
of efforts at sort of the middle-management level both at State and 
at Homeland Security to try to figure out what is going on with 
student and exchange visitor visas. They are trying to use the 
available data. But there has been no overarching approach to it. 
And I think that before we can talk about policy reforms, we need 
to get a handle on the problem. 

Turning now to exchange visitors, again, not every exchange vis-
itor is a visiting scholar. Not every visiting scholar is here on a J 
Visa. So it is hard to generalize. And I think while we all support 
programs like the Fulbright program and other well-known aca-
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demic programs, it is important to remember that those exchange 
visitors represent less than 20 percent of the people who are com-
ing to this country on J Visas. That is a pretty insignificant num-
ber in the whole exchange visitor picture. 

I think the issue there is less with overstays, even though that 
does occur with exchange visitors. But what I am concerned about 
is increasing use of the exchange visitor program as a work pro-
gram; and we are seeing it used much less now for the purpose of 
fostering a positive image of the United States and cultivating rela-
tionships with future opinion leaders, but more being used for, 
frankly, ordinary work that happens to be in academia. And some-
times it is not in academia at all. 

So we have to ask ourselves, are there really no U.S. workers 
that could be performing this kind of work, and if not, is the so-
called exchange visitor program the best way to address those 
issues? There is a qualitative difference between an international 
visitor who is coming, let’s just say, from Mexico’s Institute for 
Natural Resources to study American environmental laws versus a 
recent Russian biology graduate who is coming here, frankly, to do 
lab grunt work or to perform, you know, what is really entry-level 
work as a teaching assistant. And policymakers need to keep that 
in mind when they are considering reforms. 

There is no serious debate that America welcomes foreign stu-
dents and visiting scholars who are attached to legitimate academic 
programs and comply with the terms of their visa. But the higher 
education industry likes to talk about these folks as if they were 
all some kind of free lunch for America, and that is simply not the 
case. We can’t blame them for that. They are doing what every 
American business does, and that is to try to protect their market’s 
share, to increase their revenues, and frankly, to lower their labor 
costs whenever they can. 

But it is the role of U.S. policymakers to not let those private in-
terests drive public policy. And frankly, you know, because our 
image is suffering so much abroad, we need to make sure that we 
are focusing our public—what are supposed to be our public diplo-
macy programs on those objectives and not letting them be driven 
by private interests. 

Thank you. 
[The prepared statement of Ms. Vaughan follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MS. JESSICA VAUGHAN, SENIOR POLICY ANALYST, CENTER 
FOR IMMIGRATION STUDIES 

Thank you, Mr. Delahunt, Mr. Hinojosa, Mr. Rohrabacher and Mr. Keller for the 
opportunity to appear before the subcommittee to discuss trends in the admission 
of foreign students and scholars and the implications for the United States. 

The latest statistics suggest that foreign student enrollment and exchange pro-
gram participation remains very strong after a slight drop-off in recent years. How-
ever, the government agencies administering student and exchange visas still lack 
robust information and compliance systems that would help ensure program integ-
rity, minimize the contribution to illegal immigration, and prevent the entry of ter-
rorists, all of which are still severe problems. The exchange visitor programs rep-
resent an important form of public diplomacy that could play a key role in improv-
ing America’s image worldwide and fostering greater international understanding of 
American values and institutions. They must be reoriented toward academic ex-
changes and public diplomacy goals rather than continue as de facto work programs 
that now serve mainly the narrow interests of program sponsors, decrease opportu-
nities for American workers, and often spoil rather than enhance the view young 
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foreign visitors have of America. The most appropriate way to increase the enroll-
ment of foreign students, if that is determined to be a worthy national goal, is for 
U.S. educational institutions to improve their outreach and recruiting efforts and do 
their best to make sure that all foreign visitors have a positive experience. Policy-
makers should reject proposals that might increase visa issuances and/or foreign 
student enrollment but present security risks and might dampen opportunities for 
American students and workers. 

Trends in Foreign Student Visa Issuances and Enrollment: Crisis or New Reality? 
A decline in the number of student visas issued by the U.S. State Department 

since 2001 set off alarm bells in the higher education industry. Colleges, universities 
and their associations have since undertaken an intense lobbying and public rela-
tions campaign to draw attention to the declines and urge the government to take 
action. The industry quickly dropped its opposition to SEVIS (Student and Exchange 
Visitor Information System), the student and exchange visitor tracking system that 
had been proposed in the wake of the first World Trade Center attack in 1993 and 
enacted in 1996.1 

However, the schools and universities have strenuously objected to post 9/11 regu-
lations that required those foreign visitors who are required to obtain a visa for 
travel to the United States (about half) to undergo a personal interview as part of 
the application process.2 Interviews of prospective foreign visitors had become the 
exception rather than the rule in the years preceding the September 11 attacks, as 
part of the State Department’s now-discredited ‘‘re-invention’’ to emphasize cus-
tomer service in the visa process.3 It is widely accepted that lax visa policies greatly 
facilitated the entry of the 9/11 hijackers.4 One of them, Hani Hanjour, was issued 
a student visa, but never showed up for class. His initial visa applications were 
properly refused, but he was able to dupe (or wear down) the consular officer by 
returning with paperwork to attend an English language program. 

The restoration of the interview requirement was not initially accompanied by in-
creases in consular staff or new workload management techniques. Security-con-
scious embassies around the world soon became bogged down, and a process that 
had in many consulates been same-day service soon required advance planning by 
applicants, as well as higher fees. News media reported horror stories of students 
forced to arrive late for classes or stranded back home (though arguably this had 
as much to do with visa reciprocity issues than new security policies) and of re-
spected scholars denied entry to the United States for lectures and conferences due 
to visa difficulties. 

These stories were not made up—the State Department did change its policies to 
respond to a national disaster and new security threats, and the visa process did 
become more time-consuming and expensive. But it is hard to make the case that 
visa policies alone, or even in large share, are responsible for causing the drop in 
either student visa issuances or foreign student enrollment in U.S. educational insti-
tutions. Therefore, policymakers should tread carefully in considering changes to 
post-9/11 visa policies in response to entreaties from the higher education industry. 

The data on foreign student visa issuances and enrollment tell a more nuanced 
story. At last count, the United States was hosting nearly one million active foreign 
students, exchange visitors and dependents.5 That is a huge number of visitors by 
any measure. Figure One shows foreign student and exchange visitor visa issuances 
since 1995. It is true that student visa issuances did drop noticeably (25%) from 
2001 to 2004, before beginning to rebound the next year. However, the decrease in 
visa issuances registers as only a slight decline (2%) in foreign student enrollment 
in U.S. colleges and universities, as illustrated in Figure Two. 
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FIGURE 1
STUDENT AND EXCHANGE VISITOR VISA ISSURANCES (1995–2006)

Source: U.S. Department of State, Visa Statistics web page, at http://www.travel.state.gov/visa/frvi/statistics/
statistics—1476.html. 

FIGURE 2
FOREIGN STUDENT ENROLLMENT (1954–206)

Source: Institute for International Education, Open Doors 2006, at http://www.opendoors.iienetwork.org/. 

There are several possible explanations for the fact that a significant drop in 
issuances may not translate into a similar drop in enrollment. First, not all F–1 visa 
issuances are for college and university students. They also may be issued for ele-
mentary and secondary education or for short-term language programs, such as the 
one used to terrorist Hanjour. To my knowledge, there is no data available that 
would show if issuances dropped for any particular type of student, or across the 
board. 

Second, in the process of reviewing all of the institutions permitted to host foreign 
students that was part of the SEVIS implementation over this same time period, 
immigration officials may have weeded out a number of sketchy institutions who 
sponsored marginal if not fraudulent foreign student applications that may have es-
caped the attention of consular officers. It is also likely that some consulates unilat-
erally increased scrutiny of student visa applications, and all non-immigrant visa 
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applications in the wake of 9/11, resulting in better adjudications and perhaps more 
refusals. 

In addition, as noted by numerous studies and reports, there are other factors be-
sides U.S. visa policies that affect the level of foreign student enrollment, and these 
may have played a greater role in the fluctuations of the numbers. Some countries 
that have historically sent large numbers of foreign students to America, such as 
China and Korea, have greatly increased the quality and quantity of programs 
available at home. Other countries, such as Australia, Canada, and the United 
Kingdom have challenged the U.S. market share and aggressively courted students 
from abroad.6 

Also, conditions in sending countries seem to play a role. An examination of re-
gion by region student visa issuances reveals that issuances in regions such as Asia 
and Europe have rebounded to pre-2001 levels, but other regions remain at levels 
well below. U.S. consuls in Latin America, for example, are issuing student visas 
at half the pace of pre-9/11. This may have more to do with political and economic 
conditions and foreign relations than visa policies or interview wait times. 

A blue ribbon panel of academics convened by the National Academies of Science 
assembled a blue ribbon panel conducted an extensive study of international grad-
uate students and scholars in science and engineering (S&E) that looked at visa 
issuance and enrollment trends, among other issues.7 They found that post-9/11 visa 
policies did make the visa application process harder for students and scholars and 
cause anxiety, but that subsequent improvements made by the State Department 
and the institutions themselves had had a very positive effect on both perceptions 
and enrollment outcomes. From the report: ‘‘Large drops in international applica-
tions in the 3 years after 9–11 caused considerable concern in the university com-
munity, but their effects on numbers of first-time enrollments of international S&E 
graduate students were modest.’’ 8 Also: ‘‘Exogenous factors, many of which predate 
9–11, affect the flows of international graduate students and postdoctoral scholars. 
Other countries are expanding their technologic and educational capacities and cre-
ating more opportunities for participation by international students. The natural ex-
pansion of education in the rest of the world increases the potential supply of talent 
for the United States and at the same time increases competition for the best grad-
uate students and postdoctoral scholars. Economic conditions—including the avail-
ability of university-sponsored financial support and employment opportunities—can 
affect student mobility, as can geopolitical events, such as war and political insta-
bility.’’ 9 

The report points to a whole host of other factors that affect enrollment: the boom-
ing U.S. economy in the late 1990s, the lure of jobs in the U.S. dot.com industry 
(apparently viewed overseas as easier to get following graduation from a US school) 
and the doubling of the NIH budget (which increased opportunities for biomedical 
scientists), followed by an economic recession. Later—‘‘there is no evidence that the 
quality of graduate students or the staffing level of laboratories has slipped [during 
the decline in enrollment].’’ 10 

The Bureau of Consular Affairs and consular sections overseas have made great 
strides to refine visa processing in order to accommodate student visa applicants.11 
At the same time, while refusal rates for student visas have declined, they remain 
high enough to remind us that student visas may still be in great demand as a back 
door immigration route, and many of the applicants world wide simply do not qual-
ify to study here (See Table 1, below). 
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Table 1—Student and Exchange Visitor 
Refusal Rates, 2003–05

2003 2004 2005

F–1 22.0 20.5 17.6
J–1 7.1 7.0 5.4
M–1 9.6 10.0 8.9

Source: U.S. Department of State, Visa Statistics web page: http://www.travel.state.gov/visa/frvi/statistics/
statistics—1476.html. 

The decline in refusal rates, and the numerical difference in the number of visa 
issuances that the drop in refusal rates represents (about 14,000 over two years), 
is not large enough to have caused the uptick in overall issuances or enrollment. 
Rather, it appears that efforts undertaken on the part of schools have played a more 
significant role in the recent rebound of foreign student enrollment. 

According to the Open Doors report, many institutions of higher education are 
taking steps to sustain foreign student enrollment levels that do not rely of the U.S. 
government to alter its policies, and are reaping rewards as a result. These include 
establishing new international programs or collaborations, devoting resources to 
overseas recruitment, hiring recruiting staff, and providing funding for marketing 
of programs.12 Alternatively, some schools are establishing programs at schools 
overseas, or setting up distance learning programs, to deliver their curriculum in 
a more cost-effective way that also avoids the need for a U.S. visa. 

Trends in Exchange Visitor Visas 
Exchange visitor visas are a different animal entirely. As shown in Figure 1, over-

all issuances in the J–1 category have been on an upward trajectory for many years, 
with only a slight decline after 2001. However, it is important to remember that for-
eign students and scholars make up a relatively small share of visitors under the 
J category. Increasingly, the program has been used for other types of exchanges, 
many of which are actually work programs rather than exchanges with the primary 
goal of fostering a cross-cultural experience. Problems with the J visa program have 
been well-documented by the Government Accountability Office, news media ac-
counts and independent researchers.13 For example, child care workers, camp coun-
selors, theme park workers, and doctors are all admitted for work under this broad 
visa category, as well as researchers, government officials and high school students 
in genuine exchange programs. 

The State Department does not keep track of the number of J–1 visa holders who 
are participating in academic programs as opposed to government-sponsored visitors 
or worker programs. The Institute of International Education tracks the number of 
foreign scholars by visa status in its annual Open Doors report. In 2005–06, IIE 
found that there were 96,981 research and teaching visiting foreign scholars in the 
United States (see Figure 3). Approximately fifty-four percent (52,270) were J visa 
holders. Since J visa holders may stay in the United States for periods of time vary-
ing from a few weeks to three years, it is impossible to extrapolate accurately from 
this data how many of that year’s nearly 310,000 J visa issuances were for scholars 
or other academic programs, but clearly it is a small share, probably less than 20 
percent. 

The same Open Doors data indicate that a decreasing share and number of for-
eign scholars are utilizing the J category in favor of the H–1B category. H–1B visas 
are available for U.S. employers who wish to hire a skilled worker from abroad. The 
category has an annual limit on issuances, but higher education employers (and 
sometimes their contractors) are exempt from that limit, and represent a growing 
share of H–1B visas overall. H–1B visas are controversial because they have been 
used by many employers to displace or avoid hiring U.S. workers in favor of foreign 
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workers who will accept lower salaries.14 Employers in higher education may be 
gravitating to the H–1B category because academic guestworkers can stay for up to 
seven years or more and be sponsored for a green card, while J–1 exchange visitors 
must return to their home country after the duration of the exchange program, 
which may not exceed three years. The Open Doors data report that in the 1999–
2000 academic year, 72 percent of international scholars were in J–1 status, versus 
21 percent in H–1B. By the 2005–06 year, only 54 percent were using J–1, with 39 
percent in H–1B. With the increase in overall numbers, the actual number of schol-
ars using H–1B more than doubled, from about 15,300 to 37,400. The J–1 actual 
numbers decreased from 53,700 to 52,400 over the same time period. It is important 
for lawmakers to remember that institutions of higher education have interests to 
pursue with respect to visa policy that may be as much related to their position as 
employers as they are to their educational mission. 

FIGURE 3
VISITING FOREIGN SCHOLARS

Source: Open Doors, 2006

Policy Implications 
Economic Contributions of Foreign Students Arguable. There is no serious debate 

that foreign students and scholars who are attached to genuine academic programs 
and comply with the terms of their admission are welcome in this country. There 
is debate as to the true extent of the tangible economic and academic contribution 
they make. The task of the U.S. government is to carefully balance public diplomacy 
goals and the pursuit of excellence in education and the free exchange of ideas with 
the security and economic needs of the United States and its citizens. It is perfectly 
legitimate for the higher education industry to pursue its economic interests such 
as market share and financial viability, just like any business would, but these in-
terests should not be confused with the national or public interest. 

The higher education industry claims that foreign students and their families con-
tribute about $13 billion annually to the U.S. economy. It is widely assumed that 
because the law requires foreign students to show they can support their education 
in order to qualify for the visa, they are a net boon to the economy. However, this 
analysis may be simplistic, relying on generalizations about the actual tuition paid 
by foreign students and minimizing the cost of U.S. government subsidies to all stu-
dents in public and private schools. For example, according to the Institute for 
International Education, 11 percent of foreign undergraduate students and 47 per-
cent of foreign graduate students are supported ‘‘primarily’’ by the host college or 
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university.15 This support may come in the form of scholarships, tuition waivers, 
employment, or fellowships. Meanwhile, all college and university students are sub-
sidized by taxpayers. Leading immigration economist George Borjas reports that one 
estimate puts the average per-student subsidy at $6,400 in private universities and 
$9,200 in public universities, totaling several billion dollars per year.16 

Borjas also points out that foreign students are an important part of the campus 
workforce: ‘‘Wages and salaries in this sector are around $50 billion annually. If the 
huge influx of foreign student workers lowered wages by only five percent, the pay-
roll savings would be around $2 billion each year, transferring a significant amount 
of wealth from workers to management in that industry.’’ 17 

Foreign students also compete with U.S. students for employment opportunities. 
At some schools, they have first dibs on campus jobs, including the heavily sub-
sidized work-study program, under the dubious rationale that U.S. students have 
greater options and access to financial aid and off-campus employment. Many for-
eign students stay on after graduation to work for a year, which is provided for in 
the law and known as Optional Practical Training (OPT). The job is supposed to 
relate to the student’s field of study, but there is little indication that graduates are 
engaging in true training rather than regular employment. I am unaware of any 
analysis ever undertaken of the economic or labor market impact of this provision. 
At the very least the provision serves to encourage foreign students to stay on be-
yond their studies and become more rooted in this country, rather than returning 
home. The ‘‘training’’ period can also serve as a bridge to longer term employment 
under the H–1B program. 

In addition to the economic considerations, there are a variety of security and law 
enforcement concerns associated with the foreign student visa program. Many young 
people around the globe are lured to the United States by the prospect of employ-
ment, upward mobility, and quality of life. Without family ties or an offer of employ-
ment, there are few legal ways for them to qualify for a green card, so many seek 
non-immigrant visas to obtain entry with the intention of overstaying. It is often 
difficult for young people to qualify for a regular visitor’s visa, as they typically lack 
the compelling ties to their homeland that are required by law. The student visa 
offers an attractive option, provided they can convince the consular officer that they 
have sufficient credible financial support for their educational program. In addition 
to helping overcome the age hurdle, the visa usually is issued for the duration of 
the academic program plus OPT, which can be five years total. 

Surveys have shown that a sizeable share of foreign students intend to stay per-
manently in the United States after their studies are completed. The proportion of 
foreign PhD recipients who stay on for at least two years after completing their de-
gree has gone up from 49 percent in 1989 to 71 percent in 2001. Stay rates for grad-
uate students appear to vary by country. One study found that 96 percent of Chi-
nese graduate students stayed, 86 percent of Indians, and 21 percent of Koreans.18 

Lack of credible financial support is the most common reason for student visa ap-
plications to be denied. In recent years, the Bureau of Consular Affairs has discour-
aged consular officers from assessing ‘‘immigrant intent’’ or ties to the homeland 
with respect to student visa applicants, although this assessment is a statutory re-
quirement.19 For many years it was standard practice for consular officers to con-
sider the type of academic program when adjudicating a student visa. Applicants 
seeking visas to attend well-recognized four-year and graduate programs who could 
show adequate financial support from a credible source (parents and/or savings, not 
distant wealthy relatives or neighbors) were routinely approved. Some foreign stu-
dents cut costs by obtain in-state tuition rates by using the address of relatives, and 
some institutions allow this. 

Community Colleges. Applicants seeking admission to attend community colleges, 
language schools, vocational programs, or other less rigorous or intensive programs 
were scrutinized more carefully, because these institutions are less selective and 
often serve a student population that is more likely to be part-time, less tied to the 
institution and academic program, and more likely to drift off into the work force. 
This assessment has nothing to do with the quality or value of these institutions 
and their students, and everything to do with discouraging use of the student visa 
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as a back door route to U.S. residence and preventing illegal immigration. The Bu-
reau has discouraged this practice as well, as part of an effort to boost foreign stu-
dent enrollment in community colleges. 

In January, 2006, Undersecretary for Public Diplomacy and Public Affairs Karen 
Hughes announced the goal of doubling foreign student enrollment at community 
colleges. The goal is ‘‘to provide educational and exchange opportunities to a broader 
and more diverse segment of young people overseas that have the motivation and 
talent to succeed in a U.S. educational institution, but need resources and perhaps 
additional preparation to enter a U.S. academic program.’’ 20 This initiative is trou-
bling for several reasons. First, the admission of large numbers of foreign students 
to community colleges around the country would represent a dramatic departure 
from the long-established mission of community colleges to serve the needs of non-
traditional students, those who lack the resources or time to commit to a four-year 
program, and those seeking vocational or non-degree programs. Many of the courses 
are remedial and serve to prepare students for eventual admission to four-year pro-
grams. 

Community colleges are heavily subsidized by local taxpayers in order to make 
the programs accessible to members of the community and contribute to their self-
sufficiency and upward mobility. It is unclear if residents of these communities 
would support extending these subsidies to foreign students, who traditionally have 
been expected to pay their own way. In addition, it makes little sense to provide 
job training, often supplemented by local interships, to foreign students, who are un-
likely to qualify to eventually work here afterwards, and may possibly displace 
members of the community in those same programs. 

If the Department of State considers these programs to meet foreign policy, public 
diplomacy or development assistance goals, it should instead conduct them under 
the auspices of an exchange program, not under the student visa program, with the 
stricter regulations on curriculum, duration of stay and requirements that the par-
ticipant return home after studies are complete. 

Security and Law Enforcement Concerns. Student visas are a security and law en-
forcement concern because they contribute to illegal immigration and all its associ-
ated fiscal, economic and social costs; because they may facilitate the transfer of 
sensitive technology, knowledge or skills; and because they can and have provided 
cover for terrorist or other criminal activity, whether the individual remains in sta-
tus or overstays. 

In the wake of the first World Trade Center bombing in 1993, amid growing 
awareness of security threats from abroad, and out of alarm that the United States 
government had no idea how many foreign students and scholars were in the coun-
try, nor any idea of their field of study or purpose for being here, a technology-based 
tracking system for foreign students and scholars was legislated, created and tested. 
The higher education industry objected strenuously to the creation of this program, 
mainly because they feared the new $100 fee that would be levied on students 
would discourage them from choosing U.S. schools (Many foreign students, however, 
say it is negligible compared to what they are already spending on tuition, living 
expenses, student activity and technology fees, and travel. In recent years some in-
stitutions have opted to pay the fee for the students as an incentive). After 9/11, 
Congress made it mandatory that all institutions hosting foreign students or ex-
change visitors participate in what came to be known as SEVIS (Student and Ex-
change Visitor Information System). SEVIS has been fully operational since early 
2003. The system tracks the admission, visa issuance, arrival and program status 
of all students and exchange visitors. 

While widespread use of SEVIS for visa compliance purposes has been limited by 
resources and system capability, the program has demonstrated its utility. For ex-
ample, as part of the initial implementation, educational institutions which had 
been granted permission to admit foreign students were visited and their programs 
reviewed through site visits, rather than paperwork submissions, as had been the 
case before. 

In addition, SEVIS has generated tens of thousands of leads for immigration en-
forcement investigations, many of which have resulted in arrests and perhaps even 
removals.21 DHS and the State Department still have no way to determine more 
precisely how many foreign students and exchange visitors have overstayed their 
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visa or violated their status, despite a long-standing direct order from Congress for 
DHS to produce these estimates.22 

In the absence of a coordinated strategy from either State or DHS to address the 
overstays, some consulates have tried to assess their post-specific overstay problems 
by conducting surveys or with the help of relatively new passenger information 
databases run by DHS. The GAO has reported that some of these studies revealed 
exchange visitor overstay rates of 26–29 percent.23 The State Department has not 
made any of its studies public, but some officials will confirm off the record that 
student visa overstay rates are believed to be significant for many countries, as is 
true for other categories as well. In the absence of strong interior enforcement, uni-
versal electronic screening of eligibility for employment, or meaningful penalties for 
violating the terms of a visa, there is no real deterrent to overstaying a student 
visa, since the likelihood of apprehension and removal is very small. DHS has pre-
viously estimated that overstays stand only a two percent chance of apprehension.24 

Representatives of the higher education industry have downplayed the compliance 
and security issues associated with student visas. ‘‘This tiny, tiny, infinitesimal mi-
nority of people who happen to be here on a student visa are being painted as some 
kind of unique threat,’’ stated Victor Johnson, spokesperson for one of the leading 
higher education advocacy groups, soon after 9/11.25 

Law enforcement agencies disagree. As far back as 1996, then-FBI Director Louis 
Freeh warned Congress: ‘‘Some foreign governments task foreign students specifi-
cally to acquire information on a variety of economic and technical subjects. In some 
instances, countries recruit students before they come to the United States to study 
and task them to send any technological information they acquire back to their 
home country. . . . Upon completion of their studies, some foreign students are 
then encouraged to seek employment with U.S. firms to steal proprietary informa-
tion. . . . In 1989, the FBI conducted interviews of individuals who admitted to 
having been recruitments of a foreign intelligence service. Two of the individuals 
stated that they were recruited by the intelligence service just prior to their depar-
ture to study in the United States. These individuals worked at the behest of the 
intelligence agency while studying in the United States. Upon completion of their 
studies, both obtained positions with U.S. firms and continued their espionage ac-
tivities, then directed at their employers, on behalf of the intelligence agency. The 
individuals each operated at the behest of that agency for 20 years. 

‘‘Other FBI investigations have identified that some foreign governments exploit 
existing non-government affiliated organizations or create new ones, such as friend-
ship societies, international exchange organizations, import-export companies and 
other entities that have frequent contact with foreigners, to gather intelligence and 
to station intelligence collectors. They conceal government involvement in these or-
ganizations and present them as purely private entities in order to cover their intel-
ligence operations. These organizations spot and assess potential foreign intelligence 
recruits with whom they have contact. Such organizations also lobby U.S. govern-
ment officials to change policies the foreign government considers unfavorable.’’ 26 

A September 2005 report by my organization written by Janice L. Kephart, former 
counsel to the National 9/11 Commission, and one of the authors of the 9/11 Com-
mission’s Staff Report on Terrorist Travel, detailed the histories of 94 international 
terrorists who operated in the U.S. from the 1990s until 2004.27 It found that 18 
terrorists had student visas and another four had applications approved to study in 
the United States. 
Privatization of Foreign Student and Exchange Programs 

The Sub-committees have indicated interest in the lessons learned from private 
efforts to bring foreign students and scholars to America. The data on foreign stu-
dent enrollment trends suggests strongly that the efforts of schools and universities 
to recruit and improve the experiences of foreign students and scholars have had 
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a significant impact on the recent rebound in enrollment, at least as much of an 
effect as government efforts to improve the visa application process. This effort will 
help American educational institutions overcome global trends in the higher edu-
cation market that are beyond the reach of U.S. government policy. 

At the same time policymakers must be careful to avoid the mistakes that have 
been made by over-privatization and under-regulation of the exchange visitor pro-
gram, which has morphed from an important tool for public diplomacy into a work 
program. Lawmakers must insist that any student visa program changes keep the 
national interest paramount, and reflect a public diplomacy strategy, rather than 
the narrow interests of the higher education industry. Otherwise, we will continue 
to see abuses of the visa program, such as diploma mills who profit from collecting 
tuition from foreign students while delivering a sub-standard educational program, 
and continued use of the student visa as a stepping stone to permanent residency, 
legal or not. To the extent that the government fails to maintain the integrity of 
the student visa program, the image of the United States suffers, as visitors take 
home bad experiences or come to believe that our laws are unenforced and therefore 
meaningless. 
Policy Recommendations 
1. Preserve the requirement that all student, scholar and exchange visitor appli-

cants be interviewed. The interview is as important to the visa process as per-
sonal contact is to a doctor diagnosing an illness.28 It is not foolproof, but there 
is simply no other way to ascertain an applicant’s credibility or qualifications for 
the visa, not to mention language skills. Together with robust fraud prevention 
programs that devote staff and resources to investigations and training, the 
interview process is essential to the integrity of all visa programs. 

2. If institutions are concerned about the level of foreign student enrollment, they 
must take steps to address problems themselves, not rely on the government to 
relax security standards that affect the security of all. The IIE Open Doors sur-
veys found that after the initial declines in enrollment, many schools took steps 
to step up recruitment, improve the educational experience for foreign students, 
provide more financial support, etc. In addition, schools should be encouraged to 
try opening overseas campuses and distance learning, especially for language 
programs rather than relying on foreign students coming here. Community col-
leges, in particular, should avoid becoming dependent on foreign student enroll-
ment, which could become a distraction from their core mission to meet the needs 
of adult learners in the community who are not candidates for traditional four-
year programs.

3. It could be risky to attempt to artificially or arbitrarily reduce student visa and 
exchange visitor refusal rates, at least without undertaking a thorough risk as-
sessment that includes analysis of overstay data and trends. The report should 
be made public so as to build confidence that the policy changes are based on 
the national interest and not pressure from the higher education industry.

4. DHS needs to upgrade and improve SEVIS so that it is more useful for law en-
forcement and program quality control purposes. This should include a regular 
review of I–20 granting institutions, which has not been done since the initial 
implementation. DHS should be required to report on a regular basis the an 
analysis of overstay data and enforcement actions generated by SEVIS, in the ab-
sence of general overstay reporting, which is required by law, but has not been 
done.

5. The State Department and DHS should assess the Optional Practical Training 
provision to determine its value and utility. At the very least, the rules should 
be written so that it is used as an actual training program, not just employment, 
in the same way the exchange training programs are regulated.

6. The Visa Waiver program should not be expanded before the Exit recording func-
tion of US–VISIT has been fully implemented; nor should criteria for inclusion 
in the program be loosened in any way before this occurs. The development of 
secure document is no substitute or proxy for all of the other qualifying criteria, 
such as low refusal rates, reciprocity and security capabilities of the sending 
country.

7. Preserve the requirement that foreign students must be able to finance the pro-
posed program of study without working.

8. The exchange visitor program should be reoriented to focus more on public diplo-
macy priorities and less on work programs. The lack of strategic vision for the 
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program has resulted in it being driven by the interests of organizations that 
have a financial interest in program expansion and lax oversight. More resources 
should be provided for compliance efforts.

Mr. DELAHUNT. Thank you, Ms. Vaughan. That was very good. 
Very insightful testimony. 

Before I let Ms. Johnson wrap it up, I am going to call on Jerry 
Melillo. 

Jerry, are you still with us? I think we have lost him. Maybe we 
can get him again. 

STATEMENT OF JERRY M. MELILLO, PH.D., DIRECTOR, SENIOR 
SCIENTIST, THE ECOSYSTEMS CENTER, MARINE BIOLOGY 
LABORATORY 

[Delivered via teleconference.] 
Mr. MELILLO. Hello? 
Mr. DELAHUNT. Dr. Melillo? 
Mr. MELILLO. Hello. Can you hear me? 
Mr. DELAHUNT. We hear you very loudly. 
Mr. MELILLO. Sorry. 
First of all, Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for inviting me 

to speak to you and your subcommittee today. I am going to talk 
about visa issues related to scientists involved in cooperation with 
U.S. researchers. 

Science in the 21st century is often a cooperative activity that 
thrives on open international interactions. In my area of research, 
for example, environmental science, widespread exchanges of ideas, 
data and analyses are critical to the scientific progress needed to 
address transboundary, transnational issues such as global climate 
change, ocean recertification and the wholesale destruction of the 
global nitrogen cycle. 

As noted in a recent editorial in Science just about a year ago, 
after September 11, as we all know, the Federal Government en-
acted new security policies. But it quickly became apparent to the 
scientific community that these policies would cause serious prob-
lems for international collaboration in science and also in edu-
cation. As we have heard, the number of applicants subject to ex-
tensive review grew rapidly, snared many scholars and students in 
red tape, and created large backlogs of applications for established 
scholars and students seeking entry into the United States for le-
gitimate scientific purposes; that is, to share knowledge and to 
learn. 

Now, while the true cost to society of the diminished inter-
national scientific collaborations will never be known, the sense of 
many of us in science is that the costs have been high. Now we rec-
ognize that there are clear signs that our Government, too, is rec-
ognizing the importance of this problem and is taking measures to 
address it, but the problem still exists. 

In this testimony, I will give two recent examples of the problem, 
one involving a distinguished nongovernment organization, or 
NGO, and the other involving an intergovernmental organization, 
of which the United States is a member by formal agreement. 

The first example, in February 2006, the President of the Inter-
national Council for Science, also known as ICSU, an NGO created 
about 75 years ago to facilitate the exchange of scientists and to 
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ensure that science contributes to a better world for all people, was 
denied a visa to make a scientific visit to the United States. 

The man involved is Goverdhan Mehta, a professor of organic 
chemistry, a former director of the Indian Institute of Science, 
which, by the way, is the leading center for research and graduate 
education in Bangalore, and also a science advisor to the Indian 
Prime Minister. Professor Mehta sought a visa in order to speak 
at an international science conference in the United States and to 
deliver a series of lectures at the University of Florida where he 
had been a distinguished visiting professor in 2001, but according 
to the Chronicle of Higher Education, he gave up after trying un-
successfully to obtain a visa. 

On February 9, he traveled to an American consular office in 
Chennai, one of only four U.S. consulates in the country. There he 
waited for 3 hours to be questioned by a consular officer and was 
then told that he would have to submit additional information be-
fore receiving a visa. ‘‘It was the most degrading experience of my 
life,’’ he told the Indian Express, a leading national daily news-
paper, and this incident was widely covered in the world press—
maybe many of you did read it—and it also elicited a firm, but 
measured response from ICSU, this nongovernmental organization 
that I referred to earlier. 

The response was as follows: ‘‘We do not expect this scientist to 
be exempt from legitimate concerns relating to national security. 
But we do believe that science has a key role to play in overcoming 
these concerns and promulgating common understanding between 
countries. Nondiscrimination and equity are the essential elements 
of the principle of universality of science, which is a founding prin-
ciple of ICSU,’’ this organization, ‘‘to which all members rep-
resenting over 100 countries and thousands of scientists across the 
world are committed. Respect for this principle and for individual 
scientists is, we believe, a normal expectation in any democratic so-
ciety. The USA has always been a very strong supporter and bene-
ficiary of ICSU, and we hope that this will be demonstrated in the 
future not only in its policies but also in practices as regard to the 
free exchange of scientists.’’

Let me go to the second example. The second example involves 
the Inter-American Institute for Global Change, which is an inter-
governmental organization supported by 19 countries in the Amer-
icas. The IAI, as it is called, is dedicated to pursuing the principles 
of scientific excellence, international cooperation and open ex-
change of scientific information to increase the understanding of 
global change phenomena and their associated economic implica-
tions. The organization was born when 16 nations in the Americas 
signed an international agreement establishing IAI in May 1992 in 
Montevideo, Uruguay. Since that time three more nations have 
joined. The member countries are as follows: Argentina, Bolivia, 
Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, the Dominican Repub-
lic, Ecuador, Guatemala, Jamaica, Mexico, Panama, Paraguay, 
Peru, the United States of America, Uruguay and Venezuela. 

Now, because not all member countries have easy access to visas 
to enter the United States for scientific business, the governing 
body of IAI, known as the Conference of the Parties, has decided 
not to hold any of its meetings in the United States until the visa 
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acquisition issue is resolved. However, I just attended a meeting of 
the IAI in Manaus, Brazil, and there the Conference of the Parties 
voted to have their executive committee meet in Washington, DC, 
later this year. This vote came after the United States made an 
offer to host the meeting and assured the members that every ef-
fort would be made to expedite the visa acquisition process. I sin-
cerely hope that this works out. 

I am going to close my brief statement by sharing with you a 
possible set of actions that could ease the visa problems associated 
with scientists’ visits to the United States on scientific business. 
And I refer you to a Science editorial, the one I mentioned earlier, 
that had some very thoughtful suggestions, and I would like to re-
peat them. And here they are. The scientific community needs to 
join the Department of State to examine fundamental assumptions 
that underlie current visa policies, especially as they apply to for-
eign scientists, engineers and students. A joint working group could 
peel back the layers of policies and procedures to determine if, for 
example, the interviews and the Visas Mantis reviews are achiev-
ing their intended purpose. 

Second, if a trusted traveler program could be established, to 
avoid subjecting frequent visitors, scientific visitors, to repetitive, 
irritating, and time-consuming screening, that would be helpful. 

And finally, if consular officers have the tools and training they 
need to do their job effectively with respect to science, that would 
be very, very helpful. 

In short, the working group could help ensure that benefits of the 
current system offset the monetary costs, damage to our Nation’s 
reputation, and harm to our scientific education enterprise. Person-
ally, speaking for myself now, I firmly believe that our national se-
curity, the strength of our Nation’s science and engineering efforts, 
and our international technological competitiveness depend upon 
getting the visa system right, and finding comprehensive and en-
during solutions to this problem. 

Thank you very much. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Melillo follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JERRY M. MELILLO, PH.D., DIRECTOR, SENIOR SCIENTIST, 
THE ECOSYSTEMS CENTER, MARINE BIOLOGY LABORATORY 

Science in the 21st century is often a co-operative activity that thrives on open 
international interactions. In my area of research, environmental science, wide-
spread exchanges of ideas, data and analyses are critical to the scientific progress 
needed to address trans-boundary issues such as global climate change, ocean acidi-
fication, and the wholesale disruption of the global nitrogen cycle. 

As noted in a recent editorial in Science (5 May, 2006, p. 657), ‘‘After the attacks 
of September 11, 2001, the federal government enacted new security policies, but 
it quickly became apparent that they would cause serious problems for international 
collaboration in science and education. The number of visa applicants subject to re-
view under Visas Mantis, a program used since 1998 to provide extra scrutiny for 
visitors with backgrounds in certain sensitive areas of science and technology, grew’’ 
rapidly, ensnared many scholars and students in red tape, and created large back-
logs of applications from established scholars and students seeking entry into the 
United States for legitimate scientific purposes—to share knowledge and to learn. 
While the true costs to society of diminished international scientific collaborations 
will never be known, the sense of many of us in science is that the costs are high. 

Although there are clear signs that our government has recognized the impor-
tance of this problem and is taking measures to address it, the problem persists. 
In this testimony I will give two recent examples of the problem, one involving a 
distinguished non-government organization (NGO) and the other involving an inter-
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governmental organization of which the United States is a member by formal agree-
ment. 

Example 1: In February of 2006, the president of the International Council for 
Science (ICSU), an NGO created 75 years ago to facilitate the exchange of scientists 
and ensure that science contributes to a better world for all people, was denied a 
visa to make a scientific visit to the United States. The man involved in this unfor-
tunate incident is Goverdhan Mehta, a professor of organic chemistry, a former di-
rector of the Indian Institute of Science, a leading center of research and graduate 
education in Bangalore, and a science adviser to the Indian prime minister. 

Professor Mehta sought the visa in order to speak at an international scientific 
conference in the United States and to deliver lectures at the University of Florida, 
where he had been a distinguished visiting professor in 2001. But, according to The 
Chronicle of Higher Education ‘‘. . . he gave up after trying unsuccessfully to ob-
tain a visa. On February 9 he traveled to an American consular office in Chennai 
(formerly Madras), one of only four U.S. consulates in India. There he waited for 
three hours to be questioned by a consular officer and was then told he would have 
to submit additional information before receiving a visa. ‘‘It was the most degrading 
experience of my life,’’ he told The Indian Express, a leading national daily news-
paper.’’ ’’ (The Chronicle of Higher Education, ‘‘Today’s News,’’ February 24th, 2006). 

The Mehta incident was widely covered in the world press and elicited a meas-
ured, but firm response from ICSU—‘‘We do not expect that scientists be exempt 
from legitimate concerns relating to national security but we do believe that science 
has a key role to play in overcoming those concerns and propagating common under-
standing between countries. Non-discrimination and equity are the essential ele-
ments of the Principle of the Universality of Science, which is a founding principle 
of ICSU, to which all our Members, representing over one hundred countries and 
thousands of scientists across the world, are committed. Respect for this Principle 
and for individual scientists is, we believe, a normal expectation in any democratic 
society. The USA has always been a very strong supporter (and beneficiary) of ICSU 
and we hope that this will be demonstrated in the future not only in its policies 
but also its practices as regards the free exchange of scientists.’’ (http://
www.icsu.org/5—abouticsu/INTRO—UnivSci—3.html) 

Example 2: The second example involves the Inter American Institute for Global 
Change Research (IAI), an intergovernmental organization supported by 19 coun-
tries in the Americas. The IAI is dedicated to pursuing the principles of scientific 
excellence, international cooperation, and the open exchange of scientific informa-
tion to increase the understanding of global change phenomena and their socio-eco-
nomic implications. The organization was born when sixteen nations in the Amer-
icas signed an International Agreement Establishing the IAI on May 13, 1992 in 
Montevideo, Uruguay. Since that time, three more nations have joined. The member 
countries are—Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, 
Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Guatemala, Jamaica, Mexico, Panama, Para-
guay, Peru, United States of America, Uruguay, and Venezuela. Because not all 
member countries have easy access to visas to enter the United States for scientific 
business, the governing body of the IAI, known as the Conference of the Parties 
(CoP), has decided not to hold any of its meetings in the United States until the 
visa acquisition is resolved. However, at a recent meeting (June, 2007) of the CoP 
in Manaus, Brazil, the Executive Committee (EC) of the CoP voted to hold their 
next EC meeting in Washington. This vote came after the United States made the 
offer to host the meeting and assured the CoP members that every effort would be 
made to expedite the visa acquisition process. 

I will close by sharing with you a possible set of actions to resolve the visa prob-
lems associated with scientists’ visits to the United States on scientific business. In 
the Science editorial that I mentioned at the beginning of my testimony, a thought-
ful path forward was suggested. ‘‘The scientific community needs to join with the 
Department of State to examine the fundamental assumptions that underlie current 
visa policies, especially as they apply to foreign scientists, engineers, and students. 
A joint working group could peel back the layers of policies and procedures to deter-
mine if, for example, the interviews and the Visas Mantis reviews are achieving 
their intended purpose; if a ‘‘trusted traveler’’ program would avoid subjecting fre-
quent visitors to repetitive, irritating, and time-consuming screening; and if con-
sular officers have the tools and training they need to do their jobs effectively. In 
short, the working group could help ensure that the benefits of the current system 
offset the monetary costs, damage to our nation’s reputation, and harm to our sci-
entific and educational enterprise.’’ I firmly believe that our national security, the 
strength of our nation’s science and engineering efforts, and our international tech-
nological competitiveness depend on getting the visa system right and on finding 
comprehensive and enduring solutions to this problem.
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Mr. DELAHUNT. Thank you very much, Doctor. 
And before I go to Ms. Johnson, let me just take this opportunity 

to relate a rather embarrassing moment for Members of Congress. 
We recently had a gathering here in this office building, the Ray-
burn Office Building, with members of the Russian Duma, which 
is their legislative body. And it was a very cordial meeting and re-
spectful. At times it was very candid and very frank, but that was, 
I think, healthy. 

But the chairman of this committee, the full committee, Mr. Lan-
tos, posed a question: Tell us about your experience here in the 
United States. And all of the members of the Duma spoke in excel-
lent English. And one gentleman stood up and said, ‘‘I like the peo-
ple here, but I will never come back. I had to go through a very 
degrading experience to get here.’’

You know, here we are, representatives of the American people 
meeting with representatives of the Russian Government, and we 
hear that. So it is anecdotal, and I think clearly Secretary—I think 
the Department of State—and I agree with you, Ms. Vaughn—is 
making a genuine effort that hopefully will reduce or allay not just 
the perception, but what appears to be some real impediments for 
those whom we want to come here, particularly a member of a for-
eign government. That was not one of our finest moments. 

Ms. Johnson? 

STATEMENT OF MS. MARLENE JOHNSON, EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR AND CEO, NAFSA: ASSOCIATION OF INTERNATIONAL 
EDUCATORS 

Ms. JOHNSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to be 
here today. NAFSA is a 10,000-member professional Association of 
International Educators, and we are this country’s leading advocate 
for international education exchange. We believe that the subject 
of this hearing is extremely important to America’s future, to our 
leadership role in the world, and ultimately to our national secu-
rity. 

I have submitted a prepared statement and supporting mate-
rials, so my remarks will be brief this morning. 

Mr. Chairman, for all the good work that the administration says 
it does—and let me stipulate that I agree that much good work is 
being done—the numbers do not lie. I refer you to the first chart 
over here to my right. The numbers tell us that international stu-
dent enrollment at America’s colleges and universities have de-
clined for 3 years in a row. That has never happened before. Last 
year enrollment was below what it was in the academic year that 
was commencing around 9/11, and more than 20,000 below what it 
was during the 2002 academic year, which was the peak year. If 
growth trends in the years before 9/11 had continued, enrollment 
last year would have been more than 700,000. That dotted red line 
is where we would be if the trend had continued. 

Where did all those students go? Let me put this into compara-
tive perspective. And I refer you to the second chart. This chart 
shows what some of our major competitors have been doing while 
we have let ourselves fall behind. The United Kingdom is up more 
than 80,000; France and Australia, up nearly 60,000. 
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For all the good work that our colleagues in the executive branch 
want to take credit for, this is not the picture of a country that is 
competitive in the international student market. It is quite clear 
what accounts for this situation. My prepared statement analyzes 
it in some depth. But briefly, our traditional competitors have 
ratcheted up their efforts to attract international students, at our 
expense. New competitors have entered the market, most notably 
the European Union, which now offers higher education in English 
throughout the European Community. China and India, the top 
sending countries, are aggressively expanding their capacity to edu-
cate their own people at home. 

In the face of this competition, what have we done? We have 
made visas harder to get, we have treated people with hostility at 
our consulates and at our ports of entry, we have held students and 
scholars hostage in our country, fearing if they go home to attend 
family emergencies or to attend international conferences they 
might not get another visa. We have arrested, detained, and de-
ported students and scholars for reasons that they never know. We 
made it more difficult for foreigners to function in our society. 
Some would say that security dictated all these measures; but it is 
not true that the more open we are to international students and 
scholars, the less secure we are. 

This is not a zero-sum game. The fact is our openness is part of 
who we are. We make ourselves stronger by attracting talent to 
this country. We make ourselves stronger by educating future 
world leaders in the United States. We make ourselves stronger 
with a rational visa and immigration system that serves as much 
as a gateway for talent as it does a barrier to criminals. 

Once you understand that, we realize that by taking prudent 
steps to address the disincentives that we have imposed to study, 
research, and teach in the United States we actually enhance our 
national security. We urgently need the President to do what Tony 
Blair did: Announce a comprehensive national policy for attracting 
international students and scholars and task Federal agencies with 
working together—not at cross purposes as they often do now—to 
implement it. 

The President should establish an international education coun-
cil, chaired by a White House official, to spearhead the removal or 
modification of the numerous barriers to study and research in the 
United States that contribute nothing of significance to our safety 
and security. If he does not, Congress should. 

Congress should also conduct oversight of the dysfunctional rela-
tionship between the Department of Homeland Security and the 
Department of State, to which you have given shared responsibil-
ities for visas. Congress should repeal the requirement that the 
State Department interview virtually every visa applicant. This re-
quirement makes no national security sense. It serves mainly as a 
deterrent to talented people, many of whom do not live near U.S. 
consulates. 

Congress should enact comprehensive immigration reform, in-
cluding strong provisions to make the United States more attrac-
tive to international talent. 

Mr. Chairman, putting our country on a path to competitiveness 
in this highly competitive market will require commitment and po-
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litical will that we have not yet seen. I urge the subcommittees to 
continue their oversight to help us get there. Thank you. 

Mr. DELAHUNT. Thank you very much, Ms. Johnson. 
[The prepared statement of Ms. Johnson follows:]
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[NOTE: Additional information submitted for the record by Ms. 
Johnson is not reprinted here but is available in committee 
records.]
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Mr. DELAHUNT. And let me go to my friend and colleague from 
Kentucky, Mr. Yarmuth. 

Mr. YARMUTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I want to thank 
this panel and Dr. Melillo as well. When I listen to stories such as 
the one that Dr. Melillo told, it makes you wonder whether in fact 
there is not some truth to the fact that the terrorists have won. If 
we have created an environment in which we have become so para-
noid that people like this gentleman are held up the way that he 
was, that is very disconcerting. 

I have a question of Ms. Vaughn. When you talked about the 
issue of financial support for students coming in, and in your rec-
ommendations you recommend that they be required to show that 
they have financial resources other than work to finance that, are 
you proposing also that there be some limitation on their ability to 
work once they got here? Because that would seem to be counter-
productive, too. Or are you just saying that this should be kind of 
one indication of the fact that they are legitimate students? 

Ms. VAUGHN. Well, I think both, actually. I think we do have to 
ensure that people can support their proposed course of study. And 
the reason for that—and it doesn’t matter so much, I don’t think, 
where the support comes from, as long as—the purpose of the re-
quirement in the law, as I understand it, is to make it less likely 
that someone would have to drop out and start working and stay 
here out of status. And that if they can show adequate support, 
then that is unlikely to happen. 

I think it is appropriate to offer scholarships to further public di-
plomacy goals if that is something that is genuinely agreed would 
be in the public interest. And there are a lot of reasons why that 
would be a positive thing, as long as it doesn’t happen at the ex-
pense of those kinds of programs for U.S. students. I am sure we 
can find that balance. 

But I do think we need to be careful in allowing foreign students 
to work here because, you know, we need to make sure that their 
primary focus is on completing the academic program, and not so 
that their priority is not necessarily drifting off into the work force. 

Mr. DELAHUNT. If the gentleman would yield for a moment, 
doesn’t that present a conundrum? I mean if we want to attract di-
verse—particularly economic—applicants and students to come 
here, to hold them financially responsible before they arrive, with-
out allowing them to work to support themselves, probably in some 
work-study program, means that we are going to eliminate their 
ability to matriculate in this country. 

Ms. VAUGHN. Not necessarily. If they are adequately supported 
with—if they can’t pay for their education themselves, and we ei-
ther make—the school, for whatever reason, thinks it is important 
for this person to be able to study here, then they should provide 
that support to make it happen. Or if the U.S. Government or 
State government thinks that that is really important for whatever 
reason for that student to come here, then they should support 
that. But it is really not fair to offer admission to people who aren’t 
going to be able to stay enrolled because they have financial dif-
ficulties. That is the reason why a consul officer examines that as 
part of the student visa application process. The goal is to make 
sure that people are not stranded here, and also people are not 
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using the student visa as an excuse to come here, when what their 
real objective is to stay. 

Mr. DELAHUNT. But isn’t that the responsibility—I will yield 
right back—but isn’t that the responsibility of the government, the 
Department of Homeland Security, to ensure that they are not 
staying? You know, as you indicated, we provided the resources. I 
mean we are not—we have had this rather contentious debate on 
immigration and, you know, clearly the laws should be enforced. 
But in terms of our public diplomacy effort and bringing people to 
this country, it is the obligation of Homeland Security to be con-
cerned about the drift. For those of us who are interested in public 
diplomacy and curtailing the downward spin as far as America’s 
image in the world, because it does have severe consequences, you 
know, I think we have got to, you know, be balanced, if you will. 

Yeah, you are right, you said it earlier. The Department of 
Homeland Security, you know, should be enforcing the laws. If they 
are not enforcing the laws, then we should be doing that kind of 
oversight, making those kinds of changes. But—well, let me yield 
back to the gentleman. 

Mr. YARMUTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And you were going in 
a direction that I wanted to go in also, to make the point that it 
seems to me that by—I understand the issue of making sure that 
the visas do not become a total sham technique for getting into the 
country to work or to do something else. But once it has been es-
tablished that a person is a legitimate student, through whatever 
means at the consular level, it seems to me that you would want 
to allow these people, many of whom are extremely talented, many 
of whom bring talents and background and skills to this country 
that may be very useful in a lot of endeavors, to make those skills 
available while they are here studying as well. 

I mean, I sat through two commencements in the last year and 
have seen the number of foreign students at the master’s and Ph.D. 
level parade up and get diplomas. And I am sure they performed 
a lot of very valuable services while they were here to American 
companies, institutions, and so forth. And it just seems to me that 
the implication of your recommendation is that we would cut off 
the access to a lot of very talented people who could help our coun-
try. 

Ms. VAUGHN. We do have visa programs for—exceptions in our 
visa laws to accommodate people who have graduated or who have 
master’s degrees, Ph.D.’s from American institutions—to get, for 
example, an H–1B visa. 

Mr. YARMUTH. I am talking about them working while they are 
in school. Now it would seem to me to be counterproductive in 
many instances to prohibit them. That is what I was trying to get 
at: whether that was actually your recommendation, or whether it 
was just limited to some kind of a baseline qualification for the stu-
dent visa. 

Ms. VAUGHN. I think the issue of working while they are here is 
a different one from what happens after they get the diploma, if 
they are working during the duration of their academic studies 
versus afterwards. I think until we have real knowledge of what 
the impact would be of allowing 1 million foreign students and de-
pendents to work, I don’t think we should go there until we know 
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what impact that is going to have on opportunities for Americans 
who might be studying at the same institution, how that affects the 
students’ propensity to stay here at the end of their studies, and 
whether that is useful or not. 

We unfortunately don’t have good information about what hap-
pens to foreign students after they get here. We just don’t know. 
And that is a failure of the Department of Homeland Security. 
There is no way around that. But I think actually institutions of 
higher education could tell us, too, if they were interested in that 
question. 

Mr. YARMUTH. That is what I was going to ask, if anybody else 
on the panel had a comment on that. Maybe Ms. Bellows, some an-
ecdotal information from Georgetown, possibly. 

Ms. BELLOWS. We have the Center for the Institute for the Study 
of International Migration, run by Susan Martin, who has done a 
tremendous amount of study actually on international students and 
scholars who have come to the United States. Actually, she just 
published her latest work on that about a month ago. And so I rec-
ommend that you go ahead and take a look at that. There are num-
bers out there. There actually is information out there that perhaps 
CIS hasn’t seen yet. 

The other thing that I want to say is that the laws, the regula-
tions, for Department of Homeland Security are very clear in that 
every student who comes here on an F–1 or J–1 visa is going to 
school full-time, first and foremost, and that they do show that 
they have the funding. 

The secondary part of this is, are we going to give them the the-
ory and no practice? We need to also train people in their field of 
study so that they can be effective professionals when they leave 
the educational institution and go into the workplace. 

Ms. VAUGHN. May I? Actually, I don’t have a problem with train-
ing. What I do have a problem with is having a provision for op-
tional practical training in our visa law, that we actually have no 
evidence on whether that is in fact being used for training or is it 
regular employment? And I think there is a big difference. And I 
have not seen anything on that at all. We don’t regulate the op-
tional practical training program at all the way we do training pro-
grams, for example, under the J visa program, where the host orga-
nization has to show their training program, and how that fits in 
with standards in that industry, and how long it is going to take, 
and what the student is going to get out of it. I have issued many 
visas for optional practical training, and I can tell you they are 
jobs. They are just jobs. And you know, that is great, but does it 
make sense for the U.S. Government to have a policy that facili-
tates regular employment for people who may be—who came here 
to study and we thought they were going to go back home? I mean, 
you know, what really is our goal here? And is our program achiev-
ing it? 

Ms. BELLOWS. Please come to my office and I will give you that 
information. 

Mr. YARMUTH. Thank you both. 
Mr. DELAHUNT. Well, we solved that problem. We will get Ms. 

Vaughn and Ms. Bellows together. 
Ms. VAUGHN. Lunch? 
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Ms. BELLOWS. Okay. 
Mr. DELAHUNT. Yeah, who picks up the tab for lunch? Congress-

man Yarmuth, are you going to stay with us, or do you have to——
Mr. YARMUTH. I have a meeting. 
Mr. DELAHUNT. Very good. Thank you for your attendance today. 
Let me go to Dr. Geier. We had spoken earlier about the UWC 

program. I think it was Secretary Farrell that initially raised the 
issue about English. I want to go just past that particular impedi-
ment for those that would be interested in coming here to study 
and talk about particularly—again, going to the developing world—
the lack—and I am making a presumption here, and maybe it is 
an inaccurate one—but the lack of effective educational, public edu-
cational systems. And we can continue, you know, as a Nation to 
attract those that can afford it, to come here. But does that help 
us in terms of our public diplomacy with the entire society, the 
street, if you will? 

And it is good to have the future leaders come, but that message 
that is sent to the street that there is opportunity in America, not 
just for those that can afford it, I think has—in my opinion has a 
very favorable impact in terms of how we are perceived. But if I 
am correct in that assumption, that particularly in the developing 
world there are significant deficiencies in terms of public education, 
and even if English would be the national language, how do we 
reach those students who would be ill-prepared to come and study 
at a 4-year undergraduate program? And I think the concept of 
UWC addresses my concern. If you could explain the program. 

Mr. GEIER. Thank you. A couple of levels of response. One is I 
am not sure whether they are in the room, but I had sent down 
abundant copies of a publication called ‘‘To Move the World,’’ which 
explicates the UWC approach, and the subsequent Davis UWC 
Scholars Program, which could be available to anybody who would 
like it. So in more detail, that is available. 

In a nutshell, sure, that is one example, and only one, of a vari-
ety of pockets that could be feeder systems, if you will, into Amer-
ican colleges and universities for that greater diversity that you are 
striving for. In a way it is analogous to efforts at diversity that we 
have made in this country apart from legislation and top-down 
issues, the bottom-up kinds of initiatives that we have seen in this 
country over the last 40 years in efforts to more democratize, make 
more accessible undergraduate educational institutions to dis-
advantaged peoples in this country. 

There are terrific nonprofit nongovernmental organizations, A 
Better Chance, Sponsors for Educational Opportunity, Prep for 
Prep, Posse, there are just innumerable organizations that work as 
an intermediary institution between the failings in public edu-
cation and the opportunities in both private and public higher edu-
cation. 

And so the question is, what analogous opportunities are there 
in the greater world that would help us put our finger on those 
promising prospective leaders who are from a greater diversity of 
background than those which normally would come and have the 
assets to come to the United States and study? So certainly the 
United World College movement which is predicated on a very in-
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clusive theory and brings kids from 130 countries together on these 
12 campuses and brings them to a level of skills and——

Mr. DELAHUNT. Let me interrupt, Doctor. 
Mr. GEIER. Yeah. 
Mr. DELAHUNT. The three other panelists that are present here, 

and our panelist from Woods Hole, are you familiar with this par-
ticular program? You are shaking your head. Ms. Bellows, Ms. 
Johnson. No? 

Because there are people that might pick this up on the Internet, 
would you describe really what the program does and these schools 
that have been funded by the philanthropy? In very simple terms. 
Terms that I can understand. 

Mr. GEIER. Guy-in-the-elevator approach to that. I think the 
most important thing is the premise on which it was built. There 
was a meeting of NATO leaders in 1956 in Paris at which a famed 
educator named Kurt Hahn, who founded Outward Bound and 
founded Gordonstoun, and a school in Germany called Salem, was 
asked to bring some outside thinking to that group. And he basi-
cally walked in the room and professed what became the United 
World College movement. And that is that if you bring a cohort of 
the most promising teenagers, 16 to 19 years old, together from as 
broad a set of backgrounds as possible, give them scholarships, 
challenge them in academics, and community service, and in phys-
ical outside kinds of character-building exercises, that the relation-
ships that emanate from that 2 years of residential time together 
will create a network of tomorrow’s decision makers, males and fe-
males—we have an equal balance of men and women in this pro-
gram—that this coterie of future leaders potentially would, in fact, 
in his conceptual thinking back then, be able to—which was the ob-
jective of the meeting in Paris 1956: How do we avoid a third world 
war? So in a very Cold War kind of context this was an antidote, 
not a panacea, but one step toward that objective. So the UWCs 
have grown up as a series of schools around the world, now about 
1,200 students at any point in time, selected from about 126 coun-
tries right now. 

Mr. DELAHUNT. Where are the venues of these schools? 
Mr. GEIER. They are in all regions of the world except, ironically, 

the Middle East right now, which it needs desperately, but obvi-
ously the circumstances don’t lend themselves much to it. So spe-
cifically, they are in Wales. The U.K. Chapter was sort of the first 
one. There is a school in Norway. There is a school in Italy. There 
is a school in southern Africa in Swaziland. There is a school in 
India. There is a school in Singapore. There is a school in Hong 
Kong. There is a school in Venezuela. There is a school in Costa 
Rica. There is a school in Bosnia. There is a school in Canada. And 
there is a school in the United States. 

Mr. DELAHUNT. And they bring these school students together 
from diverse social and economic backgrounds? 

Mr. GEIER. That is the objective. And the way it is done—how 
do you find these kids is the question. We have voluntary indige-
nous committees, we call them national committees, in 126 coun-
tries, who on a voluntary basis are nominating to these 12 schools 
the most promising teenagers that they can find. So they run basi-
cally national scholarship competitions within each of those coun-
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tries, promoting them in ways that are indigenously appropriate to 
their cultures, making selections using common criteria. And so out 
of that come, say, either 200 or 500 or 1,000 kids in any of these 
100-plus countries who are seeking this opportunity. The thirst for 
this opportunity is great. That is why I am absolutely convinced 
that if we put out a scholarship competition, created some effective 
promotional tools for it, some good selection criteria for it, let the 
colleges and the universities make their own admissions and finan-
cial aid awards, supplemented by some government appropriations, 
which allows this to be really——

Mr. DELAHUNT. You are talking about a public-private partner-
ship. 

Mr. GEIER. A prospective investment you might consider at the 
government level would allow colleges and universities to make 
great use out of existing infrastructure. And so sure, the United 
World College movement—about which I could talk far too long 
and I won’t—is really only one of a series of ways that I think you 
could find the kinds of diversity that you are looking for. 

And I was thinking in the intervening moments between when 
you posed this question and now, obviously there is no easy or com-
prehensive or top-down solution to this. And in fact, I think that 
is good. I think the best thing is to push this down and out as far 
as possible. So we have already international outreach and recruit-
ment of international interests of colleges and universities in this 
country. So we strengthen and alter that through this capacity 
building. Second, we have got State’s infrastructure and all of its 
outreach tools on the ground. What a great promotional tool and 
a great reference system, if you will, into the individual college and 
university entering class opportunities. 

Mr. DELAHUNT. Now these students—and it is analogous to a 
prep school? 

Mr. GEIER. Yeah. 
Mr. DELAHUNT. And once these students graduate——
Mr. GEIER. Right. 
Mr. DELAHUNT [continuing]. They then obviously have assistance 

in terms of filling out the forms, and filing applications at selected 
schools here in the United States. I know there is a number at 
Middlebury and Davis. 

Mr. GEIER. Right. 
Mr. DELAHUNT. And elsewhere, obviously. 
Mr. GEIER. Right. But it is not just an American thing. So most 

of the schools, as the students graduate, about 60 percent of them 
are going home to their national universities, going on to military 
service, going on to gap years or voluntary services of some sort. 
About 40 percent over the last 4 years, as this program has devel-
oped, have chosen to take advantage of what is essentially a pri-
vate sector version of what could be looked at by you all. Which is 
to say, ‘‘My God, I never really thought I could get to America, I 
never really thought I could have that opportunity.’’

Mr. DELAHUNT. Right. 
Mr. GEIER. So the astronomical growth in our program, from 42 

kids in the first year to 1,400 this fall. 
Mr. DELAHUNT. Fourteen hundred here in the United States? 
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Mr. GEIER. Right. Or to take a look at—let’s just take Princeton, 
which prides itself on—whether it is its own rankings in its own 
eyes, or the eyes of U.S. News & World Report, or its per capita 
per student endowment, or whatever criteria you want to use for 
what’s number one in this country, they went from 4 entering 
UWC students in 2002 to 32 entering in their freshman class this 
fall. So there is an elevation of potential that totally excites the 
campus. The Georgetown model we have just heard about is a per-
fect example. 

Mr. DELAHUNT. Right. 
Mr. GEIER. And there are lots of others that are all members of 

NAFSA. So the opportunity to elevate that cohort is welcomed at 
the college and university level, at the teaching level, at the admin-
istrative level, and I think even would be welcomed at the chal-
lenging level of finding the matching funds if that were the criteria. 

Mr. DELAHUNT. Right.
Mr. GEIER. So I think the infrastructure is there, and I think this 

is not an exclusive for the United World College movement. I think 
there are zillions of really great indigenous NGO, PVD organiza-
tions springing up all over the world. All we need to do is get the 
word out and begin to stimulate some response in arenas we have 
never tried to stimulate before. 

I take the point you made earlier about the State Department fo-
cusing on shoring up its strengths. And that is totally understand-
able. But if we are looking beyond today——

Mr. DELAHUNT. And we want to expand. Right. 
Mr. GEIER [continuing]. Then I think we have an opportunity to. 
Mr. DELAHUNT. I really want to commend the administration and 

Secretary Hughes, because I think that is her vision. We do have 
to shore up the base. I am familiar with the base and she is famil-
iar with the base. But I think that it is at a moment in time where 
we do want to expand, and I think that these concepts that you are 
talking about are exciting. 

Mr. GEIER. Clearly we have to move from the disincentives to the 
incentives. I thought that was an excellent point. And I think we 
need to stay focused. If we muddle this conversation up—and I 
think there is another point that Ms. Vaughn made—you know, we 
need to realize that if we get muddled up in the combination of 
types of international visitors who come here——

Mr. DELAHUNT. Right. 
Mr. GEIER [continuing]. We are not focused on what we are real-

ly trying to accomplish in your hearing here. Because the under-
graduate student is quite distinct from the exchange visitor, quite 
distinct from the scholar, quite distinct from the professional vis-
itor, quite distinct from the au pair program, quite distinct from 
every other dimension that one might nitpick about. But if we are 
looking for a proactive, additive investment, position ourselves for 
the 21st century, I think we have got to stop quibbling about those 
issues and get on with it. 

Mr. DELAHUNT. A larger vision, if you will. 
Comments on Dr. Geier’s observations? Ms. Johnson. 
Ms. JOHNSON. I think just to that larger vision issue, it goes back 

to one of the most——
Mr. DELAHUNT. The vision thing. 
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Ms. JOHNSON. The vision. It is that, without a national strategy, 
it is very difficult to address any of these pieces, because we have 
a very complex system in this government. And we have got Home-
land Security and State who have joint responsibility for visas. And 
if one of them vetoes something, nothing happens. And that is what 
is going on. And we have many other agencies, from Social Secu-
rity——

Mr. DELAHUNT. And I appreciate that. 
Ms. JOHNSON. And if we don’t commit to some bigger picture, 

then those numbers are going to continue to look more serious. And 
they don’t look pretty now. 

Mr. DELAHUNT. I hear what you are saying. And we do have to 
allay your concerns, and achieve the balance, and, you know, that 
is the subject of another day and another hearing. 

And I hear what Ms. Vaughn says. And I am not necessarily in 
disagreement. But I go back to what Dr. Geier said, that we don’t 
want to get stuck in terms of the nuances and the type of visa, be-
cause we just get overwhelmed by this monstrosity where we get 
bureaucratized, if that is a word, and we lose the ability to reach 
the goal. I am not saying that those issue—those issues should be 
addressed, but we can’t allow ourselves to get caught in the weeds, 
so to speak. 

Ms. Johnson? 
Ms. JOHNSON. I think that you are right. And I think that in 

terms of the partnership opportunities there are, as Dr. Geier has 
said, extraordinary opportunities for partnerships. The universities 
and colleges every day, and the States, to be frank, are stepping 
up to the plate in many cases to address these issues. 

Mr. DELAHUNT. Yeah, they are. 
Ms. JOHNSON. The State of Oregon, for instance, offers in-state 

tuition for international students, with the exchange of hours of 
community service that are identified needs in the communities 
where those students are going. And there are many other States 
who, with their own formulas, have the ability to offer in-state tui-
tion for international students when there are opportunities cre-
ated that work for everybody. 

So I think that there are many things going on, and there are 
many, both States and private institutions, and colleges and uni-
versities, who are stepping up to the plate. But it really goes back 
to the question of if we could do things in a somewhat more coordi-
nated manner, and have a more consistent message to the students 
of the world, all of these numbers and all of these outcomes would 
look much better for the country. 

Mr. DELAHUNT. Well, honestly, I mean, I think particularly Sec-
retary Hughes, and I think the Department of State, I think they 
understand that. I am sure that they experience many of the frus-
trations that have been articulated here today. But I think they are 
going in the right direction. And I think there is an energy here. 
Because, like I said at the beginning, Secretary Hughes gets it. 
And it is a critical component of where we are, you know, 5, 10 
years from now in terms of our role in the world and our bilateral 
and multilateral relationships. 

Ms. Bellows? 
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Ms. BELLOWS. Going along with what Ms. Johnson was saying 
about a national policy, I think it is very important to consider that 
in terms of funding for especially the undergraduate population 
that we are trying to get here, that with a national policy we might 
be able to address the problems that are coming up in certain situ-
ations in court decisions about giving money to particular people 
from particular countries. You get into the issue of discrimination 
in that case. So we really need to take a look at our laws con-
cerning discrimination, to be able to give to those students who are 
from countries who are really needy, and to be able to bring them 
into our society and expose them to our values. 

Mr. DELAHUNT. Yeah. Again that goes back to my original obser-
vation. I welcome students from Great Britain, and students from 
Japan, and students from Germany, and students from Russia. 
And it definitely has this positive long-term impact. But I use the 
term, you know, ‘‘the street.’’ We want to get to the street, even if 
we don’t get to it in terms of substantial numbers. But I believe 
there would be a recognition that we are making the effort. I think 
what would have an impact in terms of public diplomacy is that we 
are not saying no. No, we are being proactive, and we want it to 
happen. We want to contribute. 

I really think that in terms of our foreign assistance programs, 
you know, this is as effective as anything that I have seen. I mean 
this has real impact. I mean I have spoken to—I spent a lot of time 
in Latin America. And I have to tell you, when you just simply talk 
about it, not in specific terms, but it really excites—I think you 
said, Dr. Geier, there is such a thirst out there. We know the de-
mand is there. But the world doesn’t believe that we are sincere 
when we say we want you. It is perception, but you know—and we 
do have impediments that we should be able to work through. 

I am frustrated when I sit down with representatives of the 
Duma and somebody stands up and says, ‘‘Hey, I am not coming 
back here.’’ I mean, we see it in terms of tourism. I am going to 
be filing legislation with the minority whip, Mr. Blunt, because in 
terms of overseas visitors, we have witnessed a decline of some 17 
percent. That translates into a single year financial loss of $43 bil-
lion. That is a lot of money. I mean, let’s get practical about it. 

And yes, we do have to achieve the balance that we have been 
talking about, and we don’t want to replace American jobs. We are 
having this debate. I presume the administration is having some 
success in terms of closing the borders. But we don’t want to throw 
a wall up. We want people to come here. And I think if they come 
here, as the data indicates, and we have had a number of hearings, 
you know, they say, hey, they are really nice people, and their val-
ues are something that we embrace. 

Any final comments from anybody? 
Thank you all. You have been very patient. You have been here 

almost 3 hours. This has been very illuminating. I suspect that we 
will be reaching out to all of you for further suggestions, because 
I really think that this is an area that we can achieve something 
concrete, and we can do it in a bipartisan way, and we can work 
with the administration.
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We are now adjourned. 
[Whereupon, at 12:17 p.m., the subcommittees were adjourned.]
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